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I NFORMATION fp S EE:
DR. FELIX GANZ of Chicago poses some questions in the following notes and

would enlist the help of other members in a search for even more elusive postmarks.

1. UNUSUAL CANCELLATIONS: Any collector of Swiss philatelic material is familiar
with the hatchmark postmarks which made their appearance

from 1867 on. The earliest types are summarily listed in the Andres 6. Emmenegger
Handbook of Swiss Postmarks (Groups 76,82,85,86,88,138-143,145-150) and present no
special questions; but towards the end of the century some different types came
into existence, and it is of these that little is known.

Founder:

E.H.SPIRO       

The examples 1 - 6 shown above in real size drawings, may have been more or
less experimental types from which still later types of hatchmark postmarks (some
of them in use until 1965) evolved, particularly those types with a large ornament
left and right (No.7). Special features of types 1 to 6 are: (1)
stars at bottom left and right; (2) oblong shaded date box; (3)
oblong shaded date box, very fine hatchmarks & postal district (11e A)
left and right of date box; (4) lozenge-like ornament; (5) Maltese
cross-like ornament; (6) tapered date box.

Of types 1 - 5 only the types of the towns Illustrated are known.
(Editor's note; see footnote re type 2). Type 6 seems to have been
more frequently in use and is known to date from Aarau Brf. Exp., 2
diff. subtypes: Bern Brf, Exp; 2 diff. subtypes: Geneve Exp. Lettr.;
Geneve Rue du Stand; Lausanne Exp. Lettr., 2 diff. subtypes': Neuchatel Exp. Lettr.;
Luzern Brf. Exp.; Zurich Brf. Exp.; Chur  Br.Exp. and Zurich Fahrp. Aufg. Some of
these type 6 cancels have a dot at left and right Of the date, and the number of bars
varies considerably. This type also exists without hatchmarks from Bern, Church
and Luzern.

It would be a meritorious task if members of 'Helvetia' would check their 1895
to 1920 holdings and report any additional l experimenhi lcancellation types identical
or similar to the above types 1 - 5 as well as other towns in type 6.

11. CANCELLATIONS OF FOREIGN POSTAL ADMINISTRATIONS' POSTAL OFFICE IN 
SWITZERLAND: All those collecting Swiss postmarks and cancellations know

that Switzerland maintained postal facilities in surrounding
countries through most of the second half of the 19th century and to about World War
II - with one agency, in Domodossola (Italy) still in existence to-day.

In addition, or conversely,France (in the railway station at Basel) and Germany
(Originally Baden - in Basel's other railway station) maintained post offices on
Swiss territory, way back in the 1850s and 1860s. Most,or all of these marks are
listed and illustrated in the Emmenegger Handbook,

But did you know that at least some administrative facilities of foreign postal
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INFORMATION PLEASE (Continued)

administrations have been using
postmarks and date strikes with Swiss
town names on them?

Seen 1927-30 Seen 1933-34

Illustrated here are two such
examples known to the writer, one of the
Italian PTT's border parcel post transit
office at Chiasso, and the other the
German PiT's counterpart (parcel sorting
and despatching service) at Basel's main
station which houses the postal customs
P.O. 'Basel 17 Transit'.

It would be quite interesting to
learn what other newer postmarks of this
type are known to other members of
'Helvetia'. It seems that no effort
has been made to date to assemble inform-
ation regarding this type of marking.

F.G.

Editor' Note: The cancel 'Ste CROIX
SUISSE', designated as

No. 2 was dealtwith some years ago and
Herr Andrb Nussbaum of Basel stated that
it is a normal type used around the turn
of the century. The addition of the
word 'Suisse' is unusual, but similar
postmarks are known from Neuchatel and
Fribourg.

NUMBERS ISSUED 

The following figures have just
been released by the P.T.T.

Publicity Stamps Series 1, 1968 

Women's Alpine Club 10 c.
Europa CEPT 1968 20 c.
Chess Tournament 30 c.
Geneva Airport 50 c.

Publicity Stamps Series III 1968 

SUVA 10 c.
125 Years Swiss Stamps 20 c.
National Land Survey 30 e.
Rhine Navigation 50 c.

UNO Service Stamps 1955 55 c.
10 C.
60 c.
2 Fr.

UNO Service Stamps 1959 20 c.
30c,
50 c.

UNO Service Stamp 1900 5 Fr.

Visit of 1020 Paul VT 30 c.
Publicity Stamps Series 1 1969 
Girl Guides 10 c. 19,981,000
Planetarium 20 c. 25,504,000
Comptoir Suisse 30 c. 15,331,000
Gymnestrada 1969 50 c. 9,895,000
Airmail Jubilee 2 Fr. 4,755,000

I A WORWMANKS
The Editor would like to thank

the many Members who sent Christmas
Greetings - too many for individual
acknowledgement - but greatly
appreciated, and sends reciprocal
Greetings for 1970 to one and al/.

E.J.R.

/ A CHRISTMAS CARD FROM SWITZERLAND 

It has been, in recent years,
both my pleasure and privilege to
express cordial appreciation of the

I superbly attractive Christmas Greet-
ings issued by our friends in the

I Philatelic Department of the PTT.
As I may have said previously

' there are cards and cards', but
this year's 'Greeting' under rev-
iew compares very favourably with
previous years. Its brilliant
colours (you Swiss can print!)
depicts an ancient stained glass
panel of the Madonna and Child,
which dates back to the 1150 period
and adorned the Chapel of St.Jacob
at Grapplang near Flums, in the
Canton of St. Gallen, About 80
years ago this priceless glass was
removed to the Swiss National
Museum at Zurich.

The 'card' with its four-
fold message of seasonable good-
will, also bears a 50 c. stamp,
reproducing the design, by Ernst
Witzig, included in the 1969 Pro
Patria set. It will soon occupy
an honoured place in my
collection. F.H.B.SMITH

,I1.0,0n•••nn•••nn••n111.00

SWISS

PROOFS & ESSAYS

If you are
interested in this

fascinating field - we have material
for you to examine at leisure.

If you have not
yet started on them, why not have a
look?

There are still
many discoveries to be made, and
values are rising as more collect-
ors take to proofs and essays.

Ask for our
approvals, in which prices start
from very moderate figures.

H. L. KATCHER
The Amateur Collector Ltd.,

151, Park Road, St. John's Wood,
London.N.W.8._.
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100 YEARS OF SWISS STAMPS 1843-1943
Translated by F. J. ROSENTHAL

REGULAR ISSUES WITH SURCHARGE 

Pro Juventute. For youth: Shortly after the es
tablishment of the Pro

Juventute Foundation in 1912, the Swiss postal authorities went beyond its tradit
-

ional co-operation with this worthy cause. In December 
1912 it sold Pro Juventute

labels without postal value and during the following year issued a postage stamp o
f

5 Rio. with a surcharge for the benefit of the Fo
undation. Ever since 1915 Pro

Juventute stamps were issued regularly eveliDecember for a
 period of limited valid-

ity; up to the end of 1942 there were altogether 104 such stamps.
 37 of the

pictorial designs are of a national type, 37 are representations of coats-of-arms,

22 are dedicated to the memory of famous Swiss personalities, and 6 represen
t land-

scapes. The Pro Juventute stamps can be divided not only 
according to the pictures,

but also according to the method of printing and periodic order into 4 groups.

From 1915 to 1917 pictures of national costumes were chosen from

designs by Wilhelm Balmer and were engraved in steel by Jean Sprenger

for single colour typography. In 1915 pictures of a boy (86) and

girl appeared; thereafter 3 stamps each with national costumes from

various regions of Switzerland. Every year the artist treated the

stamp pictures from a different point of view and thus, with simple

means, brought variety to the series which has an unpretentious yet

appealing effect.

The years from 1913 to 1926 brought a series of cantonal coats- Fig. 86.
of-arms in multi-coloured typography, which were the creation of

Rudolf Munger, the eminent master painter of heraldic emblems.  He succ
eeded in

using the stamps not merely for simple reproductions of cantonal coats-of-arms, b
ut

to create genuine ornament showpieces of miniature graphic art by mmosof 
strong

colourful composition, both heraldically and artistically.  The arms of the c
antons

represent values of the ordinary stamps, and their shading was cleverly attuned

Figs. 87 88 98 99 100 101

to the colours of the arms. The background is decorated for some stamps by symbols

from history or religious life (Figs. 87,98,101 0 ) for others by representations of

agricultural or industrial products (99.100.) Beginning with 1921 a stamp was added
for foreign mail with the Swiss shield (88). This is flanked by two figures, symbol-

ising for each year one of the major epochs of Swiss history, such as the foundin
g of

the Confederation, the battles of Sempach and St. Jakob
s.an-der-Birs, the wars of

Burgundy and the Milanese campaigns.

From 1927 to 1932 the pictorial motives method of printing and stamp format
were changed practically every year. Thus, in 1927 we find a series of stamps

dedicated to the memory of Heinrich Pestalozzi, (89) copper plate printing in

addition to multicoloured typography, and for the first time for Swiss stampsletc
hed

•_ngraving, as well as the
first Pro Juventute stamps
in double format. 1928 and
1930 showed three city coats..
of-arms in typography, which
resembled the earlier series

A

-,•-n • - -.0A.. HELVETIA of cantonal arms, and which
have remained to this date

Figs • 89 102
the only stamps in small
rectangular format. In

1929 the first landscapes in two-coloured etched engraving appeared (102), which 
may

be contrasted with the three landscapes of 1931 with their simple impressive design

in one-colour etched engraving. In 1932 three values were issued - for the first

time in the middle format - with representations of popular games (103).

Following the Pestalozzi series, every year one stamp was subsequently dedicated

to the memory of a famous Swiss.

Part VII

103
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100 YEARS OF SWISS STAMPS (Continued)

In 1933 a new epoch began with the issue of stamps representing feminine
costumes, the series concluding with those issued in December 1942.  In contrast
to the former series of costumes, it was prepared in two-coloured etched engraving
and in the middle format. The artists, J.Courvoisier, C. Liner and H. Zaugg

Figs. 90 91 92 104 107

show on these stamps primarily the head-dress and bodice, indicating by means of
a characteristic bit of landscape in the background the region represented by the
costumes (90,91,92,104,107). The advantages of this method of printing are here
shown to good effect. Every strong line is avoided and the colour tones are
delicately shaded in such a fashion as it would be impossible to duplicate by
means of any other method of printing. As a result the pictures are of an
extraordinary softness.

In addition to the costumes, Karl Bickel created for every year one, and
for 1937, 1941 and 1942 two stamps each for engraved printing, with the portraits
of famous Swiss personalities, each of which is an unsurpassed masterpiece(93,951

/05,106).

The 25th anniv-
ersary of the Pro
Juventute Foundation
shows on the 1937
stamps instead of
the costume pictures
two charming children's

95 105
heads. These were
combined within a

(To be continued)

Reports on NORTHERN GROUP MEETINGS: Hon.Sec. R.A.Hayle, 6, Limes Avenue,
Huddersfield Road,Halifax,Yorks.

Using the theme 'Condition in Relation to Value', Mr. L.Moore acted as
Discussion Leader at the December Northern Group meeting, when the subject for
study was 'IMRE. ONLY'. To-day there is greater emphasis on condition than
ever before, resulting in a high rise in the value of early stamps in fine condit-
ion. Thus, in order that some of the classics may grace the pages of collectors
of modest means, a sub-standard copy may often be better than none at all, although
Mr. Moore advised members to try to buy in the first place an item in the best
possible condition they could afford.

Mr. Moore quoted from Ed.M'ialer's 'Catalogue of the Classic Stamps of Europe'
of 1958, detailing the various quality standards listed and percentage discounts
for degrees of imperfection. Using the 2 Rp. grey eStrubeli l as an example, he
was able to show the relative values of sub-standard items and also recalled past
experiences in buying stamps with reference to condition, and the efforts he had
made over the years to improve the quality of his collection, thus giving much
useful advice to members. His display consisted of a superb array of Imperfs.,
including the Zurich 4 & 6, Double Geneva, Bale Dove, Large & Small Eagles, some
on cover and some illustrated with photographs.  He also displayed a page of
Sperati forgeries and a fine collection of Rayons and Strubelis including covers
and multiples. Just to prove, however, that the theme 'Imperf. Only' does not
limit collectors to the 'Classics', Miss Chatburnpr.Ritchie and Messrs.Gilchrist,
Hoyle & Robertshaw displayed (beside their many sub-standard imperfs;) the imperf.
miniature sheets and soldier stamps, thus providing a varied and interesting after-
noon for all present.

At the meeting on January 3rd,DR.G.G.RITCHIE of Harrogate displayed the'MESS-
ENGER & MONUMENTS ISSUE'. Tracing the history of the issue from the original des-
ign competitions, he displayed the various series which included value changes(for
new post  58t2!)telirges of paper(both coloured and phosphor),changes . in designano tne 0, . values with nhosnhor on the wrong side, Also included were
cdil strips with the Kfrerences in nesign, booklets, tete-becne & interspace pairs
and a wide range of covers.

Figs. 93 106

decorative souvenir sheet.

http://changes.in
http://changes.in
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PRCDCI-S 'R1ALS AND FSSAY/S;
By L. MOORE Part II.

SITTING HELVETIA (Impressed Watermark) 

No other Swiss issue was preceded by such a wide variety of proofs and trials
as the 'Sitting Helvetia' perf.  There are plate proofs, handprinted in black on
white card of the 2,3,5,10,20,30,40,60c. and 1 Franc.  To test the new Control
Mark, complete sheets of blank white perforated paper were impressed with it.  On
the adopted paper, with Control Mark, the 40 c. was printed in green, imperf and
with the 'cancellation' or running over every
three stamps. 1 FR per 100 Sthck 1 Fr. par Cent

Also on Control Marked paper there were many imperf. colour trials: ... 2 c.black,
2 c. black/brown, 2 c. red-brown, 5 c. vermilion, 5 c. bronze, 5 c. gold, 30 c.
bronze and 30 c. gold. It will be remembered that this issue had interchangeable
value corners, so the reason there are so many proofs and trials of the 2 c. is
probably because the 2 c. corners happened to be fitted and were left in for runs
in various colours.

On paper without Control Mark are the 2 c. grey & red, 5 c. brown, 10 c. blue,
20 c. orange, 30 c. red, 60 c. yellow, 2 c. brown, 10 c. carmine, 15 c. yellow, 25 C.
green, 30 c. blue, 40 c. grey, 50 c. violet, 1 Fr. gold, all imperf.  Trials of
colours of other values include: 2 c. in grey, blue, rose, yellow, orange, green
and lilac, the 5 c. in blue, red, yellow and violet; the 10 co in brown, the 20 c.
in grey-blue and red-gold, the 25 c. in brown, blue and carmine/yellow and the 40 c.
in sulphur yellow, all imperf.

There are colour trials of the 2 c. in red on gold, in blue on silver, in
violet on silver, in black on rose, in black on green, on blue, on lilac and on
salmon, and the 3 c. in black on blue, black on yellow, black on brown and black on
lilac: mostly imperf., through some are known perforated.

Perforated trials on the actual paper with control mark are of the 2 c. in
black-brown, 5 co grey, 10 co yellow-brown and yellow on red. There are paper
trials in several shades and different papers. All values are known in adopted
colours without Control Mark. The 2 c. is known in perforated colour trials in
almost all the adopted colours and also a variety of different coloured papers.
The 3 c. also was tried in black on blue, yellow, brown and lilac. To test cancell-
ations on the new paper there was a 2 c. in red and gold with the date stamp 'BERN
15 Nov. 1863' in black.

Bearing the same cancellation is the 2 c, in blue on silver, while the 5 c.
in vermilion was cancelled 10BERPOST CONTROLE 22 Juni 1 64' in blue. The 5 c. in
blue was cancelled IROMANSHORN 1 and the 10 c. blue on blued paper was cancelled
'OBERPOST CONTROLE 22 Juni 1 64' in violet. On perforated paper, cancellation
tests were made on the 2 c. black-brown with the c.d.s. 'BERN 19.1.78 1 , the 20 c.
blue is known with the same mark, the 30 c, vermilion with a Posthorn cancellation,
and the 40 c. green with 1WEISSENBACH 6.VI. 79 1 in red.

Before the issue of the granite paper series, there were colour trials on
perforated granite paper with Control Mark as follows: 5 c. green, 5 c. carmine,
10 c. green, 10 c. dark brown and 10 c. yellow-brown on rosy tinted paper.  The
paper itself was subject to tests of the Control Mark and the writer's collection
is a piece of the granite paper, imperf. with 25 Control Marks spaced out to receive
the stamps. The marks stand out as clearly as if they were printed.

One of the most interesting phases of the development of printing with metallic
colours can be traced to trials of this issue. For instance, the 60 c. value origin-.
ally was to be printed in yellow, but the result was very 'washy' as can be seen from
the trial on Control Marked paper.  It was then considered appropriate to print the
higher values in metallic ink, and experiments were conducted.  After underprinting
in red or in yellow, metallic powder was sprinkled over the still wet ink.  Bronze
was used for the 60 c., and gold for the 1 Franc, but as the value corners were
interchangeable, many of the trials bear values other than the 60 co and 1 Franc.
One early trial quite clearly shows the red underprinting through the gold powder
and this has the 2 c. corners in positions I have a bronze trial with Control Mark
on white paper with 5 c. corners, and a sample of the finally accepted bronze colour
with Control Mark but with 30 c. corners.  The final proof of the 1 Franc in gold -
hand impression with wide margins, imperf. and with Control Mark - is far finer in
relief than the issued stamp.

(To be continued)



With I Stampex t and 1Philympia
l in

the offing, there are likely to be heavy
demands on stocks of Swiss stamps in
this country, which are cheaper than
on the Continent.

Before the rush starts make sure
of all your outstanding items.

Material supplied on approval
and careful attention given to Want
Lists:

Pre-stamp covers
All stamp issues - classics to modern
Airmails, flight covers and special

flights
Flaws and varieties
Tetemibeche, de.ttnant etc
Booklet stamps
Commemoratives - cards, covers etc.
Miniature sheets
Soldier stamps

Do not delay write now

14, Low Lane, Torrisholme,

MORECAMBE, Lanes

FEBRUARY LONDON GROUP MEETING.

The next meeting to be held on
Wednesday, 11th February, at 6.30 p.m.
at the Kingsway Hall, W.C.2. will
consist of an AUCTION.

To give all members a Chance to
sell some of their (vast ?) stocks of
surplus material, it is suggested that
initially lots will be offered in groups
of 10 per member. Items in excess of
10 will be put up in a second round.

It is also suggested that there
should be a minimum reserve of 2/- per
lot and in fairness to the auctioneer,
reserve prices should be noted on the
list (in duplicate please) accompanying
the lots.

Items sent in by post should reach
the Secretary, Mrs. Rawnsley, not later
than Monday, 9th February.

Congratulations to Er. F. Boswell,
of Bournemouth who entered 12 sheets of
Swiss stamps, showing a fair example of
the various issues, in the Annual Com-
petition of the Bournemouth & District
P.S., in December, and was awarded the
illorah Muriel Cup'.

A full report will be given next
month on W.Cdr. R.F. Bulstrodels
superby display of Hotel Posts' and
other items, given at the January
London Meeting.

For fine RARITIES OF SWITZERLAND 
and EUROPE

send your want-lists to ZUMSTEIN - you
will get fine, first class quality.

Order from Harris Publications Ltd.,
Durham House, 16 John Adam Street,
London W.C.2.

the ZUMSTEIN CATALOGUES 1970
SWITZERLAND/LIECHTENSTEIN pocket size

Price 7/6d, 1- 1/6d. post, Reg. 3/-

EUROPE 62/6d ) Post
EUROPE with thumb index: 70/- ) 7/6d

SWITZERLAND/LIECHTENSTEIN SPECIALISED 

XIXth Edition 1968 still in use -
Price 37/6d. + postage 5/-
(No new edition in Autumn 1969)

Supplements to the EUROPE Catalogue are
published regularly in the BERNER
BRIEFEARKEN-ZEITUNG - Annual fee 32/6d.
with extra supplement to catalogue 36/-

AMEN ft Cif
(Propr, Hertsch & Co.)

P.O.Box 2585, CH - 3001 BERNE

POSTMARK NEWS:

SLOGAN POSTMARKS: The following pict-
orial cancels are in

use since 1st January (Crans summer from
5 May):

AIGLE carrefour du tourism
CRANSasur-Sierre-Soleiloeigeoports

II II " ”Soleil,Sports,golf
VERBIER hiver
BASEL und sein Zoo
KLOTEN Flughafendorf
MEILEN - am Zurichsee

AUTOMBILE CANCELS 

Auto 3 XIXes Epreuves internationales
de ski - 17-13 janvier 70 -
LE BRASSUS, Valle de Joux

SLOGAN CANCEL 

Salon Gentve, Vehicles utilaires 10

Manutention 31.1 - 8.2.1970 .
Gentve 1 to 8 Feb,

TOURIST PROPAGANDA CANCELS

The following will be withdrawn as
from 20th January:

8800 THALWIL  (K,172)
8620 WETZIKON (ZH) (K.328)

FOR FUTURE ARTICLES

Have members any requests for
articles on subjects which they would
be interested to see dealt with in
our publication?

If so, drop us a line and we will
see what can be done.
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1st December PRO JUVENTUTE

Indigenous birds

22

lo + 10
20 +"10
30 + 10
50 + 20

1.10

0.80

1.60
Fr.8.00

No. Values
26th February PUBLICITY ISSUE - Series I 5 20

30See below
30
50
80

4th May EUROPA CEPT 3°-

29th May PRO PATRIA

50 ,

10 + 10

Contemporary stained glass
20 + 10
30 + 10
50 + 2o

17th Sept. PUBLICITY ISSUE - Series II
75 Years of Swiss Football

Association 1895-1970 10
Federal census 20
Swiss Alps - Piz Palo 30
Nature Year

COIL STAMPS 3 10
(large figures on reverse) 20

Fr. 2,40

0.80

Total

i.60
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1970 NEW ISSUE ROGRAMME
Preliminary details of the various issues of new stamps proposed for 1970

have been released and are as follows:

In addition to the above, from 18th Jone,:the Philatelic Agency will sell
complete tete-beche sheets of the 10, 20 & 30 Rp. tHistoric Buildings' of 1968.

PUBLICITY ISSUE - Series I 
-Five stamps without additional charge will be issued on 26th February, of

which two will have a value of 30 Rp. Details are as follows:
20 Bp. 75 Years of the Swiss Telegraphic Agengy, 895-1970: This Agency

started its operations in Bern 75 years ago. Its objective and neutral
reporting has won the Agency an excellent reputation at home and abroad.-
30 Rp. 100 Years of the Swiss Firemen's Association, 1870-1970: The Association

has more than 200,000 members. The stamp, showing a child being rescued
from a burning house, highlights a particularly important aspect of the many
duties of the fireman and pays tribute to their service.
30 lip. 50 Years of the PRO INFIRMIS Foundation: In an endeavour to better the

disabled, a group of high-minded men and women set up the PRO INFIRMIS
Foundation in 1920. In spite of the invalidity insurance introduced since, the
beneficient work of Pro Infirmis is still indispensible. A modernised version
of the Foundation's emblem, a chained wing, is used.



RECENT POSTMARK NEWS: 

1. CIRCULAR TOURIST PUBLICITY CANCEL 
7304 MAIENFELD - Heidi's Helmet

IC.51,7
2. PICTORIAL SLOGAN
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PROGRAMME FOR 1970 - Continued

50 Hp. 25 Years of the United' Nations Organisation, 1945-1970: The United
Nations Charter came into force on 24th October 1945. Although . Switz-

erland is not atiember of the U.N., the European headquarters of the organisation
are located at Geneva and it is deemed appropriate to mark- the 25th anniver-
sary by a special stamp.

80 Hp. New Headquarters of the Universal Postal Union in Bern: The Inter-
national-Bureau of the Universal Postal Union: Will move into new

quarters in-Bern'in the spring of 1970 and the new building is shown on the stamp.

Stamp size: 36 x 26 mot. (33 x 23mm.) Form cylinder: 2 sheets(A&B)
Paper: White, luminous substance, violet fibres. No. per sheet: 50

The new stamps will be sold by post offices and mobile offices from 26th
February 1970 in place of ordinary stamps (unless the latter are asked for)until
stocks are exhausted. Also obtainable from the 8 Philatelic Bureaux.

Five special covers will be available, one for each design, and also a
collective one for the whole issue at a cost of 30 Rp. each; also Collection
sheet No.250 and Folder No. 96. A special First Day cancel: '3000 BERN -
26.2.70 - AUSGABETAG' will be used in Bern.

Don't miss

STPMF---
which will be bigger and better than
ever. Make a note of the date and
times:

Tuesday, 3rd - Saturday, 6th March

at

The New Horticultural Hall,
Greycoat Street, S.W.1.

Tue - Fri. 10.30 a.m. 9.00 p.m.
Saturday 10.30 a.m. 7.00 p.m.

Nearest,stations: St. James' Park or
Victoria

Buses: 104 -11, 24, 291 39/ 134, 149,
503 & 507.

Car park in Rochester Berl.-

The following were issued on 5th
February:
KUSSNACHT-am-RIGI - Hohle Gasse
ST. MARGRETHEN SG - Tor zur Ostschweiz
ALTSTLTEN Marktort im Rheintal
FUME - Sommer - und Winterkurort

ST AMPEX
i 9 7 0

We look forward to
welcoming you at

STAND No. 30

We are very pleased that the
Swiss P.T.T. will again be with us,
showing Stained Glass Window pic-
tures connected with the present
PRO PATRIA series, including an
illuminated reprOduction of the
'Madonna of Flums' window. They
will also have current issues on
sale.

We shall be showing items of
interest to all collectors of Swiss
stamps from Classics to Modern.

The lovely H. L. Katcher
'HELVETIA TapPHY' will also be on
show at the Exhibition,

---o0o---

-H. L. K T C -H E R

The Amateur Collector Ltd.,
151, Park Road, St. John's Wood,

London, N.W.8.

Tel: 01-586 0616.

B.P.A. P.T.S. S.P.A. .S.D.A.
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The Hotel Pest atamPgofIiitPerland were the main subject of the unique
display-of unusual items given , by W.-Cdr. R.F. BULSTRODE, 0.B.E. to members
of the t Helvetia. l. at the January meeting ia London.

The use of these stamps arose because
tourism-was becoming popular, the postal
routes was extremely poor to hotels perch,.
rietors therefore, Orgrinised private posta:
their guests, but the mail had to be labor:
and the nearest post office, often several
a small charge of 5, 10 or15 Rp, was made.
which served as a receipt for the sum paid
They also provided a little extra income az
included a small picture of the hotel in qt
This worked well until 1883 when the Post C
stamps were to be used bearing a figure of
out these symbols hotel stamps continued ir

in the mid-19th century, when
-stem, while quite good on the main
d on mountain tops. Hotel prop-

servicee for the convenience of
ously transported between the hotel
miles away, and for this service

Stamps were issued by the hotels
in addition to the normal postage.
A were good publicity, since many.
estion as part of the design.
ffice decreed that no unofficial
value or the word 'Franco'. With-
use until at least 1900.

It should be noted that Switzerland wt $ not the only country to' issue
such hotel stamps. They were also used in Austria, Hungary and Roumania, and
almost certainly by tWo hotelS in Scotland

The display which followed Showed exa; Ties of the stamps issued, includ-
ing essays, forgeries ' varying types of cal cellations and some outstanding
items postally used on .cards or covers;

BELALP near the Aletsch Glacier, issued
Mail was taken to the nearest po

away. The design is a small View in an ov
alp are aIwaYs forgeries. No. 1 was shown,
tied by the Basel circular date stamp.

ENGELBERG - Hotel Sonnenberg. Issued in 1 380 and depicts a view of the hotel.
They have anorPal PPrforatior of: 13k, although most catalogues

state 111-, which is far rarer.

1VI1DERANERTAL - nearest post office Amsteg. The design is similar to that of
BELALP. The issues of 187( , , 71, 72 & 74 were inscribed 5 c.

In 1885 they Were re-drawn, the figure OmLtted and the inscription 'EXTRADIENST1
added.
MURREN - Grande Hotel des Alpes. One of the very few for which the engraver is

known: 2. Keller-Kehr of Bern; It is a large rectangular stamp with a
fine alpine landscape in a decorative fxr.ame. .

PIORA TAL - 5 miles from Airolo, the net 3,rest Post office, The date of issue
a little uncertain but is thoughtto be around 1883. The first
the hote::. with . the River Ftss, the later one the hotel and Lake

RIGI-KULM - nearest pcst Office Vitzne la or Arth-Goldau. Several issues were
-made: betwten 1870 and 188;-, in a variation of the alpine rose design

but in horizontal forLat. Among:the !teas shown was a very fine postcard of
1891 cancelled with-a10 c. Cross &-R:.gure stamp and bearing a Rigl-Kulm hotel
stamp..
R

IGI-SCHPIDECK which followed the ajample of Rigi-Kaltbad in 1868. Nearest
office Gersau on the 1 akeside..Examples were shown With the

straight-line, boxed cancel )RIGI SCIMIDECK! and also one with a Federal postmark
of 1885. The design,a dove . with a letter, is shown within an oval ribbon.

ST. GOTTHARD - Hotel du Mont Prosa, tliCh is depicted on the stamp together
with the church and hospice. Date of actual issue unknown. Dis-

played was a very rare card, postmarlged at iirolo and bearing a hotel stamp;
the card bears the statement that the writer is the only guest at the hospice:

in 1873 and later in 1876 and 1880.
yt office at Brigue, some 12 miles
a frame. Perforated stamps of Bel-
used on cover to England in 1874,

is

design shows
Ritom.
RIGI-KALTBAD - the fi:.'st hotel to issue its own stamps in 1864, and had locally

made 'nprerunners' even earlier. Probably the best known of all
with its dainty desigi of alpine roses. Among the examples shown were some with
telegraph cancels, as well 4:),, s an essay. A number of forgeries exist. In 1964,
to celebrate the centonary of these strtmps a small quantity of mail was carried
from . Weggis up the Ri f;i by goat-mail o:a one day only.
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KURORT  STOOS - . Hotel Stooss - (the name is spelt variously with OM '

,
.

1
s

/
 or two).

Issued in 1872; nearest post office Brunnen. In 1873 a circular'design Was employed ., replaced in 1877 by a design of a posthern and a ribbon,and a still later design, date of issue unknown,, showing alpine roses and ribbonwith the hotel name.. A particularly, attractive item was -a small cover of 1878 .with a 10 c. 'Sitting Helvetia' perf., and a Kurort Stooss-stamp, just tied bythe Federal postmark.
ST. MORITZ - . Engddinerhof - an apparently unique item,- issued in 1897, ' with aview of the hotel and mountains in dark green and buff the onlyknown specimen of this stamp. Another in brown on card and tied by German,'Cottbus' receipt mark - also unique,
RI GI STAFFEL 
ST. MORITZ STAHLBAD 
GLION-sur-MONTHEUX (Hotel Bellevue)
MONTREUX (Langbein's Hotel)

Included in the display were extrPles of forgeries some very easilydistinguishable; also some which were probably essays.
Leaving the subject of Hotel Potts, the next few sheets were examples ofMULTIPLE CANCELS. Routes were often ED, complicated that letters, often destinedfor a place comparatively near, travelled many niles by a roundabout way. As anexample a letter from Aurigeno to GoYd3Vio (Ticino) went to Maggie, where it re-ceived a c.d.s. on cover and stamp, ta3Ace by train to Avegno and was finallydelivered in Gordevio, 2 km. from its atarting place.. and all for 5c. gath-ering 4 postmarks on the journey. No :lender the post office did not pay at first.Then came stamps used for commerial advertising : e.g. KOCHER STAMPS. In1907 the Swiss PTT permitted the prin;:ng of commercially headed envelopes andcards with imprinted postage stamps, form of private postal stationery.Advantage was taken of this concessi0 by the firm of Kocher, who had thestamps printed (by the P.T.T.) on .a 1:lea within a wide border advertisingtheir stores in La ChaUx-de-Fonds and 'Vevey. Although the P..T.T. cancelledthe concession, Kocher stamps did not finally disappear from use until thedemonetisation of the stamps themselvEt.
Other stamps were overprinted by Ealz Stekula with his name and used be-tween April and November 1919 on corrcs)ondence to Varioudcbuntriet. His son,Eugene, in 1930, also issued a number ),7 stamps until quickly Stopped.bythe_P.T.T.
Some official stamps had a very b,-.,ef existence: for example . in 1918stamps in Tell Boy, Tell and Helvetia vith Sword designs, were overprinted

' INDUSTRIELLE KRIEGSWIRTSCHAFT
1
 - Indmbrial War Economy. Examples of essays

of these were shown, in the unissued cirmlar form.
Unofficial BOOKLETS were occasiona y is81.1a4 by using strips of stampsfrom normal sheets and fastening them i:to advertising covers, another prac-

tice speedily banned by the P.T.T. a
The next section dealt with Swiss Fal) CROSS issues. The earliest of

these were used during the Pranco-Prussi i War of 1871, :partly on parcels oflaundry from internment camps-.
An interesting but little known postal service occurred at the end ofWorld War I when large areas of Europe we starved of some essential commod-ities but had stocks of other things. Reli. , f trains trying to effect exchangeswere shot up and looted until the neutral 1.«wiss Army were called in Heavilyguarded armed trains were then used most EuDoessfully. The staff on thesetrains, however, were often weeks and event'ionths on these journeys and inorder to write home, cards stamped 'ESCORT COMMERCIAL?. MITA:IRE SUISSE' were

issued. Examples shown were dated 10.9.191:.frem Jugoslavia and another fromthe 12th Rumanian Relief Train which took :i pMaSept. 1919 until April 1920 tojourney from Switzerland to Bucharest and t.daik.
The last section dealt with ESSAYS & 1, 0 ' WERIES: a ,4 Rp. Zurich essay witha forged GeneVa rosette cancel; a most extriordinary forgery based on the de-sign of the 'Neuchatel'but inscribed 'Tessia 0 and 1 5 Rappen't . And a number

of forgeries of the Rayon II.- These were f q:lowed by 'Libertas etsaye-by-
MUllhanDt, plat e proofs of issued designs f-:: the !Standing Helvetia', ancldie,proofs of genuine issued stamps. Inoidenta:fy the printer Girardet illegallysold 2 plates of the 'Standing Helvetia' sefias in Pori and when the presentowner needs some money, he is said to issue . )roofsl : in,various.colourst Anumber of P.T.T. printing trials, in one, ty-„O. and three colours, and in vari-ous printing techniques, were also shown.

Of the stamps issued by the last, four
hotels very little is known and only
one or two rare examples exist.

(continued on Page 12)
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National Fete Stamps. From 1910 to 1937 the postal administration issued spec-
ial postal cards on the occasion of the National Fete -

(1st August),'the proceeds of which went to these philanthropic funds which
were supported by the Swiss National Fete Committee. From 1938 on special
stamps were issued annually instead of the postal cards, with the proceeds of
the surcharge going towards the various funds. They were produced exclusively

by etched engraving and are the only
stamps with inscriptions in the 3
official languages. As a rule his-
' toricaliy important landmarks and
monuments were chosen for the des

-igns. The series thus became a rep-
resentation of places and a remin-
der of battles and sacrifices for
freedom and homeland. 0oincident-

FiPT3 108 (36 ally it served to publicise those
areas for the tourist trade.

The 1938 stamp represents Tutl!s Chapel on Lake Lucerne, with the massif
of the UrirotStock (108). An entirely different artistic conception is shown.
on the 1939 stamp,.which in commemoration of the Battle of Laupen shows Laupen'

rigs, 109 97 110
Castle (96). In 1940 four stamps show the battle monuments of Sempach, Gionico,
Cal  van and the border guard monument
prepared as a souvenir sheet (112).
of the Confederation in 1941 was the

Fig. 112
she exhibition, a souvenir bloc
1934 for the /

NABA
I
 in Zurich, in

4 currently circulating stamps wQrQ__

of Les Rangiers. They were subsequently
The celebration of the 650th anniversary
occasion for the issue of two stamps: one

shows the cradle of the Confederation
by a representation in relief of
.the Lake of Lucerne (109), while the
other shows the famous sunken road
near Kupsnacht (97). In 1942 the
lower value is dedicated to the cel-
ebration of the 2000th anniversary
of Geneva (110), and the higher val-
ue depicts the Soldiers' Memorial
at Forch.
OCCLBIONAL ISSUES WITH SURCHARGE 
In view of the importance to the
1,ostal system of a national philat-
inwas issued

which

iategi;ated into a bloc, framed with a
suitable inscription (111). It was avail-
able at the nominal value of 50 Rp. at
the exhibition, provided, however, that
a ticket of admission Was also obtained.
A similar souvenir sheet, containing 2
stamps of 20 Rp. with the landsCapes of
Castagnola'84 Lake Lugano, as well as an
airmail stamp of 10/65 Rp. with a, repres-
entation of Icarus was put on sale in
1938 under like circumstances at the
National Philatelic Exhibition in Aarau.
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During October and November of 1936 three stamps Of 10, 20 &
the portrait of a characteristic alpine cowherd, after an earlier
Ferdinand Hodler were issued with the inscription 'PRO PATRIAI
(94). They were also sold jointly as a souvenir sheet at Fr.2-
This issue served to publicise the national defence bonds.

In Order to promote national aviation anumber of special
airmail flights were carried out at the end of May 1938 on the

occasion of the Pro Acre activi-
ties. An overprinted stamp was
issued , at the uniform rate of
75 Rp. which was valid only for
these flights and Was not sold:
without cancellation (113).' 4 similar special stamp was
issued for the publicity flights
of 1(47- 28, 1941.

30 Rp. with
design by

FEBRUARY 1 • 0

AIRMAIL STAMPS
In Switzerland postal shipments were, for the first time, sent by air in

1913, with the special permission of the postal administration. At the time
15 occasional flights with airmail delivery were Undertaken, the entire.pro-
ceeds whereof were destined for the promotion of military aviation. These were
primarily carried out by Oskar Bider, a pioneer of Swiss aviation. The first
such flight occurred on March 9, 1913 on the route Baael-Liestal.yer 11 of
these early airmail flights the promoters sold special labels in agreement -
with the postal authorities, which were to be affixed to all mail that was to
be carried by air. -,/lpamt from the official postage stamps these labels were
cancelled with souvenir cancellations, so that they may be regardedas a
sort of prototype of airmail stamps. .

The first . (=Ojai airmail stamp was issued in 1919. After certain experi-
mental flights were undertaken from the beginning of January, the adminiStration
of the military airport at Dubendorf carried out a regular airmail service
2,urich-Bern-Lausanne-Zurich, from April 30 to October 31, 1919, with an ex-.
tension to Geneva in September and October. At first airmail was allowed up
to 250 g., from June on up to 750 g. Airmail received a : surcharge of 50 Hp.
for every 250 g., which was to be covered with a special airmail Stamp. For
thispurpesethe ordinary 50 Hp. stamp received an overprint-of the military
aviation symbol (a propellor) in rod. Since the utilization of this airmail
was much less' than had . been expected - in all only 23,530 items were mailed in
this fashion - the flights were suspended . on October 311'l919.

From Nov. 11,,1920 to Jan. 15 ) 1921, it was possible
ask for airmail delivery for Swiss mail via the LUrrach-qrank-,
furt , a.M. airmail , Service. For the prepaymentof the airmail
surcharge of a uniform rate of 3044, a special airmail-stamp
was created, ab in 1919, by providing an Ordinary 30 Hp. stamp
again with the overprint of the military aviation symbol (115).
Both airp11040q4.0,91.9,g1cI also be used for Swiss mailings via
the lines Strasburg-Prague and Toulouse-Casablanca, as well as 125for_internal postal accounting. In-June 1921 they were with-
drawn from circulation and destroyed. Airmail surcharges were henceforth paid
by means of ordinary stamps. (To be continued) 
HOTEL POSTS (Continued)

To conclude, the story of an amazing find was related. In 1961 mr. Buls-
trade heard that part of a printing plate of the 'Standing Helvetia' had been
found, serving as the base of a lamp. With some difficulty he acquired this
item, about 6" in diameter, and found that not only had it a large hole in the
centre, but the outer edge was cut like a cogwheel. After many trials by prin-
ters to produce a proper print from a recess engraved plate, this was success-
fully achieved and it is a fitting close to this occasion to be able to say that
this part plate now reposes in the P.T.T. Museum in Bern:

So ended a display or material such as has never been seen before at a
Society meeting. In answer to a query as to how he had acquired many of these
rarities, Mr. Bulstrode stated that the majority had been obtained many years
ago, mainly because of an instinctive curiosity about unusual items. Many he
had kept for years before finding out anything about them, but it was evident
that a 'magpie' hoard can often become extremely valuable.

E.J.R.
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By L. MOORE (Conclusion)

1882 CROSS & FIGURE

Imperf plate proofs in black exist with no figure of value..These are .

on white paper without Control Mark. Perforated colour trials on white:rpaper

without - control are known in green and red with figure of value space filled,:

in solid.--ETthe complete design-, but with a narrower figure than that

adopted, colour trials of the , 2 c. were in olive-brown, black-brown and roe's,

while the 20 c. was printed in red and the 25 c. in Vermilion. This letter i
s

known imperf. The stamp with the narrower of course, an essay and

shows well on the same sheet as the adopted stamp with the wider I2'.

Of the adopted design (broader figure 
1 29 imperf., trials were printed

on white paper with Control Mark: the 2 0. in olive-brown, in violet and

in rose, the'5 c. in violet-brown, the 10 c. in rose, the'12 c in light. ---

blue and the 15'0.'in yellow. Imperf , colour trials on granite paper with Con-

tra Mark were of the 2 c. rose, 3 e. grey, and the 5 c. brown-violet, -the . --

10 c. rose, 12 c. light blue
., also in rose and in yellow and the 15 0.. yellow..

1880. THE 'LIBERTAS ESSAYS.

In 1880 the Postal authorities ordered from MUIlhaupt & Sohn, samples Of

a new design with the head of 'LEFRRTAS
I . This design was not adopted in its

entirety, although the general arrangement of the value figures, the 'HELVET
IA'

inscription and the two ribbons of stars were kept and incorporated into the

'StandingHelvetial issue of 1882. Only the 20 c. and 25 c. of the ''Libertast

proofs and trials can be regarded- as official because dies for these two

values' were actually ordered. They are known in fine line,engraved,black

die-proofs on white card -or on-a-faintly-pink,white card. , These offici
al -

proofs show a very fine engraving, and when on the large oval card, as in

the 'Bulstrode'_collection, they are like exquisite miniatures Ther
e are many

colour trials of these two values, but the-50 04- 'and the  Fro= ValUes -ate -

found in every possible - and impossible - shade, although these were_never

officially ordered. They were privately printed and although interesting as 
a

phase in development, they are not true essays ., but unofficial - almost

private reprints.

1882. STANDING HELVETIA. 

This, the first line-engraved Swiss stamp, was treated with the full.

respect due to such an issue. There were die-propfs in black on large white

card, plate proofs in black and in colour, and many of them show a clarity o
f

impression never achieved on the issued stamps - well worth showing as magni
-

ficent examples of the engraver's art.

Between the rejection of the head of 'Libertae and theadoptiOn_of the

final design there was an intermediate essay with no corner figures of value
.

This is known in green, rose and violet, single impression on art card with

broad white margins and no Control Mark.

From the preparation of the first isSue,‘thete are known imperf. die or

plate proofs in black on white card, with very fine engraving, of the 20, 
25,

30, 40, 50 c. 1 , Fr. & 3 Fr. For the 1904 new design of : the-40 c. (smaller:

value figures), there are die-proofs in black on large white card . and plate

proofs in black on a pinkish-tinted paper. The new design of the 
1906 25c.

exists as 6 die-proof in black On thick white card, inTeric sheet Plate proofs

in,black on thick cartridge
: paper, and plate proofs in a washy orange shade

on laid watermarked paper. There are also trials in carmine
 on thick card,

single impressions. ,Prior to the ,adoption of this design there- were two es
says

with different but both slightly:smalIer figures than the one adopted, and

these are known imperf. plate proofs in blue.
.. .

There is a,Wide
,range of colour , trials in both the adopted shades and in

the shades ultimately adopted for other -values. Of the earlier designs, the
re

are final proofs in correct colours of the 20 c. , orange, 25 c, green, 40 0.,-
grey and 50 c. blue. , All imperf. but with Control Mark. Thereiis'atli

al

the 50 c. in orange, imperf., with Control Mark.'

On paper without Control Mark are found final colour trials of the 25c. blue,

30 c. brown, 50c. light blue, 1 Fr. claret, 50 c. green & 1 Fr._carmine.These

occur on paper of various thicknesses. The 50c., 1 fr. & 3 Fr. are known as

colour trials in a wide range of shades on various sorts of papers. TEE ERDe



NEW YEAR cPHILATE.LIC) HONOURS 

Congratulations to
MISS A. GRUNBERG

on her election as a Fellow of the
Royal Philatelic Society of London.
Those who have seen'Selections-from
her splendid collection will agree
that this is a well deserved honour.

SUBSCRIPTIONS 

These have been coming in quite
well, but if yours is still outstan-
ding for 1970 it would be apprec-
iated if it could be sent in as soon
as possible, thus minimising the
Treasurer's work.
Due let Jan. Home & Commonwealth 10/-

U.S.A. 03.00 for 2 yrs.

MORE POSTMARK NEWS 

1. SPECIAL POSTMARK 

40th International Motor Show,Geneva. 

A special cancel will be used for
this event which is in two parts
(a) utility vehicles & handling from
31st Jan. to 8 Feb., and (b) cars and
coach building from 12-22nd March.

2. SLOGO CANCELS 

Mars, le mois du centre social
protestant - Geneva 1 from 9 Feb.,
Lausanne 1 from 20 Feb. - 21 Mar.

Treffpunkt der Pferdefreunde Oster-
montag.Amriswil Amriswil 1,

2 Feb. - 28 Mar.

Is your collection complete?

Does it include the more out-of!-the-way-

sections, such as:

Tete-beche & se-tenant pairs & strips?

Or all the major varieties?

Or the full range of 'Standing
Helvetia'?

Or the early airmails, ordinary
and grilled papers?

Or flight covers ... miniature
sheets... etc. etc.

Any missing gaps should be filled now
before prices increase still further.

Careful attention given to Want Lists.
Approval sheets sent on request.

RM 'RUNG-
14 Low Lane',

'Torrisholme,
- MORECAMBE,

Lancs.
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NORTHERN GROUP: R.A. 'HOYLE,
6 LiMeS:Ave., Huddersfield Rd.,Halifax..,

At the February-Meeting-in Bradford
Mr. H.W. Robertshaw presented a paper
and display on the many stamps of the
Geneva International Offices. He des-
cribed in detail the various issues
from the first overprints, with many
changes (in paper, colour and design),
and displayed . a wide .range of the stamps
with many covers and photographs. He
concluded with a fine selection of
sheets showing special cancellations
for various events such as Conferences.

Other items were shown by Messrs..
Hoyle, Turner and Highsted, who exhib-
ited many of the high value overprints
and overprint varieties.-

•

LONDON (RJOUP:Hon.Sec. Mrs. E.JAawnsley
A fine dry night resulted in an excel-
lent attendance at the Society's
Auction, when some 110 lots were put
up for sale. For the better items
bidding was brisk and some very good
bargains were secured.

For the March meeting, to be held
on Wednesday, 11th, we are looking
forward to renewing acquaintance with
MR. R.A. HOYLE of our Northern Group,
who will be giving a display, and
reporting on the Group's activities.

For fine RARITIES OF SWITZERLAND 
and EUROPE 

send your want-lists to ZUMSTEIN - you
will get fine, first class quality.

* * * * * * * * * *
Order from Harris Publications Ltd.

Durham House, 16 John Adam Street,
London, W.C.2.

the ZUMSTEIN CATALOGUES 1970 
SWITZERLAND/LIECHTENSTEIN pocket size
Price , 7/6d. 1/6d. post Reg. 3/-
EUROPE 62/6d) Post
EUROPE with thumb index: 70/- ) 7/6d.

* * * * * * * * * *
SWVIZERLAND/LIECHTENSTEIN Si'ECI4LISED 

XIAth Edition 1968 still in use -
Price 31/6d. postage 5/-
(There was no new edition in 1969)

Supplements to the EUROPE Catalogue
are published regularlY in the BERNER
BRIEFMARKEN-ZEITUNG  - Annual fee 32/6d.
With extra supplement to catalogue 36/-

ZUMSTEIN &CIF
.(propr. Hertsch & Co.)

P.O. Box 2585 CH -'3001 BERNE
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Hon. Exchange Pkt. Sec.:

MR. E. LIENHARD,
0, Essex Avenue,
CHELMSFORD. Essex. .

• Also on display were
'Soldier Stamps of Both World Wars'
with progress proofs, blocks and
items on cover (Mr. Tillen) and
'Propaganda Flights 1924-40', with

HELVETIA SUCCESSES
AT STAMPE X

is highly :gratifying to be able to
announce that the beautiful trophy presented
by Mr. H.L.Katcher for the best Swiss entry
in the I Stampex t Competition has not only
been won by a member of the Society, but most
fittingly by our President: MR. LAURENCE MOORE 

Our heartiest congratulations to Mr.
Moore on his achievement and for providing
such an outstanding display - which also won
a Silver Medal - giving an almost complete
history of the 'SILK THREAD ISSUES/ 1854-62',
covering the various printings-, methods of
identification and major errors, with blocks,
strips and covers, including the famous 2 Rp.
bisect and examples of 'mixed frankings'.

'Helvetia' members also secured the
following awards:

Bronze/ MISS A. GRUNBERG: Silk Thread &
Silver ting Helvetia perf.
Medal issues of-1854-62 & 1862-78.

MR. J.H. SHORT: The first Federal
Issues from 1850,

including blocks and items on cover.

Bronze MR. R.A. HOYLE: A Study of the his-
Medal tory, printing and

use of the Sitting Helvetia Perf.with
main types, varieties etc.

Mr. E. LIENHARD: Detailed study of the
20c. 'Grimsel' stamp,

relating to the dies, re-entries,
varieties and shades.

MR. S.R. MacKEVZIE: Hotel Posts -
stamps and covers

from some ,of the hotels which issued
their own stamps as a service to
clients.
MR. I. TILLEN: Swiss Railway and re-

lated cancellations
with various typesof station postmarks.

I MPORTANT
ANNOUNCEMENT

PHILYMPIA'
In response to requests

from members in the Provinces
and Overseas, who propose to
visit London during the week
of the International Philatelic
Exhibition, that a meeting of
the 'Helvetia Society' should
be held in September, we are
very pleased to announce that
not only will such a meeting
be held, but that it will be
at 'PHTLYMPIA 1 itself:

A meeting room has been
beoked for THURSDAY

24th SEPTEMBER from 5 - 8 p.m. 

when an informal meeting will
be held and during which we
hope to have the pleasure of
making the acquaintance of many
members whom, otherwise we
would not have the opportunity
to meet.

We trust, therefore, that
as many membersas possible
will endeavour to make at least
one of their visits on that
day, and that they will be able
to tear themselves away from
the philatelic delights in
store, to look in even for a
short while.

Further details will be
announced nearer the date.

flight covers, special Ilabelst,stamps
and cachets (mr.H.Dixon). Considering the preponderance of entries on Gt.Britain

and the Commonwealth, it is felt that the number of awards for Swiss displays is

extremely encouraging and leaves room for plenty of scope for 
1 Stampex' 1971.
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MR R.A.HOYLE
NORTHERN GROUP visits LONDON

At oneof the best attended
meetings for a long time, London mem,-
bers were very pleased to welcome
Mr. R.A. Hoyle, secretary of our Nor-
thern Group, who made the journey to
London for our delight and what a
splendid evening he gave.

After apologising for not having
any classics to show, he then pro-
ceeded to demonstrate how to make an
outstanding display from more modern
material.

Mounted on very large cards,which
could also be used for exhibition
purposes, were displayed first of all
representative examples of the various
issues, then a number where, against a
background outline map of Switzerland
were shown the various issues of coats-
of-axms, costumes, monuments, flowers,
animals', insects, - butterflies, land-
scapes, stained glass etc. In some
cases emphasis was given by the use of
postcards and illustrations.

Then, working backwards, there
followed a selection of covers with
blocks of four of most of the earlier
'Pro Juventute' issues; a detailed
study of the ' tGriMsel-Dam i 'stamp with
enlarged photographs; a similar study
of the 1900 U.P.U.: the tete-beche
stamps prepared for booklets, with a
number of superb large blocks; many
'Standing Helvetia' varieties and,
finally, a fine selection of early Swiss
covers With details of the various
markings, particularly the I R.L.' marks
(Rayon Limitrophe).

All the sheets were most beauti-
fully written up (by his wife, as Mr.
Hoyle confessed) and the use of en-
larged photographs and other ,sketches
high-lighted many points of interest.

It was undoubtedly one of the
best presented displays ever given And
after seeing what could be achieved with
modern material no-one need Worry about
not possessing classics:

Mr. Lienhard, proposing the vote
of thanks, said that the wealth of
material shown in such a fascinating
way left him almost lost for words,
but he was certain that everyone present
appreciated the immense amount of
thought involved in preparing the disple
and all would wish to thank Mr. Hoyle
for coming such a long way and bring-
ing so much with which to entertain the
London Group.

In complete contrast the next
London meeting, on April 8th, will
consist of 'SWISS CLASSICS' and will be
given by our Chairman,Mr.E.C. Slate.

RECENT POSTMARK NEWS 

1. TOURIST PUBLICITY SLOGAN

UZNACH - from 5 March
2. SPECIAL CANCELLATION 

International Jubilee Philatelic
Exhibition CENTEX - Fribourg. To be
held 27-30 March 1970. Mail will be
franked '1700 FRIBOURG' but will
also receive a special cachet.

3. SLOGAN CANCELS 

Welt raum Briefmarken-Ausstellung
'WEBABA' 1/8 Marz 1970 - Zurich

Salon de l'automobile 12-22 mars 1970
Geneve. - 1200 Geneva 1-22 Mar.

Pavillon des Nations Unies EXPO 70
OSAKA - 1211 Geneva 10 U.N. Phil-
atelic Bureau 23 Mar.-12 June.

Schweizer Mustermesse Basel 11-21 Apr.
1970 - 4000 Basel 2 16 Mar.-21 Apr.
Centex - La Poste pendant la guerre
de 1870-71 - Fribourg - P'aques 1970-

1700 Fribourg 1
Schweizerische Volkbibliothek 50 Jahre
Bibliothek far alle - 8000 Zurich 1
Journbe mondiale de la sant6 - Gen;ve
7 avril - 1200 Geneva 1 21/3 - 7/4

Welttag der Invaliden 22 dam 1970 -
5000 Basel 1, 4600 Olten 1, 6000
Luzern 1, 8000 Zurich 1 to 22 Mar.
Journbe mondiale des invalides 22 mars
1970 - 1200 Geneva 3, 2000 Neuchatel
2 - 22nd Mar.

We were delighted
to meet again so
many of our old
friends at 'STAMPEX
1970 1 , and are al-
ready obtaining more
Swiss material to
help us to meet imm-
ediate needs and to
be ready for

PHILYMPI A 1970 next September*

We shall be covering
all sections, including:

'Pre-Stamp

Oantonals & Transitionals

Hotel Posts

Proofs & Essays
I T' Marks

1913 Air-mail

and Modern Issues

Approvals always available - Why
not drop us a line?

H. L. KATCHER

THE .AMATEUR COLLECTOR LTD. 

151 Park Road St. John's Wood,
London, N.W.8.

Telephone: 01-586-0616

of the
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A WAR\ ING ON FAKED CLASSICS
Reprinted, with permission, from the January 1970 issue of

'The Philatelic Exporter'
I must admit that when I wrote last month's 'In My View' column I did nothave the slightest idea how up-to-date it was. Since then, the problem ofdamaged and repaired stamps has been spotlighted by spectacular events on theEuropean continent. A very well known stamp dealer has-been arrested, his houSesearched by the police, and a scandal involving stamp transactions totallingE350,000, or more, has'broken.
To understand the whole affair it would be as well to recapitulate a littlehistory. On April 25, 1947, the Swiss philatelic magazine 'Schweizer Brieftarken-Zeitung' published a letter by the late Iwan Bally in which he told the story ofan important philatelic item.
Several years pre-

viously he had bought
an old wrapper with a
mixed franking com-
posed of an 1850 Swiss
Rayon II 10 Rp..stamp
and an 1845 Cantonal
Dove of Basle stamp.
This wrapper was the
only known entire
bearing these two
rare stamps. Thus it
was not only of con-
siderable interest
but also of extremely
high value.

Although the app-
earance of the wrapper
was very good and the
stamps on it most att-
ractive, Mr. Bally
wanted to be reassured
about what he had,
hence he had it exper-
tised. The result was disastrous: three outstanding experts unanimously con-firmed that although both stamps were undoubtedly genuine, the franking on thewrapper itself was a fake, the cancellation being partly forged.

The Stamp Expertising Centre, Basle, issued on. Dec. 5, 1940, certificateNo.122 for the wrapper which states: 'Under an ultra-violet lamp it can beclearly seen that in the present place of the Dove of Bale originally there usedto be an upright sized stamp ....I
The point was later taken up by the 'Berner Brieftarken-Zeitung'. In April1947 the magazine concluded that originally there was an 'Ortspost , 2irRp. stampon the wrapper and this had been replaced by a genuine copy of the 'Dove of Bale'stamp. The cancellation on the substitute stamp had been redrawn by hand.In his letter Mr. Bally did not mention the name of the man who sold himthe wrapper; he merely reported that the seller had accepted the wrapper and re-funded his money. The owner, though, had categorically refused to permit theexperts to mark the wrapper as a fake, and that was the reason why Mr. Ballydecided to write his letter. He was convinced that the faked wrapper would re-appear on the philatelic market and wanted to warn philatelists. The late Mr.Bally deserves all possible praise for his foresight.
It is not known through whose hands the wrapper has passed during the last22 years, but a few months ago it made a very spectacular re-appearance. Earlyin 1969 a new and large philatelic firm by the name of Atlantis-Auctions-Galeriewas founded in Switzerland.. On March 7 & 8, 1969, this firm held its firstauction in the Elite Hotel in Zurich and a luxurious, fully illustrated colourcatalogue was printed and distributed widely. The catalogue featured on itscover "a unique item of outstanding rarity and beauty" - the wrapper with thefaked combination of old Swiss stamps.
Swiss and international experts and specialists recognised the item andrecollected the old story. The Swiss philatelic press immediately preparedarticles explaining its history, with the intention of yarning the public. Theauctioneers, though, heard in good time of these intentions and acted. They
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asked for a court intervention against 'defamation and less, of credit', They
were successful, Three Swiss courts in Aarau, Biel and Berne ordered the phil-

atelic press to withhold articles declaring the wrapper to be afake. The 'Ber-
ner Briefmarken . ..„ Zeitung' was already printed and ready for distribution when

the court order reached the publishers. The magazine had on its cover a photo-

graph of the wrapper and the word 'Fake'. BOCAUSG of the court order the prin-

ters had to produce a new cover for the magazine and one inside page had to be
removed by hand from 20,000 copies. In the case of another Swiss magazine the
court order came too late. 'Philatelica

l had already been distributed. The
Atlantis-Auctions 7Ga1erie also obtained court orders. against the.Federation-of

Swiss Philatelic Societies and its president., Hans Baumberger, and against the
editors of the 'Berner Briefmarken-Zeitung' and 'Philatelical.

This concerted court action was at the behest of the man behind Atlantis-

Auctions-Galeries: the internationally-known stamp dealer, Karl Dieter Hahn.

The court orders started a protracted legal battle which has lasted for many

months. The auctioneers based their case on, among other things, an expert

certificate issued by the German chemical Expert Oberregierungsrat Ernst Grand-

meyer of the Hessian Criminal Office. In his long and:detailed certificate
Mr. Grundmeyer expressedathe

. opinion that the-two cancellations originate from
the Same canceller and that their ink was of identical nature. The case was

discaSsedabythe German magazine 'Mauritiuslv,which pointed out that though
Mr. Grundmeyer is an expert chemist he is not a philatelist. 'Mauritius/
approached Mr. GrandMeYer and he confirmed that at the time when he examined

the disputed wrapper be had no knowledge of its history.- One more point of

interest. At present the two stamps are not affixed to the wrapper. They

were removed and are held in place by hinges!
Though the legal battle was taking its course, Atlantis-Auctions-Galerie

held its 'mph publicised sale, and excellent results were obtained, the-over-

all takings being about 1,800,000 Sw.Fr. (about E180,000).  The much-disputed

wrapper was sold to o4 unnamed bidder for 25,000 Fr., although the estimated

value:in:the sale catalogue was 35,000 Fr. Some other very attractive items
were sold in the auction for good prices, but according to the press, the cat-

alogue featured some other questionable lots. Hans Groth, the editor of

'Philatelica', for instance, published a letter- addrepsed to the auctioneers
before ttie 'eale pointing out that the description of some items which he had
personally scrutinized Was absolutely Misleading and incorrect. Nothing much

happened for eight months after the bale. At least nothingbecame known to the

public".
The person Who bdught the faked wrapper also acquired other items in the

sale. All in all, he bought lots for about 200,000 Sw. Fr. (about C20,000).

After the lots came into his possession, to his great dismay, he discovered

that quite a number of the highly praised and dearly paid for rarities turned

out to be badly damaged classical stamps which had been cleverly repaired.

Naturally he was most upset and believing that he had been cheated, he started

a legal action against the auctioneers. His case started a veritable landslide.

All the complaints from philateliOts were placed in the hands of Zurich
investigators, and because the evidence was so strong, it was decided to take

energetic steps, This was not so easy. It was a Swiss court dealing with the
but Karl Dieter Hahn was not a Swiss resident although he conducted most

of his business from theme. Karl Hahn lives in Campione, Italy, and therefore

the Swiss authorities had to ask for Italian support. This was granted and,

during the weekend of November 8 & 9 his villa was raided by a combined police
force. Seven Italian and three Swiss policeman surrounded the house, entered_

and searched it. They confiscated all material of importance to the case,

took away stamps valued at 3i million Sw. Fr. (E350,000) and arrested Karl Hahn.
His trial will certainly be of great interest, but it will be some time

before it takes place. Not all the facts are known as yet, but some have been
revealed. According to the Swiss daily paper 'Buick', Hahn sold repaired rare

stamps as perfect copies to unsuspecting rich philatelists. It is quite poss-
ible that other matters will be raised at the trial. It is known, for instance,

that when Hahn moved from Germany he left behind a very substantial tax debt

amounting to 612,000 Deutsch-marks (almost £70,000). The Central Office of the

German Philatelic Society has also started a court action against him for having

tried to, bribe philatelic experts. It has also' been disclosed that he and an

associate had been previously detailed in Lugano in connection with an embezzle-

, ment affair. The arrest of Hahn caused a sensation among philatelists in Switz-

erland and abroad, but it did not come as a surprise. As a well-known stamp

dealer told a reporter: "We have been expecting this. We are only surprised

that it took so long." With these latest developments, there is no doubt that

other collectors will be studying very closely their purchases from Atlantis-
(continued on page 22)
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HELVETIA

1 00 YEARS OF SW ISS STAMPS 1843-1943
Translated by F. J. ROSENTHAL Part IX

In order to distinguish the ever increasing use of airmail, special st
amps

were to be used from March 1, 1923 onward. On that date six airmail stamps in

two-coloured typography were issued: 15 & 25 R. monoplane (116); 35 & 40 RID,

head of an aviator (117); 45 & 50 Rp. biplane (118). The designs are the work

of Karl Bickel, In 1924 a supplementary value of 20 Rp. was issued, a
s well a8

three new stamps at 65, 75 Rp. & 1 Fr. on which Icarus, the flying man is shown,

using a design of P.E. Vibert (119). The same artist also submitted t
he designs

Fig.116 Fig.117 Fig.118 Pig.11:2

for new airmail stamps of 35 & 40 Rp. (120) of 1929 and 2 Fr. (121) of 1930.

On the occasion of the Geneva Disarmament Conference of 1932, the auth
orities

issued, in addition to the aforementioned commemorative stamps, three 
special

airmail stamps of 15, 20 & 90 Rp. (122), which were later overprinted
 with

new values, together with other stamp remainders, in order that they 
could be

used up.

Fig.120 Fig.121 Fig.122

Like the ordinary stamps, the older airmail stamps had to be re-issue
d in

steel engraving as a result of the change-over in printing methods. H
igher

denominations were also created. During a limited design competition,
 held in

1935, the artists sought to solve the problem too much by way of sy
mbolic,

purely graphic representations. Airmail stamps lend themselves to the
 service

of travel promotion and for that reason attempts were to be made to c
reate a

series of stamps with especially effective landscapes.

This project was entrusted by the PTT to the artist and engraver, Albe
rt

Yersin who executed this, his first commission with great success. Fr
om a series

Fig.126 Fig.127

of pictures of the most diverse

regions of the four linguistic'
areas, eight denominations were

finally chosen and put into cir-

culation on May 1, 1941: the
light blue 30 Rp. stamp (123)

shows the world-famous °Jungfraut

massif, where is located the

highest Swiss post office, Jungfraujoch (3457 metres). The fertile Rhone Valley

of the Valais is shown as seen from Sitten on the 
grey 40 Rp. (124); the olive-

green 50 Rp. (125) shows the castle and town of Nyon on Lake Geneva. T
he yellow-

brown 60 Rp. (126) shows the pre-alpine peaks of the Kamors and Hohen
 Kasten in

the Alpstein region. The violet 70 Rp. (127) shows a motive from southern Switz-

erland, the Ticino, with the plain of Magadino and the Maggia delta; t
he blue-

green 1 Fr. (120 depicts a detail of the Lake of Lucerne with the Bur
genstock
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100 TEARS OF SWISS STAMPS (Continued)

and Pilatus. The brown-red landscape of the .2 Fr. (129) shows the Engadine with
the well-known lakes of Sils and Silvaplana. To conclude this series of the
first airmail stamps printed by steel engraving, a new value of 5 Fr. (130) was
created, on which the rocky chain of the Churfirsten is represented in a dark
blue colour. Value denominations and indications of country are uniformly
arranged.

Instead of the former large format, the horizontal middle format was chosen
for this new series of stamps for practical reasons. The indication of airmail
was shown on the pictures by means of aeroplane, but not so prominently as to
impair the landscape representation. In order to distinguish the airmail stamps
from the smaller landscape pictures of the ordinary series, tinted stamp paper
was used. The Rappen values were printed on a chamois-coloured paper with red
and blue fibres, the Franc values on a yellow-tinted safety paper with black
and red fibres.

Noteworthy is the artistic contrast between the landscapes engraved by the
experienced engraver Karl Bickel, who reduced the picture into convincing com-
positions with hardness in the graven lines, and the French-speaking artist,
Albert Yersin, who preferred a naturalistic softness. In this way both series
differ, yet complement each other profitably in both style and technology.

(To be concluded next month)

THE FIFTEENTH ANNUAL COMPETITION
to be held at KINGSWAY HALL, W.C.2. on WEDNESDAY, 13th May, 1970 at 6.45 p.m.

RULES 

1. The Competition, open to all members resident in Great Britain, will
comprise two sections:

(a) For the 'HELVETIA' SILVER CUP: Entries of not less than EIGHT and not
more than TWELVE sheets, comprising any postage stamps, charity, airmail,

special, postage dues, official or other items, miniature sheets, flown covers
etc. (Note: Thematic entries are not excluded, although more difficult to
assess in comparison with more philatelic entries).

(b) Postal History Competition for the 'MOORE TROPHY': Entries of NINE sheets
on any aspect of Swiss Postal History.

Members may submit one entry in each section.

2. Entries sent by post (preferably Registered) should be in the hands of the
Competition Organiser: Mrs. E.J. Rawnsley and sent cio 12, Ethelbest Gardens,

Gants Hill, Ilford, Essex, not later than Monday, 11th May. Members attending
the meeting may, of course, bring their entries personally.

3. All entries will be covered by insurance during the period from receipt
until return to their owners.

4. A 
Jury 

appointed by the Committee of the Helvetia P.S. shall judge entries
and award the Trophies to the owners of the entries which they shall select

as most worthy.

5. Entries will be judged by a system of points based on the general headings:

HELVETIA SILVER CUP MOORE TROPHY

General
-

Philatelic Interest .. 30 , l a, Subject Knowledge
PhilatelicKnowledge

a 
Presentation & Condition

c) Presentation & Condition .. 25 (c) General Interest •. 20
d) Originality .. 15 

6. The Helvetia Silver Cup, awarded annually, shall remain in the possession
of the winner for 11 months and then be returned to the Competition Organ-

iser named by the Committee and then awarded to the next winner. If the same
person wins three successive Annual Cup Competitions the Cup shall become 

his 
or

her property and the Committee shall provide a new Cup for the next Competition.

7. The 'Moore Trophy' will also be held by the winner for 11 months and then
be returned to be competed for again.
Negotiations are in progress regarding the appointment of Adjudicators and

the names of those who have consented to act in this capacity will be announced
next month.
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Postal Acceptance Stations and
Private Parcel Post Cancellations

By Felix Ganz Part I

This article is an extension of part of a contribution written a few y
ears

age for the 'Amateur Collector's house organ. At that time, all Swiss
 straight-

line cancels of more recent times were discussed (Spring/Summer 1965), but now

I should like to concentrate on one kind of frequently completely unkn
own and

disregarded type of legal, official, and yet quasi privately applied 
type of

Swiss canGellations that are available today to the collector who is 
looking

for the more unusual, has quite a bit of spare time, has a mailing addr
ess. IN

Switzerland or Liechtenstein, likes to hike, likes to see off-beat com
munities,

and does not easily despair if second and third tries come out philate
lically

or commatelically unusable!
What's this? you may ask. Private straightline cancellations on offic

ial

Swiss postage stamps? Yes... and there's even a sorely outdated catal
ogue

available (or rather, no longer available, although this writer posses
ses know-

ledge WHERE, possibly, unbound copies of Mr. Karl Gebert's 'Cancell
ations of 

Swiss Mail & Parcel Acceptance Stations' (1961) may be secured, and himself

possesses three unbound duplicates, one of which he herewith deeds to
 the

Helvetia Society's Library, selling the other two to the first two "as
kers"

for 12/6d post paid. "Mercenary", you may say, "he writes the article 
solely to

make money".
New, to become less supercilious, and perhaps even helpful to some 'Hel-

vetia' members who want to give this project a try (and might find the
mselves

with fingers and palms smeared with cancelling ink, hating themselves
 for being

even less competent with a canceller than the usually quite incompeten
t per-

sons - as far as legibility is concerned - manning these 'places of qu
asi-postal

transactions'). I may let you in on the secret that I have ruined a l
ot of

stamps by being allowed to cancel them myself; and at other times, after I had

triumphantly left the place(s) with beautiful strikes, I neglected to 
permit

the ink to az,/ and wound Illvdth over-inkedvoily lablotched and smeared items

for my collections. If this happens after you've climbed, on foot, fo
r hours,

straight up a mountainside somewhere in Ticino or Valais, and then dis
cover the

damage when back down in the valley, you can get rather splendidly irked at

yourself, especially if you have also found out that the postal facil
ity is open

only for 30 minutes 3 times a week (which happens in many of these pl
aces). -

Pakel-annah y•lcs-. Déppvc s po„,.. :::11postazione di inyl)

HIP ZI ST-JEA ,W;LAIS GOLA Di LAGO.

Typical examples of the cancellations under discussion.

To those of you who thought that 1925 spelled the end of Switzerland'a

highly prized (and often highly priced, too) straightline depot marks
 (which

at that time were replaced by circular date cancellers), all this shou
ld be

a surprise since over 300 different straightline marks have 
come into being

since 1925, or rather over 300 different places in the country have utilized

them, many having, or having had, several cancelling devices over the 
years.

If it were not for a retired school-teacher in Bern, who over the year
s

visited each and every one of these sort-of-depots, and who re-visits
 them

periodically to get specimens of newer types, very little information concernr

ing this type of postal facility would be available at all, because th
e official

PTT publications are extremely lax and laggard when it comes to infor
ming the

public of the opening, or the closing of some of these places. I reme
mber well

tramping around the mountainside village of Tiefental-ob-Brienz, afte
r getting

close to it by postal coach, in search of the mailing facility, only t
o find

out, after hours, that it had been closed several years previously, bu
t was

still listed in the official PTT directory of Switzerland's post
al facilities.

(To be continued)

Pa
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WARNING ON FAKED CLASSICS (Cont)

Auctions-Galerie, in the hope that
they are not in for any unpleasant.
shocks.

That is the story so far. The
final chapters have yet to be written.
But those already revealed confirm
fully the points made in my last
month's article. Nevertheless, I
should like to reiterate this golden
rule. Before you buy a valuable
philatelic item, give it a close
inspection, or even better, have it
expettised. It pays to spend the
few extra pounds.

OTTO HORNUNG

200. MOUNTED Will, CARRIER

There is an interesting note in
the February issue of the S.B.Z. by
J. Zorn of Clarens:

"Most collectors know and poss-
ess the 200. stamp with 10 points on
the harness (sheet stamp) or 9 points
(coil) but how many have found Z.358
or Z.358L with 11 points? It is to
be found by patient search, so far
among the Z.358RL".

For fine

EXCHANGE PACKETS 

There are still many Packets in
circulation. If you are on the Pack-
et list, please ensure that you are
complying with the Rules - as shown
on the back of the Library List -
regarding forwarding of Packets, ad-
vice notes, changes of address, etc.

Although I referred in a pre-
vious report to the use of potent-
ially useful stamps (i.e. commemor-
atives, regionals, se-tenant...)
when passing on, Packets, I have so
far seen little evidence of change.
Many unfortunately will suffer a
postal death, but as stamp collectors
we should do our best, and it is the
thought that counts.

E. LIENHABD

SUBSCRIPTIONS FOR 1970 

Is there anyone who has still
not paid his subscription (of 10/-
for Great Britain & Commonwealth -
% 3.00 for 2 years from the U.S.)??

If so it would be greatly app-
reciated if these could be forwarded
as quickly as possible, and so avoid
having to send out reminder notices.

RARITIES OF SWITZERLAND 
AND EUROPE 

send your want-lists to ZUNSTEIN. You
will get fine, first class quality.

----- --
Order from Harris Publications Ltd.,
Durham House, 16 John Adam Street,
London,

the ZUMSTEIN CATALOGUES 1970 

SWITZERLAND/LIECHTENSTEIN pocket size

Price 7/6d. + postage 1/6d.
registered mail.. 3/-d.

EUROPE  ... Price 62/6) Post

pEOPE with thumb index: 70/-) 7/6d

SWITZERIAND/LIECBTENSTEIN SPECIALISED

XIXth Edition 1968 still in use -
Price 37/6d + postage 5/-
(No new edition in 1969)

Supplements to the EUROPE catalogue
are published regularly in the

BERNER BRIEFEARKEN-ZEITUNG

(Annual fee 32/6d., with extra
supplement to catalogue 36/-)

11111SUIN 8 CI
(Propr. Bertsch & Co.)

P.O. Box 2585, CH - 3001 BERNE

PICTORIAL TOURIST CANCELLATION

8116 WURENLOS Urkunde von 870

A WORD TO THE . WISE

What do you want from your
Swiss Collection?

Just to regard it as an invest-
ment to be salted away for a rainy
day?

Or do you share the joys of the
genuine collector by learning more
about the stamps themselves; by
hunting for the elusive items and the
varieties, and to continue improving
the quality by securing first class
material and unusual pieces?

If you are in this category -
as I hope you are - then I can assist
by supplying those extra-special
items, by filling any remaining
blank spaces before it is too late, or
by supplying approval books from
which you can make a selection at
home.

Write now and let me know in
which direction I can best help ;ma.

J.S.ARMSTRONG
14, LOT Lane, Torasholme,

MORECAMBE, Lancs.
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NEW 1SSU_S IN APRIL AND MAY

The common design of intertwined bands symbolises the close

co-operation in postal and telecommunication fields between

the countries associated with ICEPT1.

Dr. Louis le Brocquy of;Ioublin, Eire, adapted for the Swiss design

by Peter Krauchi l Bern
Engraver: Albert Yersin, Enchandens
Printing: Line-engraved intaglio by the Postage Stamp Printing Office of the

P.T.T. Bern.
Size: 24 x 29 mm. (21 x 26 mm.)
_Paper: White paper with luminous substance and violet fibres.
n••••nn••n••n•

Sheets: Four sheets (Nos. 1 - 4) of 50 stamps each.

A specially designed envelope will be available (at 30 c.) also Collection

Sheet No. 251 and Folder No.97, from any of the Philatelic Bureaux. The special

First Day cancellation repeats the interwoven design of the stamp.

Di 'PRO PATRIA 1 1970 - The 4 stamp pictures continue the reproduction of
stained glass in the 'Art & Applied Art' series, glass

paintings by contemporary artists serving as models. The slightly enlarged size

introduced last year has been retained. 90A of the proceeds from the surcharge

will go to the National Day Donation in favour of 'Women in the service of the

People', while the remaining 1 0 is intended for three welfare organisations of

national importance.

Founder:

E.H.SPIRO

Hon. Secretary & Editor:

MRS. E.1. RAWNSLEY,
32, Ethelbert Gitidens,
Gants Hill.ILFORD.Essex.

Hon. Exchange Pkt. Sec.:

MR. E. LIENHARD,

9, Essex Avenue,

CHELMSFORD. Essex. .

New stamps, details of which are given below, will be issued shortly for

the following:

A. 'EUROPA' May 4 D. 'PRO PATRIA' - May 29 C. UNITED NATIONS - Alr.17

A. 'EUROPA' CEPT
30 0. - red
50 c. - blue

Designer:

10 + 10 0.

20 + 10 C.

30 + 10 C.

50 + 20 c.

Designer:
Printing:
Size:
Paper:
Sheets:

'Sailor' by Gian Casty, Basel; in the Gellert Schoolhouse, Basle,

5 colours: grey/blue/Yellow/red/brown.
Architectonic composition by Celestino Piatti, Riehen (private

property). 5 colours: grey/blue/yellow/red/green.

'Dull', symbol of Assyrian god Marduk, from a glass painting

"The Four Elements" by Hans Stocker, Basel (private property)

5 colours: grey/blue/red/Yellow/red-brown.
'Man & Woman' by Max Hunziger & Karl Ganz, Zurich, owned by Swiss

PTT, Bern. 5 colours: grey/blue/yellow/red/dk-brown.

Celestine Piatti, Riehen
Rotogravure by Courvoisier S.A., La Chaux-de-Fonds

28 x 33.5 (25 x 30.5 inn.)
White, with luminous substance, lightly coated, violet fibres.

Two sheets per cylinder (A & D) of 50 stamps each.

A special colour, Collection sheet No. 252 and Folder No.98 will all

be available from the various Philatelic Bureaux. The special First Day cancel

is from the 'Dull motif of the 30 c. value. (continued overleaf)

THE ANNUAL 'COMPETITION
* * * * * See note on Page 26 * * * * *



NEW ISSUES - Continued

C. J La ISTRATION GENEVA - It is announced that on April
17th, 2 new stamps -

in Swiss currency will be issued, adlitions to the series of 4th Oct, 1969:
60 0. Emblem of the United Nations and Globe

Designer: Olav S. Mathiesen, Denmark.
Printers: Heliogravure by Courvoisier S.A.
Size: 26 x 41 mm. Printing: 2,250,000

10 Fr. Ebblem of the United Nations and inscription: 1Peace, Justice, Security'
Designer: 
Printers: 
Size:

J.F. Doeves, Holland.
Heliogravure by Setelipaino,Finland,
27 x 33 mm. Printing: 3,300,000

These are obtainable only from the Administration postale des Nations Unies,
Service Philatelique,Palais des Nati3ns, 1211 Geneve 10.

A First Day Cancel with the U.N. emblem of the globe in a laurel wreath and
reading: 1211 GENEVE - Administration Postale des Nations Unies  Premier Jour
14-4-70' will be used on April 17.

Also on the 30th April, the following for LIECHTENSTEIN:
1, EUROPEAN NATURE PROTECTION YEAR 1970 

20 c. Fire-lily - 5 colours: yell-grn/red/blue yellow/dk-olive
30 c. Dee orchis- 5 colours: green/yellow/red blue/dk-green
50 c. Glacier rununculus - 5 colours: green yellow red/blue/olive
1.20 Fr. Marsh trefoil - 5 colours: dk-grn/yell-grn orange/blue/grn-olive

Designer: Georg Malin, Mauren Size: 26 x 36 mm. Sheets of 20
Printing: Heliogravure by Courvoisier S.A. Pa er: White with brown fibres
2. :EUROPA' (CEPT) 

50 Hp. Accepted design of CEPT - green/dk-blue/yellow

Designers: 
Printing: 
Size; 
Sheets:
Paper:

3. 25 YEARS OF LIECHTENSTEIN RED CROSS 

Fr.1 - Portrait of H.H. Prince
Wenzel of Liechtenstein
dk-brn/ochre-or/red/ol-gn. &

silver
Design: From a photograph by

Walter Wachter, Schaan
Printing: Heliogravure by Courvoisier
Size . 26 x 34 mu.
Sheets: Unnumbered sheets of 20
Paper: White with brown fibres

The above are available from the
Philatelic Bureau of the Principality
of Leichtenstein, FL-9490 Vaduz.

All issues will use the same First
Day cancellation, depicting the Fire
Lily and reading: :VADUZ - AUSGADETAG
30 APRIL 1970 1 and specially printed
covers will be available for each issue

Louis le Drocquy & Josef Schgdler
Offset printing by the Berlin  State Printers.
35.7 x 24.4 ram.
Unnumbered sheets of 20,
Wood free, yellowish-white
Chromolux paper, matt on
one side.

Whether you collect

SUPERB CLASSICS

or NEW ISSUES;

Whether you are making a detailed

study of any issues or are

-assembling a Thematic Collection

WE CAN HELP YOU

We have aut-af-the-way items

always available, as well as the

normal material

..... =la ••• mil, IWO

TRY OUR APPROVAL SERVICE

H.L. KATCHER
THE AMATEUR COLLECTOR LTD

ZUMSTEIN CATALOGUE TRANSLATION 

We have now received most of the
script of the section on the 'STANDING
HELVETIA :, issues and will be comuencing
publication shortly.

151, Park Road, St.John's Wood,
LONDON N.W.S.

Telephone: 01 - 506 - 0616
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100 YEARSOF SWISS STAMPS 1843 -194%3
Translated by F.J. Rosenthal

To conclude the survey of these stamps, mention should be made of:

SERVICE STAMPS

At the request of the Confederate Treasury, the Federal Council decree d on
April 23, 1909 that all service departments of the Federal Government were to
deliver postal mailings to the nearest post office for prepayment. In 1910 the
Post Office of the Federal Building in Berne had accounts with over 70 different
departmental agencies, so that during certain times of the day there was very
heavy traffic with resultant delays in delivery. At the suggestion of the War
Board of Trade, which carried on an extensive correspondence and had offices in
a number of other cities, these official agencies, with the permission of the
Treasury Department, were allowed to frank their own mail beginning on August 1,
19104 In the interest of improved control the postage stamps of the denominations:
3, 5, 7, 10, 15, 20 25 et 30 Hp. received the overprint: t Industrielle Kriegswirt-
schaft l in a private printing plant. With the reduction of the offices required
by the war effort, these service stamps were withdrawn as from May 15, 1919 and at
the sane time lost their validity.

In order to enable the Secretariat General of the League of Nations to
exercise a hotter control over the postal expenditure of its various agencies,
the PTT has since 1922 supplied ordinary current stamps with corresponding over-
prints (Figs 131/2). For like reasons the International Labour Office has since
1923 received its own service stanps.

OFFICIAL STAMPS 

The agencies of the General Federal Government use for the franking of their *
domestic mails (insofar as they require postage) as well as their foreign mails,
special official stamps, so-called administrative stamps. These are postage stamps
of the current issues (3 Hp to 2 Fr.) which are specially marked as stamps of the
Federal agencies and are supplied to the Federal Government at nominal rates.

HELVETIA NEWS LETTER Page 25

The first such stamps appeared on January 1st, 1935; a vertical and a hori-
zontal single-row beam of 5 holes each in the size of the stamp perforation were
arranged in the shape of a cross (Fig. 133).

In 1930 the perforation was replaced by an over,Tinted black cross with
parallel lines. These lines are thicker on the right and at the bottom, giving
the impression of being illuminated from the upper left side. The design is the
work of Albert Yersin (Fig. 134).

Since February 25, 1942, the cross has been replaced by the generally
understood marking f Officiel l . It was specially designed for these stamps,
using the characteristics of Roman Cursive script, by the artist Herbert Wenger.
The strong black overprint runs from the left to the right on a light upward
slant across the centre of the stamps. Corresponding to the format it appears
smaller on the 3 to 40 Rp, values than an those of 50 rps. to 2 Fr. (Fig. 135).
POSTAGE DUE STAMPS 

To cover and account for postage due for unstamped or insufficiently
stamped letter and stage-coach mailings, the first postage due stamps were issued
on July 1, 1070. Corresponding to the functional purpose of the stamps, the
numeral of value, was made quite prominent (Fig.136). All eight values were
issued in blue. From 1003 on the frame was green and the numeral red.
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100 YEARS Or SilISS STAMPS (Continued)

In 1910 a new design after a model of L'Eplattenier was chosen and

engraved in steel by A,Geol (Fig. 137) Inasmuch as these stamps showed the
Confederate coat-of-arms as a centrepiece and in 1924 the new ordinary stamps

of 90 lip. to 2 Fr. also showed this, it appeared advisable to replace them by

a new motif. On the issue of 1924 (after a design by Louis Salzmann) two
children show the postage due numeral on a raised oval shield. The country

designation is shown on the inscription below (Fig.130).

Since 1930 the postage due stamps have been printed by means of steel
engraving. The series is printed in red throughout and shows on each stamp a

large, slanted numeral; a definitely functional stamp. The design was created

by Werner Weis kdnig, the steel engraving by G,Matter (Fig 139). Originally
these postage due stamps were not on sale in the post office. The sale of

cancelled stamps or stamps overprinted 'SPECIMEN' was permitted for philatelic

purposes for the first time in 1091; unused postage due stamps were sold for

the first time in 1907.
CHARITY STAMPS 

Since 1911 charitable institutions have received, without charge, special

stamps for franking their unregistered mailings. The amount allotted each year

to the various users depends upon their respective out put and requirements. As

a rule three values are distributed, according to printed matter, postcard and

letter rates. Every user has a control number, which is overprinted in small

black numbers at the top of the stamps and enables the postal authorities to

make certain that these stamps are used only by the institution.

/4/ /42 143

From 1911 to 1934 the design of the post e due stamps of the 1910 issue
was utilised. The indication *PP' (Pert paye within the value frame and the

control numbers, in addition to the use of blue tinted paper, were the only

characteristics which differentiated these stamps from the postage due stamps

up to 1924 (Fig.140).
Karl Bickel brought the idea or charity forcefully to the fore on the

sta
mp .which he des igned and engraved in steel (issued on January 1, 1935).

The 5 Rp. stamp dhows a. Protestant sister of a nursing order (Fig.141) and
this stamp, with its fine design, assuredly surpasses any other which up to

now was typographically printed. For the 10 Hp, stamp the picture of a Catholic

sister of a nursing order was chosen (Fig.142). The 20 Hp. stamp reproduces,

together with the emblem of the Red Cross, a likeness of Henri Dunant, the

benefactor wh o sought to alleviate the 
puttering on th

e battlefields (Fig.143).

This then, is a brief history of the first 100 years of Swiss stamps,

giving perhaps a little insight into the selection of suitable designs, both

for the various definitive series and the more colourful commemoratives, a

tradition which will be maintained and surpassed as time goes on.

- THE END -

ILLUSTRATIONS FOR 'INFORMATION PLEASE' - January 1970 issue

It has been brought to our notice that in a number of cases the dates

below the illustrations Nos. 1 - 6 were not very clear. For the benefit of
,those interested in this subject these dates are repeated below:

1905-00 1007 1009 ? 1903-06 1907 1099-1921

please amend your copy if necessary

(21Art.4, 61L Cerve+kiaLe-IN,../

will be held at 6.30 p.m. en Wednesday, MAY 13th, at the Kingsway Hall, W.C.2.
The adjudicatOrs will be MR. P. HOLCOMDE and VD, P. MAPPLEBECK.

Even if you are not competing, do come along as this is always a most

interesting evening.
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Postal Acceptance Stations and
Private Parcel Post Cancellations

by Felix Ganz PART II

In the little PTT Post Office Directory, which appears sem
i-annually, you will

find, by perusing it carefully, such entries as, for examp
le the following - taken

from the May 1960 issue:
Aarau Dammweg 53, Private Paketannahmestelle
Deride (TI) Post d'accettazione di invii postali

Chanplan (VS) depot d'envois postaux

Aeschlen oh Gunten (DE), Postannahmestelle

Schlatt bei Diessenhofen SDD, Paketannahmestelle

Neuchatel-La Cote, D6pot prive pour coils

Campestre (TI), Deposit° private per pacchi etc.,

Nearly all of the mentioned facilities possess cancellers,
 although sometimes

it takes a lot of convincing to tell the responsible owner
 of the device to use it,

or even locate it. This brings to mind an incident atop th
e Jaunpass (Bern/Fribootrg

5000 ft) which is entered in the PTT booklet as 'Private P
aketannahmestelle

l , but

which, upon being shown a somewhat soiled sample of their 
straightline strike,

refused to admit that they ever possessed such a cancelle
r; and a lengthy sear= in

drawers of the hotel where the mail facility for parcels 
was located, produoed

absolutely nothing except the crushing (for me) informatio
n that all their mail

was cancelled either at the P.O. in Doltigen, or at that 
in Jaun, depending on

which way the postal bus was going onto which their accept
ed parcels were posted!

Now that you know a bit about the trials and tribulations,
 let us look at the

entire set-up from the postal and then from the philatelic
 standpoint,

Switzerland has one of the densest nets of postal faciliti
es anywhere in the

world, and yet there are places where the posting of parc
els nigit bring long

hikes to the postal patron (which, of course, he can drop
 letters into any of the

ever-present mail boxes). There are districts in the lar
ger cities that are

far removed from the next post office (sometimes new housi
ng projects); there are

mountain hamlets without real postal facilities; there are
 villages that have

'secondary' house agglomerations near their railway statio
ns which may be miles

away from the village, and there are other instances of 
I postally disadvantaged'

locations. Many of these have a place somewhere where par
cels can be posted, where

at times postal money orders can be paid in, and where, in
 an emergency, special

delivery letters are accepted... but all only for inland 
delivery. Do not try to

mail anything abroad, and do not try, either,to request an
y such cancels by writing

to the respective -)lace, expecting to get back samples. I
t will not werk, because

the PTT has rather strict guide lines concerning these pos
tal acceptance stations.

Thus my friend in Bern once received a most nasty letter f
rom the district head-

quarters in Luzern, stating that his request for getting, 
by mail, some cancelling

specimens of the Kriens-Kuoninntt parcel acceptance statio
n not only could not be

honoured since such places were explicitly instructed to a
ccept only parcels and

special delivery items posted in person, but that any sec
imen of other places he

night have acquired by writing to such places, were illega
l and could be re-possess-

ed!! (He solved this one by going to Kriens and nailing h
imself several parcels

to which he affixed low denomination stamps glued to swatc
hes of white paper,

distributed over all sides of the parcel, so that each sta
mp had to be cancelled

individually!).

Postal, parcel and private parcel acceptance stations (you
 may see that

there are three categories, if not more which, however, ar
e oftdn intermingled

and confusedly described even in the official PTT Guide), 
usually may be recog-

nised by a small red sign which reads "Sale of Postage Sta
mps and Acceptance of

Postal Parcels", or sometimes 'Postal Acceptance Station'
. These convenience

facilities were created from 1934 on, and initially they h
ad no cancellers at all,

but parcels deposited there would be picked up at least on
ce a day by a van,

horse and cart, or postal employee on bicycle or on foot.
 These facilities were

mostly installed in the hamlet's principal place of activi
ty, such as a grocery

store, and auto-mechanic's shop, or the barber's shop; but
 in some instances

facilities were established in railway stations, and these
 were thus semi- official

because the Federal Railways and the PTT belong to the sam
e Federal Department

of Posts and Railways. These last-named facilities seem t
o have been the first

ones to cancel posted parcels with their railway station c
ancellers, and fairly

soon it was found that some identification on parcels post
ed in outlying . . .
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POSTAL ACCEPTANCE STATIONS etc. (continued)

localities would be beneficial, because it could happen that someone figured
a wrong rate, and then who was to be blamed? Thus, from the late 1930s on
most (but not all - and some are still without), acce ptance stations, except
the railway station ones which already had an identifying mark, were provided
with rectangular, dateless cancelling devices of one, two or three lines of
text, as shown by illustrations accompanying this article.

Initially the straightline cancelling devices authorised in the late 1930s
were to be applied NE)E TO, and NOT ON the stamps, but again this created
problems because no-one at all might cancel the stamps on the parcels, and thus
the PTT suffered a loss. So, on June 2, 1947, an order by the GD-PTT provided
that parcel acceptance stations were to cancel all posted items on the stamps
with their dateless straightline device. Over the years, and to this date, that
order has remained in effect, with a few occasional variations; some acceptance
stations once were post offices that were discontinued and changed into parcel
acceptance stations (such as Puidoux Village or 'Jasserwendi,) and these, some-
times for years, have continued to use their circular date strikes for oblit-
erating stamps. Other acceptance stations, which are manned daily only for a
very short time by the mailman from the neighbouring post office after he had
delivered the mails, cancel all their mail at the neighbouring Post office to
which the mailman returns after he closes his 'extension office'. A typical
case in point is Aeschlen oh Gunten, where the mailman from Tschingel oh Gunton
opens his secondary office from 11 to 12 daily, but where all nail is cancelled
with the Tschingel circular strike which the mailman brings with him. How I was
able to get a strike of his straightline lAeschlen Postannahmestelle l canceller
better remains a secret.., he doesn't know I have itl But it was acquired
legally:

The difference between postal acceptance stations, railway station accept-
ance stations and private parcel acceptance station, in brief, is as follows:-
Postal acceptance stations are, as a rule, manned by postal personnel for
brief times when they come to deliver mail. Thus these places in effect are low-
est class branch post offices, which not only accept parcels and special delivery
letters, but any kind of article, from cards and letters to COD items and money
orders. They existed as far back as the 1000s, but they were not enumerated in
postal manuals, and thus a listing of these facilities is practically impossible.
The Railway Station facilities, as a rule, accept both parcels and special del-
ivery items; but they are open almost round the clock in some instances and
staffed by the station-master or one of his employees, and are thus, at least,
semi-official in status. The real private parcel acceptance stations are those
located in grocery stores, bakeries, bicycle shops, cheese-making plants, milk
delivery stations, barbers' shops, restaurants, hotels, or occasionally private
houses. The nicest of these last-named, now discontinued, which I knew, was in
a large farmhouse in Sch6nentannen near Mamihaus, on the Born/Fribourg
frontier, where a stately farmwoman, often in her native costume, took care of
postal things after carefully washing her hands from whatever dirty chore she
might have been performing around the house, barn or stable. The scale was an
old-fashioned kitchen balance, and usually some )f the brass weights had been
'borrowed' by her children, all of whom stood gaping at mama's postal adeptness.
She cancelled beautifully, by the way, and would never let her canceller be used
by anyone else. But that is not quite the case (although probably against reg-
ulations) in other places, where when the sales-girl or the greasy-handed mech-
anic finds out that you are a cancellation collector, you are given the straight-
line device with an "O.K. so you try for a legible one" attitude, and where the
laughs are on you if you first clean the canceller so that one might be able to
decipher what it says. Often these devices fall on the floor, get bent, or
literally worn down, especially if they are not of the standard brass type, but
rubber stamps instead. Thus, a year ago, I went to Neumale bei Zollbrack
(Emmental, Bern). After being let into the grocery store (although it was
closed on Wednesday afternoons), and after stating my desire to mail two parcels
with legible cancels, the pro prietress obliged and then produced the startling
information that she possessed not only the official brass canceller, but a
rubber one as well. "But, it's worn out" she said and it sure was. Even
after ten minutes of cleansing efforts only a most faint and incomplete strike
could be produced... naturally of a type which I did not yet possess.

Next month there will be a selection of illustrations of the
various cancellations which are to be found and a check list
will be included at the end of the article.

(to be continued...)



LONDON GROUP: Hon.Sec. Mrs.E.J.Rawnsley

The large attendance of members at
the April meeting, when the Chairmen,
Mr, E.C.Slate, presented his display of
'SWISS CLASSICS', were greatly enter-
tained. Exam-eles of the Zurich 4 & 6
were shown, also the reprints which were
made some 20 years later and supplied
mainly to officials in France; the
Geneva 'Small' & 'Large' Eagles; a
superb 'Basle Dove s the 4c. & 5c. Vaud
Transitionals, followed by the first
Federal issues - s Ortpost i and 'Poste
Locale' including mixed frankings with
Rayon I; the Rayon I in differing shades
of blue and various types of Rayon
with some interesting cancellations.
All these were exceptionally fine copies
with the fullest possible margins.

Continuing with I Strubelis s there
were outstanding items of both the
Munich and Born printings, almost all
marginal copies or with full margins.
Many items were on cover, including a
50. orange-brown and 10 c. blue of the
first Munich printing with grille
cancels.

The final section of the display
consisted of the 'Sitting Helvetia Perri
'Cross & Figure' and 'Standing Helvetia'
issues, with many of the varieties of
the latter series.

Mr. D.R.Deak, proposing a vote of
thanks on behalf of the members, said
that it had been a magnificent display,
of the greatest interest to all, and
particularly so to the newer members who
seldom see material of such quality at
close hand. Mr. Slate was to be con-
gratulated on this exceptionally fine
collection.

POSTMARK NMS 

PICTORIAL TOURIST PUBLICITY CANCELS 
The following sK I cancels will be

withdrawn as from 6th April:

1337 CHATEAU-00EX (K.314)
3360 HERZOGENBUCHSE7, (K.356)
5734 RE ACH AG. (K.192)

The following (without -)estal code
no.) will be withdrawn on 14th April.

0134 ADLIS-IIL 1 (K. M0b)
0100 MACH (K.311)
0600 DUDENDORF 1 (K.264)
7070 IEN7ERBEIDE/LAI (i4341)
3954 IBUICHBAD (K•zga)
6070 LUNG= (K.64)
3060 MEIRINGEN (K.220)
2520 LA NEUVEVILLE (K.37)
0590 ROMANSHORN 1 (K.297)
6174 StIRENDERG (K.90)
1935 VERDTER-VILLAGE (K.30)
0304 WALLISELLEN (K.210)
9057 WEISSDAD (K.19) 
Competition entries by post - to arrive
not later than Monday, llth May - see
March 'Helvetia News Letters

NORTHERN GROUP: Hon.Sec: R.A. Hoyle.
6 Limes Ave, Huddersfield Rd, Halifax.

The Northern Grou- held its own
Annual Competition at Bradford an Mar
7th, when Mx. F. Foster and Helvetia
member, Miss V. Dales from Hull were
the judges. The winners were:

Postal History and also winner of the
Highsted Cup . . . Mx. R.A. Hoyle

hiltlic and winner of the Moore
• . . Mr. ILA. Hoyle

hematic . . . Mx. D. Wilson

ostal Stationery. . . Dr.G.G.Ritchie

At the meeting on April 4th, Mr.
Hoyle presented to Northern Group
members his display: 'SWITZERLAND 1914-
39'. The idea behind this was to pres-
ent and study all the small stamp issues
which do not fit into the main groups
such as the Tell issues, Pro Juventute
or Pro Patria series.

Over 100 sheets, including many
mint and used blocks and covers, were
displayed of the 1920 and 1930 high
values, 1919 Peace, 1924 Shield with
Emblem, 1924 UPU, 1932 Disarmament and
Gotthard Railway issues, 1937 Mobile
Post Office, 1930 League of Nations
and the 1939 National Exhibition issues.

Mr. Hoyle also presented his ideas
forth-'Helvetia' stand at the York-

shire Philatelic Society Convention at
Leeds Town Hall n May 16th, at which
any Swiss enthusiasts will be most
welcome.

ha' SLOGAN CANCELS 

LEA Dorn, 25 April - 5 Mai 1970 .
3000 Bern 1 to 5 may

10. Didacta EuropMische Lahrmittel
messe 20 Mai-1 Juni 1970, Basel -
4000 Basel 1

IBA Luzern, Internat. Boot - und Wasser-
sport-Ausstellung 2-10 Mai 1970 -
6000 Luzern 2 to 10 May.

Diblitheque pour tous 50 ans de
formation et information
1700 Fribourg 1

Diblioteca per tutti 50 anni di
formazione e informazione -
6500 Bollinzona 1

3-10 Mai 1970, 10. Internat. Dachfest
Schaffhausen - 0200 Schaffhausen

17 April - 10 May
Pfingstrennen Frauenfeld -

0500 Frauenfeld to 16 May
Posta dei Flora - Fete des Flours IMO

Dlemenfest Pentecost° Locarno
6'6-oo Locarno 1. 17 Apr. - 16 May.

PICTORIAL SLOGAN CANCELS: 7/4/70

CHATEUA d'OEX - Sports Ropes
HERZOGENDUCHSEE
TRAMELAN - Porte des Franches-aontagnes
REINACH in solid/len Wynental
USTER
AROSA fir wdhres FerienglUck (15/4)
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SPECIAL CANCELLATIONS: 

• 1. 5th SWISS TRADE FAIR BASEL - To
be held from 11-21 April, A special

cancellation incorporating the trade
• symbol, the winged helmet, will be in

use over this period and reads '4000
BASEL - date - Schweizer Mustermessel.

2. AEROPHILATELIC DAY 19701 To be
held on 25th April at La Chaux-de-

Fonds. The mobile P.O. No.5. will be
in attendance, and a special cancel
will be used showing a winged globe
and letters 'PISA' with inscription
'2300 LA CHAUX-de-FONDS JOURNEE DE
L'AEROPHILATELIEI

3. CENTENARY OF THE SWISS FIRE BRIGADE
Will be marked in Geneva from 7th

to 12th May by the use of a special
commemorat ve cancellation reading:
'1211 GENEVE - SAPEURS-POMPIERS
SUISSES 7-12.5.1970'.

AUTOMOBILE CANCELLATIONS
Auto 3 PHILA.:

T
.3U 1970 BUCHS SG -

Driefmarkenausstellung 11-12
April. Neues Gewerbeschulhaas -
St.Gallen 11/12 April

Auto 3 ZURCHER SECHSELRUTEN 1970 -
Zunft zur Schmiden
0022 Zurich 19/20 April

Auto 3 BEA - BERN - 25 April - 5 Mai
1970 - Bern 24/4 - 4/5

For fine RARITIES OF SWITZERLAND
AND UROPE

send your want-lists to ZUMSTEIN. You
will get fine, first class quality.

Order from Harris Publications Ltd.,
Durham House, 16 John Adam Street,
London W.C.2.

the 01212Eilellgia021.121a
SWITZERLAND/LIECHTENSTEIN pocket size

Price 7/6d, + postage 1/6d.
Registered Mail .. 3/-

EUROPE 62/6d Post
EUROPE with thumb index 70/- 7/6d,

SWITZERLAND/LIECHTENSTEIN SPECT&LISED 

XIXth Edition 1960 still in use -
Price 37/6d. + postage
(No new edition in 1969)

areplements to -she EUROPE catalogue
are published regularly in the

BERNER BRIEFMARKEN-ZEITUNG
(Annual Fee,32/6d. with extra
swy

r)lement to catalogue.. 36/-)

11111SIEIN [f a
(propr. Hertsch & Co)

P.O.Box 2505, CH - 3001 Berne.

APRI1J

PICTORIAL TOURIST PUBLICITY CANCELS
From 7th April 1970:

3903 dILOR (LUTSCHEN) Feriendorf am
Bietschhorn (K.520)

0 46 2
 RHEINAU Historische StAtte

Wanderziehl (K.521)
9063 STEIN (AR) - Beliebter Luftkurert

Alpenzellerland 027 M.t.M.
(K.522)

3905 MUNSTER (VS) - Sommerferien
Wintersport (X.523)

9056 GAIS Klimakurort (15:45))
9473 GANS - Am Fusse des Alpsteins

(::5 

3954 LEUKERDAD - Thernalbadekuren
Winterspoxt (K.526) from 22 Apr,

6174 SURENBERa - (K.527)

Late News: SPECIAL CANCELLATION

12th May, 1970 will see the official
inauguration of the first Swiss Atomic
Centre at Deznau. On this day the
Mobile P.O. No.3. will be in use in
Baden and mail posted there will receive
a special cancellation depicting the
plant and reading: '5400 LADEN - date -
ERSTES AUTOMKRAFTWERK IN DER SCHWEIZ'.

The 1970 'REGIOPHIL VIII'
Exhibition and Stamp Bourse will be
.held in Bellinzona on 19-21 June.

PHILYMPIA

It is hoped you have made a note of
our extra meeting on THURSDAY,. 24th
SEPTEMBER - from 5-0 p.m. to be held at

OLYMPIA
We look forward to meeting many

old and new friends on that occasion.

If you want to keep in the prize-
winning class, as well as enhancing
the value of your collection by
adding only the best, you need the
help of the services I can offer.

Material can be supplied on
approval, or against your own Wants
Lists, for all classes of items from
classics to modern:

Stamps (all issues) mint and used

Covers of all descriptions

Miniature Sheets

Tete-beche & sd-tbnant pairs & strips

Varieties

Airmails
et c.... et C

Send now to:

J.S.ARMSTRONG
14 Low Lane, Torrisholme,

MORECAMBE, Lancs.

HELVETIA NEWS LETTER
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The Annual Competition was duly held in London on May 13th and was most succ-

essful. There was a gratifying number of entries of a remarkably high standard,

many from members Who have tot taken part before and although, unfortunately, not

all could be prize-Winners, the range of subjects covered was very wide. Nor did

they provide an easy task for the Adjudicators: MR. P. HOLCOMBE and MR. P. MAPPLE-

DECK, but after due time they were able to make the final choice, the results

being as follows:

PHILATELIC SECTION

'HELVETIA CUP' - rip. R. A. HOYLE. (Halifax) - for a most excellently presented
study of the 'Standing Helvetia' issues.

CDR. B.F. BULSTRODE (London) for his 'Proofs & Essays' which' Runner-up'
included many unique items.

Highly Commended - (a) ma. A. W. SIZELAND (Kites Lynn) for 'Switzerland and
the Zeppelin', a selection of most
interesting flown covers

(b) ma. H. SHELDRANE (Westcliff-on-Sea) for a striking entry

on 'The Swiss Army', illustrated with

'Soldier Stamps'.

Other entries in this section covered such subjects as 'Sitting Helvetia

Perf.', 'Small Landscapes 1936
1 , 'Varieties of the 1949 Definitives' etc.

POSTAL HISTORY SECTION 

'MOOSE TROPHY' MR. H. SHELDRAKE for an unusual entry of Swiss Private
Postal Stationery'.

MRS. E. J. RAUNSLEY for the 'Development of the Postmark''Runner-up
on pre-stamp covers.

Highly Commended - MR. R. A. HOYLE for 'Early Swiss Covers'.

Other, entries ipt1uded Propaganda Flights, TiP.Os. etc.

The adjudicators said they had enjoyed their task, although'somewhat formid-

able, and had found the various aspects of Swiss philately, and in some cases the

varying treatment of the same subjeet, of great interest.

In their comments on the entries both laid particular emphasis on two points:

that competition entries should be prepared specifically for that purpose and not

consist of pages taken at random from an album, and that special care should be

given to the condition of the stamps. They hoped that their comments would be

helpful to competitors for future events.

Cdr. Dulstrode, acting as Chairman on this occasion, expressed the thanks

of members to the Adjudicators for having undertaken the task and for their

instructive criticisms.

During the judging the members held an informal meeting in an adjoining room.

Various business matters were dealt with and suggestions were discussed for the

forthcoming season's 'programme.

Society ' meetings will be resumed in September with the extra meeting arranged

for 1Philympia l Week. ----o0o - -
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AN OLD LETTER TELLS ITS OWN STORY

By HANS MINSCH

Translated and freely adapted (with permission) by L. Moore from an article
in 'DER FREIE 0.TIERI.

My friend, Frau Dr. Trenkel-Lietha of Axosa, being neither Philatelist nor
Postal Historian, but knowing my interest and appreciating a neat piece of writ-
ing, recently sent me a cutting from the GraubUndner Cantonal newspaper 'Der
Freie Latier l . My apologies for translating Herr Minsch's beautiful writing
and for my poor attempt to produce in my inadequate English the style and the
spirit of the original article. I have extended the philatelic interest consid-
erably, but without, I hope, destroying the delightful 'period' style, and the
idea of, allowing the old letter to 'speak for itself'. —

Entitled 'Bin alter Brief erzahle, my version is:
Stamp collecting to-day is a world-wide hobby, almost enslaving millions,of people of all ages. The flood of new stamp issues has had such an effect onthe philately of our hectic times that many collectors are quite overwhelmed andare being compelled to confine their collecting interest to prescribed limits ofperiod or of place. Also, the so-called 'First Day Covers' ('F.D.C.' is therecognised'abbreviation in the original Germans) spring up like mushrooms inthe morning dew. What can such a cover possibly tell us about itself, orabout its journey, which probably it never took anyway, because the odds are

that it was never carried by the post at all, so that the story interest whichit offers to future postal history students is absolutely nil:
But, hand over a letter of a hundred or so years ago to a collector with aknowledge of the postal history of Canton GraubUnden and the development of

alpine travel and communications, then he can read the whole of its story.
The various cancellations and other postal markings of the time form yet another
but related department of philately.

So, without special selection, I open my:album at the section 'Postal
Markings of CURIA ZAETORUM', I take out a folded letter with but let the
old letter speak for itself

"I was born on September 16th, 1854, in Chur and was addressed to SignorEmanuele Rocco, Agent of the Milano Fire Insurance Company in Celerina.  My
creator was Herr Johann Anton von Abys, Cantonal Manager of the Insurance Company.He came froman old patrician family of Church, and lived in the Spani81, below
the Hofkellerei, where he also maintained office for the Milan Co.

Quite early one morning, we find him in his Counting House, writing mymessage, folding, addressing and sealing me; then dropping me into his leatherpouch with the other letters ready for the next post.  Drawing up the knot of
his elegant cravat, picking up his silver knobbed cane, straightening his light
grey top hat, he walks down the corridor in his erect patrician way, and soon theheavy oaken door of the house clangs shut behind him.  However, we can trace him
in the direction of Martinsplatz,by following the light trail of the smoke of hiscigar, which he lighted as he left the houses

In the Gasthof zum Rothen L8wen (Red Lion Inn), off the Kornplatz, he entersthe Post Office. 'Good morning, Herr von Abys s , says the Postal Clerk, in a
friendly manner, 'about so early and with so many letters: 1 . 'Yes, some are
fairly urgent, especially this one to the Engadine. I do not want it to miss
this next post'. Herr von Abys  has to pay ou

t a Betz and a half in good money
for tuy carriage. In my top left-hand corner, they stick on two stamps of thenew 'Strubel l design - on of 5 Rappen and one of 10 happen, then cancel both
with a hand-stamped impression in blue of the 15 line Federal grille.  To mark
my urgency, and to make sure I do not miss the morning mail, they also stamp mewith the mark:

Chur v.M. = 'v,M.' meaning 'morning' (Vormittag)16.Sept.54
I am very proud to be bearing this mark, because it is used only in Chur l theCantonal Capital, so they'll know I'm no Country Hick:

I wish, however, I could boast that I were a genuine First Day Cover.  Yousee, these new Silk Thread stamps were actually officially issued yesterday,
September 15th. At least they were on sale in Berne and in ZUrich and such finebig places. But I thought I heard this post clerk grumbling just now because
they did not arrive here in Chur until later. So, perhaps I am 1F.D.C.' after
all: I shall certainly claim to be so unless or until some other old letterturns up with the same stamps dated yesterday in Chur. The new stamps are quite
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AN OLD LETTER TELLS ITS OWN STORY (Continued)

nice, with the wind-swept head of Mother Helvetia - like 
t Struwelpeterli

t , they

say, so the stamps are called 1StrUbelit.

It is a great pity that these first stamps had to be printed in Bavari
a,

but apparently there was some difficulty in installing the necessary m
achinery

in the Berne Mint; so Weiss, the Munich University Printer, was calle
d upon

to supply the first batches. Now, I understand, all is ready in Berne, and

Swiss stamps, printed in Switzerland, will be on sale next month, Octo
ber, in this

Year of Grace Eighteen Hundred and Fifty Four.

Tleykeep moving me from shelf to shelf, but before they pop me into a 
sack,

let me peep outside to tell you what is happening there. Around the
 Kornplatz

there is a bustle of activity and just in front of the Post Office the
 regular

service coach 
tJulier Engadin

t is almost ready to depart. The Postilion, proud

of his well-fed, perfectly groomed and wonderfully conditioned horses,
 checks

with his expert eye the jingling harness and the accuracy of the intri
cate yoke -

a Five-Spanner-with a pair at the pole and three abreast in the lead.
 This is

a rough but reliable and ready gauge, because if the three lead horse
s can even

squeeze through between overhanging rocks, then the coach will safely pass.

He checks the vehicle too, because that will have to do the complete r
ound trip

without fault.

The Post Conductor, in his smart blue uniform with the silver badge o
f the

Federal Post Administration, helps the passengers on board.
He is also respon-

sible for their baggage and, of course, the postal packets. Behind there are

four extra coaches, making a total of five to travel together in the P
ost Caravan.

Waiting around are travellers from many countries; happy tourists, el
egant ladies

with red parasols and hats as big as cart-wheels.  Then noble
 lords with huge

knitted shawls, some with alpenstocks, others with field glasses, pho
tographic

apparatus, botanical specimen boxes and other paraphernalia connected 
with their

various hobbies or interests.

Punctually at the advertised time, the Po
g tilion climbs up on the box of the

leading post coach, and after checking that all his passengers and bag
gage are

safely arranged, the Post Conductor takes his place alongside.
He has popped

me into a bag on one of the other coaches, but I hear the horn of the
 Postilion

sounding tAbgang der Post' (Departure of the Post) as, almost majestically,
 the

column rolls through the 
•Totentor t 'Gate, out on to the Ueberlandstrasse, then

upwards towards the Juliet Pass.

The horse will be changed at the post stations of Churwalden, Tiefenca
stel,

Bivio, Silvanaplana and St. Moritz, The Posthorse Manager has to 
maintain some

200 horses in continual service, with all necessary stabling, feeding 
and ostling.

And what ore poetic than the arrival in Silvaplana after a long night

journey over the passes? Most of the valley-dwellers are still a
sleep. _Before

us is La Margna, her peak rose-tipped with the blush of the first sun
glow.

. .
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,

Below the waters of Lake Silvaplana are still a deep blue. The gentle chatter of
the mountain finches is punctuated by the swish of a well-whetted scythe, swinging
through the dewy grass, and the early mower raises his right hand to greet the
morning Mail. It is an event for the mountain folk, when a cloud of dust and a
clatter herald the post convoy. Then, awakening the whole area, the horn of the
Postilion rings out loud and clear on the still morning air, sounding 'Arrival of
the Post'. He can vary his call with notes to indicate the number of vehicles,
the number of horses, of tratrellers and other helpful information for those
awaiting at the still distant stables.

In St. Moritz, I am changed to the coach which served the Lower Engadin as
far as Celerina, where I am received in a friendly may and stamped on my back with
the Arrival Mark. Then to Herr Rocco, who seems pleased to receive me.

-
For more than a century I have been completely forgotten, so I feel greatly

honoured that you have taken me out to learn the story of my travels; confiLwed,
as you notice, by these postmarks, which I still bear.

The coaching period is looked upon nowadays as a dream-like, romantic era
with little practical use. It supplies ideas, symbols, motifs, for artists and
poets. We say to-day that development in travel has made the world smaller, has
brought the continents nearer together, even though the contemplated speed takes
the breath. Agreed, modern travel is easier, more comfortable and more reliable
in bad weather than the old diligences and coaches. But something is being
sacrificed in the interest of speed. Detailed observation of our mountain beauty
is lost to the modern traveller, and to the true nature-lover the speed - or
rather the slowness - of the horse-drawn coach was ideal.

Coaches and coachmen, which in our museums scare the children and make their
parents smile, were contemporaries of Napoleon, of Frederick the Great, of Maria
Theresia, and Goethe; of the period which produced many great men who have
influenced not only our culture, but our knowledge and science in no dream-like
manner.

And, let us not forget one particular coach: that which conveyed Mozart to
Prague, and inspired him to write so many melodies, which he has handed down to us
for our enjoyment then, now, and for all future time!

---- The End ----

; RECENT SLOGAN CANCELLATIONS:

Didacta - EuropHische Lehrmittel-
messe 23 Mai-1 Juni 1970 - Basel

i 1970 100 Jahre Schiff-fahrsgesellschaft
VierwaldstHttersee - 6000 Luzern

1 50 ans Union internationale de
i protection de l'enfance Geneve -

2000 Neuchatel 2
i Mouvement de la Jeunesse Suisse Romande
i 50 axis au service de l'enfance -
i a 1200 Geneve 1
; Internationale Juni-Festwochen Mach -

3031 ZUrich
; Mehmt teil am Eidg. Feldschiessen

Tag der Schlltzen 30/31 Mai 1970 .
i 3600 Thun 1, 2500 Biel 1 from

11 - 29 May
iJeder Schweizer ans Eidg. Feldschiessen
i 30/31.5.70. '-Zurich 1, 23 & 50

11 - 29 May
!Fete de Gymnastique Fribourg, 1970

3-5 juillet SKTSV Turnfest
1700 Fribourg to 4 Julytn.
Europeene du Loisir Geneve -

28.5. - 7.6. - 1200 Geneve 3 6, 11

!AUTOMOBILE CANCEL 
,Auto 3 10. DIDACTA EuropHische Lehr-

mlttelmesse 28 Mai-7 Juni 1970

in which All sendings are insured

in transit both ways and whilst in

your possession in the U.K.

All types of Swiss

material available.

HiliKatcheri
THE AMATEUR COLLECTOR, LTD i

151, Park Road,
St. John's Wood,

LONDON, N448,, ENGLAND

Tel. 01 586 0616

S.P.A., A.S.D.A.
1

Awr y •• n•n• onrAr .8.1. 4• /WWII AI. al....* .0.1.110.1

11 May - 30 June
1 50 Jahre Internationale Vereinigung

fUr Jugenhilfe Genf - 8000 ZUrich 1

SO FAR

THIS SUMMER (Sic)

has been up to standard

If it goes on like this,

APPROVAL SERVICE
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stal Acceptance Stations and
Private Parcel Post Cancellations

By Felix Ganz Part III.

The number of parcels posted, using these facilities varies greatly. There
may be as few as 5 a day, and if you consider that any cancellation affixed to an
average parcel will turn out illegibly in part or altogether, you may now under-
stand why these parcel acceptance station straightline cancels are indeed not only
hard to come by, but outright rare in absolutely clean condition. Of course, one
may occasionally encounter philatelically made items, but the true and commercially
used items are really rare. They are usually distinguishable by also featuring
a 'parcel registry label' (see illustrations), on which the current registry
number, the locality's name, and the word 'Paketannahmestelle l , 'Depot de Coils'
or the like is imprinted. Such pieces really have gone through the mail, and
collecting these in superb condition is about as hard as collecting IStrubel0
stamps with four super margins!

Add to that the hazards of really going out of your way, climbing for 3 hours,
or catching a 5 a.m, bus and the like, only to be disappointed at your finally
reached destination by the information that either the facility no longer exists,
is open only Mondays, Wednesdays and Fridays from 4 to 4.45 p.m., or that it does
NOT have any canceller at all (such as Riedlig (Uri), Fusserein (Grisons) or Sarr-
eyer (Valais), and then you may understand why relatively few people can be proud
of any kind of a representative collection.

Some of these cancellations are so rare that no more than a single strike
is knowingly in the possession of a collector, and of others there may be no more
than a dozen strikes in existence. ADD THAT ON MODERN CANCELLATIONS!!!
For example: the grocery owner in Zwieselberg near Spiez (Bern) always uses his
rubber stamp. When I asked him if he had another, official one of brass, he
smiled proudly and said, "Yes, but it is so pretty that I don't want to spoil
it. I'll show it to you, though". When I finally convinced him that he should
possess, at least for himself, ONE strike, he agreed, and we produced one. He
was then so pleased that he produced another for me, too, ON a parcel, and since
he had run out of printed registration etiquettes, he put the rubber canceller on
the parcel's label which probably makes me the owner of a unique Zwieselberg
acceptance station item. (See illustration)

Volumes could be written, both with amusing and with harrowing, disappointing,
and anger-provoking incidents and stories; but you should try, on your next visit
to Switzerland, to experience your own amount of complications involved in gather-
ing these elusive cancellations.

To make it a trifle easier for you, a list of currently existing stations
is appended, together with information as to WHAT kind of canceller is most likely
to be found. The list also gives those places which no longer have such facilit-
ies; either because there was too little use of them or, conversely, because
they became, after a few years, regultr post offices.

Happy hunting is the word here, and that's what I'm wishing you.

A selection of typical cancellations is given on Page 36 and the commence-
ment of the check list on Page 37.

NUMBERS ISSUED: LIECHTENSTEIN - NUMBERS ISSUED

Historical Monuments 0,25 19 9 731,000 W* Princess Gina (1960) 200 Rp. 706,579
1960 12,646,000 L* Prince Franz....

1.00 30,144,000 W ,Josef II (1963) 500 Rp. 364,463
33,532,000 L . Olympic Games (1964) 50 , Rp. 1,004,016

1.20 18,770,000 W Europa _ if 50 Rp, 1,767,007
9,674,000 L Arms - Series I " 20 Rp. 759,599

1.50 13,570,000W 30 Rp. 701,430
7,705,000 L GO Rp. ,619,420

-do- 1954 2.20 10,277,000 L Christmas
150 Rp.
10 Rp.

606,891
895,002

-do-. 1966 1.30 10,766,000,L 40 lip. 664,082
1.70 14,011,000 L 130 Rp. 619,558

Pro ?atria 1969 10+10 6,417,000
II 1Peter Kaiser 100 Rp. 655,422

20+10 8,192,000
30+10 7,844,000
50+20 5,520,000

* W = White paper, without 1uminesence
* L = Luminescent
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459

The acceptance station
in FEY (VS) uses its
own strike, plus that
of its parent officd
Basse-Nendez

R G e
Peketimmstmestelhi

Rotmees

Three-line, showing depot
name Rotmoos, and next
post office, Rengg

Paketannahmestelle
Warzenbach

6000 LUZERN

Framed three-line (only
one of this kind to date

Deposit° privato per pacchl
CAMPSTRO

Two-line, for private PA

NSCRIPLES OF PARCEl ION LABEl

Colombier(Nte))CFF
Depot colts postaux

745

Ent utembrit eke
Paketantahmestelle
Bileggitingerstilmbe

5S9 086
Zug Chan

ierstrusse 77

"Double dip" from Zwieselberg (BE): two different
lines on same parcel.

N 6TRAIGHT74INE

A BIOLO
BASSE-NENDAZ
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Paketannahmestelle
NEIIIIMISEN AM RHEiNFALL

ZOLLSTRA5SE

Three-line aanceller

PAKETANNAHMESTELli
ZURICH DREISPITZ.

Two-line, all capitals

RUBBER 

iPa
kettanhafi type

Pientbdi)

, A .
Depotd envois postaux
CHERMIONONIEN-BAS

Two-line different
top line inscription

DpOt privêdec0lis
CHEZ-LE-MAITRE

above

epOt prvé pour cot is
EliCi-tATE - LA CCTE

Deo +a privatoperpsccW

FORMASETTE

No-line for private parcel
acceptance stations

STAZIONE 01 
Wit

614A-C1tESCIAN

Two-line, all capital for
postal acceptance station

Imp
ost:alone dl IrMI

6877 Villa Coldrerlo



PPA BE
PA VS
EPA VD

RPA
PPA
PPA
PPA
PPA
PPA
• PA
PPA
PPA
PPA
PPA
PPA
PPA
PPA
PPA
PPA
PRA
PPA
PPA
PPA
PPA
PPA
PPA
PPA
PA
EPA
P24
PA

'TPA
PPA
PPA
PPA
PPA

PPA
PA

SG
AG
AG
AG

. AG
VD
SO
ES
BS
BS
ES
ES
ES
ES
BS
ES.

-ES

Ps
ES
ES
ES
ES
BE
BE

. T1
FR
so
Ti
AG
BE
BE
BE
BE

PE
VS
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A. LIST.of.SWITZERLAND IS POSTAL RAILWAY STATION and PRIVATE PARCEL
ACCEPTANCE STATIONS 

Key to Abbreviations: PA: Postal Acceptance Facility; ?VA: Private Parcel
Acceptance Facility; EPA: Railway Station Parcel

Acceptance Facility; *: no longer in existence (reportedly); Cancellation

types: Si: one-line straightline; S2: two-line .straightLine; S3: three.-

line straightline; z: postal direction number added; DS: ,boxed straightline

(1. 2 or 3 lines); m: metal canceller; r: rubber canceller; d: separate

date added below straightline; cds: circular date strike; TS: train station

cancellation; NC: no cancellation known to exist. Cantons after locality are

given in official abbreviations: AG : Aargau; DE .: Bern; BL Baselland, etc.

Lotality'& Location "Tye of Canton
Facilit

Aarau, Dahunweg 53 PPA
Gotthelf s tr. 28 PPA

" Tannerstr. 19 PPA
Aeschlen ob Gunten PA
Albonago PM(?)
* Aldesago PA (?)
Allaman CFF EPA. VD

* Allschwil. Baslerstr, 174 PPA BL
* " SteinbUhlweg 2 PPA BL

* Altdorf-Schachengrund; cf. Schachengrund
* Am Bach (Avers) PPA GR
Aproz PA VS
Aran. , PA VD
Arbon, Landquartstr. 14 PPA. TG
* Arbon. St.Gallerstr, 41 PPA TG
* Attikon_Station,

?
. _ . _ ZH

Aussereriz
Aven (Conthey)
Avenches CFF

Bad Ragaz Station (SBB)
Baden Allmend
* Baden Kappelerhof
• It 

ob. Kappelerhof
st unt.

Barboleusaz
arschwil Station SBD
Basel, Ackerstr. 33

Bliumlihofstr. 132
* Basel. Blotzheimerstr. 34
* " Brombacherstr. 2
Basel, Drosselstr. 27

It Froburgstr. 31
Giornicostr. 230

" Grenzacherstr. 97
* Basel. Hauensteinstr. 88
Basel, Hegenheimerstr. 130

" Hirzbrunnen
" Jakobsbergerholz

* Basel. Markircherstr. 1
* " Morgartenring 107
* " Wollbacherstr. 1
Beatenberg Station
* Beatenberg Waldegg
Dedretto
* Belfaux CFF

Bellach SDB
Beride
* Berikon-Widen Station
* Bern. BrUckfeld
* " Nonbiloustr.
* " Sulgenbach
Bern, Steinhftzli

Wylergut
* Bettmeralp

AG
AG
AG
BE
TI
TI

69

Types of Cancellations found

mS2
mS2
mS2
mS2 -.normally uses cds of. Tschingel
mS2
NC - existed 1944-49; now a P.O.
TS - various types
mS2
mS2

mS2 existed 1957-60; now a P.O.
uses mS1 of MAR (Nendaz)
mS2
mS2
mS2
? (prob.TS; existed 1934-35)
mS2; rS1
uses mS1 of ERDE .(Conthey)
TS - various types

cds; mS2 (two different types)
rS2z -
mS2 -(split 1964 in two fac

t s below)
mS2)
mS2) now a regularT.O.

mS2 (always closed during Nov.)
cds; mS2
mS2 (closed 1964-65, then re-opened)
? (recently opened)

mS2
mS2
m$2 (two different sizes)
mS2; rS2z
mS2
mS2; rS2z
mS2
mS2; rS2z
mS2
MS2
mS2; since 1958 P.O. Basel 25
mS2; since 1958 P.O. Basel 27
mS2
mS2; rS3
rS2; mS2; di now a P.O.
uses cds of Villa-Bedretto
TS
TS
mS2
mS2; since ca 1962 P.O. Mutschellen
mS2; since 1957 P.O. Bern 26
mS2 ,ince'1,90,.1w,„ Bern. 23
rS11 . 61hae'i950 P.O. Bern 23'
rS2; mS2; also uses rS2 that reads,

ISteinh8lzli b. Bern'
mS2; rS2
ES with date (of emergency cancel
type); now a P.O. (To be continued)



(K.528)
1 9057 WISSBAD - Tor zum Alpstein(K.529)

! PICTORIAL SLOGAN CANCELS:
1 From 13th May:
1
i SCHATZKAMMER ZU ALLER HEILIGEN

(Schaffhausen)
i GOSSAU S.G. IM FURSTENLAND.

'HELVI;TIA' , meetings may now
be in abeyante during the holiday

! period, but the 'News Letter' goes on,
and contributions of news, views and

i discoveries will be most welcoMe.
1 Also, articles on any aspects of Swiss
i philately. We have a few requests
i in hand which we are doing our best
i to fulfil.

1 Programmes for the autumn
1 season will be published as soon as
i possible.

1 One last reminder to anyone
whose sub, for this year is still

i outstanding: no further 'News
i Letters t will be sent after this.

1
For fine RARITIES OF SWITZERLAND

and EUROPE 

: send you want-lists to ZUMSTEIN. You
i will get fine, first class quality.

i Order from Harris Publications Ltd.,
i Durham House, 16 John Adam Street,
London, W.C.2.

the ZUMSTEIN CATALOGUES 1970 

SWITZERLAND/LIECHTENSTEIN pocket site

Price 7/6d + postage 1/6d.
registered mail 3/-d.

Price 62/6 )Post
1
i EUROPE
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SPECIAL CANCELLATIONS CIRCULAR TOURIST PROPAGANDA CANCELS:

1. From I May - 3 July 1970 the normal 1 From 9th May:
tourist cancel for MUrren will be ! 2074 MARIN - La Tete - 450-58 Ad.J.C.

withdrawn and replaced by '3825 MURREN
Internat. Alpine Ballonsportwochet.
2. 80th Congress of Federation of Swiss 

Inilatelic Societies: to be held
at Lucerne on 30-31 May in Hotel Union.
Mail posted will have cancellation:
1 6000 Luz= SONDERPOSTSTELLE1.
3. ,Inauguration of new WU Headquarters

on 20th May, 1970. The special
cancel reads: 1 3000 BERN - Inauguration
du nouveau batiment de-11U.P.U.1
20.5.70.1
4. European Biennial on Leisure: to

be held in Geneva from 28 May-7 June.
Special covers bearing the 50 Rp. stamp
marking 25th Ann. of the U.N. 1945-1970
(or blocks of 4) will receive a special
cancellation: '1211 GENEVE - date -
emblem & IRA - BIEUNIALE DUE LOISIR'.
5. International Congress on Industrial

Therapeutics - to be held in Zurich
from 1 - 5 June. A special pictorial
cancel reading: 1 8055 ZURICH - SONDER-
POSTSTELLE' will be used.
6. 23rd Assembl of the World Health

Organisation to be held from 5-23
May in Geneva. A special cancel depict-
ing the serpent & staff and reading:
1 1211 GENEVE - date - Assemblee mondiale
de la Sante' will be used.
7. 50 Years of 'pno INFIRMIS 1 : To be

celebrated in ZUrich on 12th June.
A special cancel showing a chained wing
and reading: 1 8054 ZURICH - 12.6.70 -
Pao INFIRMIS 1920-1970' will be used.

n•nn•n••n•••n

There will be many Swiss
exhibits on view at 1Philympia1.

Even if you do not aspire
to such heights you can still build up
an outstanding collection by adding
the unusual items that increase both
its interest and value.

When you are looking for
those elusive varieties, plate flaws,
retouches, tete-beche & se -tenant pairs
blocks and strips, remember my
extensive stock is available for
inspection by means of approval select-
ions or items supplied to your want
lists.

If your taste lies towards
postal history, pre-stamp. covers,. .
special cancellations first•flight and
airmail covers etc., can also be
supplied.

. Write now and secure the
widest clhoite; '

J.S ARMSTRONG
14, Low Lane, Torrisholme,

MORECAMBE, Lancs.

! EUROPE with thumb index: 701- )7/6d

i SWITZERLAND/LIECHTENSTEIN SPECIALISED

. XIXth Edition 1968 still in use'-
Price 37/6d. + postage 5/-

i (No new edition in Autumn 1969)

I
Supplements to the EUROPE catalogue
are published regularly in the

!BERNER BRIEFMARKEN-ZEITUNG .

i (Annual fee 32/6d., with extra
1 supplement to catalogue 36/-).
1

111MEN CIE
1 (Propr. ilertsch & Co.)

P.O. Box 2585, CH - 3001 BERNE

. .....
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IMPERE ONLY
Editor's Note The comments in the 'Helvetia News Letter' on the Northern

Group's meeting in December 1969, when the subject under

discussion was 'IMPERF. ONLY' aroused much interest, both 
at hone and abroad,

particularly with regard to the value and collectability o
f items which are by

no means perfect, and in the hope that the results of Mr.Moo
re's experiences

may be of some help, we give below the text of the paper w
hich he read in

conjunction with the display.

" I have assumed that most of my fellow members here have 
seen my rather

poor Cantonals, Transitionals, Rayon
s and Strubelis and do not want yet another

paper on their productions, the reasons for the various er
rors, and the uses or

mis-uses to which the stamps were put. We have been there
 before!

Therefore, searching for a new angle from which to view th
e Classic

imperfs., I am going to stick my neck right out and tackle
 an aspect which

hitherto we have avoided like the Plague - 'CONDITION' 1 Without claiming to

be an expert I can speak from a long and sometimes painful
 experience.

In our 'early collecting days, we acquired fairly easily th
e common

stamps, but when eventually we began to use a catalogue, w
hether simplified or

specialised, we all had obvious gaps. With the old ready 
printed albums these

kora clearly apparent., because the space usually h
ad an illustration of the

missing rarity, and even with plain album sheets, some co
llectors deliberately

left a space - sometimes marked - in the hope eventually o
f filling it without

disturbing the arrangement of the rest of the page. If th
e missing stamp is a

real rarity, there is little hope that a good specimen wil
l ever grace the

collections of those of us of .modest means. It often happ
ens, however, that an

opportunity arises to acquire, at no great cost, a genuine
 but sub-standard copy,

which we might feel is bettdr than the empty space. Today
, with the fad of: '

'Mint unmounted' there is greater emphasis on condition t
han ever before. With

modern stamps it is fairly easy to find them, and (we hop
e) to keep them in

faultless condition; but when we consider the early S
wiss imperfs, already any-

thing between 107 and 126 years old, we have an entirely di
fferent proposition, .

so it might be useful if we examined the desirable, or eve
n the barely acceptable

standards of condition.

In 1958 there appeared a book by Edwin Mueller, published in Vienna, but

printed in English, called 'CATALOG (sic) OF THE IMPERFORA
TE CLASSIC STAMPS OF

EUROPE'. This work endeavoured to evaluate, in U.S. Dolla
r S at the time, all

the early imperfs, firstly on noximal lines according to sc
arcity, then going

into much finer detail with values of every stamp, varying
 according to actual

condition.

First of all Mueller explains that his basic printed value
s are for

superb items, and that for 'Very Fine' or merely 'Fine'
 stamps, heavy discounts

must be knocked off to arrive at a correct value. He defi
nes 'SUPERB' as being

'Considerably above average, free from all blemishes and 
defects. Fresh in paper

and in colour, with full margins all round and full dividi
ng lines on all sides

where these were printed. Used stamps must have a clean, 
but not too heavy

cancellation.'

"VERY FINE' Above average, free of defects, only minor an
d inconspicuous blemishes

permitted. Full margins, but complete dividing lines, if 
any, not required.

'FINE' Average stamp, without real defects and Only minor
 blemishes. Margins

may not be full all round, but closer on one or two sides, but mu
st be clear of

President:

L.MOORE,
F.R,P.S.,L.
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IMPERF. ONLY (Continued)

the design. Cancellations may be leSs clear or a bit heavy. Should not be
an eyesore, but acceptable for a reasonably fine collection.'

'DEFECTIVE' Items with faults which are real, or major blemishes; stamps
cut into frame line or into the design. Discoloured, stained, creased or
thinned stamps or those with disfiguring or oily cancellations - unless it
was the rule for this issue so to be cancelled.'

Mueller also classifies every stamp under the headings: 'Mint',
'Unused' and 'Cancelled or Used', and defines these as follows:-

'MINT' No Cancellation. Full original gum, but slight trace of hinge
permissible!'

'UNUSED' No cancellation, without gum or with disturbed or only partial gum,
or re-gummed.'

'CANCELLED' With a stamped postal cancellation, applied during the period
OR 'USED' of use of the particular stamp, or with clear .pen-cancel when

officially sanctioned.

Let us be grateful to Mueller for two things in his rather stiff
conditions * He will tolerate a slight trace of hinge on a 'Mints'stamp,
and he accepts official pen-cancels, which I hope may stop people cleaning
them off. Now let UB consider:

"Pull margins should be a minimum of -12-
 mm., and there are dividing lines"

(Although Mueller gives actual values in U.S. Dollars, these prices are now
out of date and the exchange rate has varied, so let us merely say that his
basic price, in every case was much higher than in any normal catalogue; 22R
we must not forget that these were for only really 'SUPERB' items).

For 'VERY FINE' (V.F.) deduct 50% from price of 4 Rp. and 640 from the
6 Hp. For 'FINE' deduct 791, from the 4 Bp. and 80% from the 6 Rp. 'MINT'
worth roughly double the 'UNUSED', but 'USED' roughly 50% more than 'UNUSED'.
MARGIN COPIES: 'MINT' + 20%; 'USED' + 40%; CORNER COPIES: 'Mint' double
to four times; 'USED' from 3 to 8 times.

'DOUBLE GENEVA': Full margins' - mm. ('VF' - 60%; 'F' - 80%) MINT' - about
double 'UNUSED' but 'USED' only slightly less than 'MINT'
ON COVER: double price of 'MINT'

'BASEL DOVE': Full margins -. mm. ('VF' 60%; 'F' Bog, MENT'about
double 'UNUSED' but 'USED' only slightly less than 'MINT'
ON COVER: double price of 'MINT'.

Skipping the Transitional stamps and the Rayons, all of which are listed
in great detail, let us quickly have a look at the I STRUBELI 1 , because these
are more likely to come our way.

Mueller demands minimua lfull margins' of mm. We thought we had caught
him out on this one, because we all know that the space between the stamps
originally was 2 mm., then there was no real space at all, and in the later
Berne issues there was a regular 1 mm. However, we re-read the preface to
the book, applicable to all countries, and there Mueller makes 'it clear that
even where there is little or no defined space between stamps he still insists
on his mm. margins. So that a 'SUPERB' copy of the second Bern series must
have a little bit of all the surrounding stamp: I nearly said the surrounding
four stamps, but if you work it out, to leave mm. all round would clip a bit
off every one of the EIGHT surrounding stamps, bearing out the truth of the old
adage that the 'only perfect stamp is the central one of a block Of nine".

So, Mueller's standard of a SUPERB MINT STRUDEL is that it must have a
minimum of iTirml. margins all around, full gum and be free from any blemish.
His deduction for 'VERY FINE' is ao% and for 'FINE' - 95%1 PremiurS for
corner copies: MINT 4- 20%, USED + 50%. Margin copiea4 MINT + 20%, USED + 50
Stamps on cover are generally shown as double the value of a single USED stamp.

Let us then take just one example and work out the value (1958 rates,
remember:). There was only one issue of the 2 Happen Grey of 1862, so there



IMPERF. ONLY (continued)I

is no danger of confusion. In SUPERB MINT condition this stamp is listed at
precisely 100 U.S. Dollars, which lends itself to easy calculation when we
deduct or add for the stamp in varying condition.

I do not have a Zumstein Katalog of 1958 but in the 1964 one the 2Rp.
Grey, Mint, is listed at'140 SW.Fr. - call it around $38 - far short of the
$100 Mentioned by Mueller. But we must keep to the basic price of $100. - for
the purpose of our exercise, The Same stamp, still with full original gum,
with full margins of inmi. all around, but with any single tiny blemish or
stain, reduces it to the category of I 

m' FINE' Withavalue of only $ 20 -
and if one margin is a little close, although still not touching the design,
it becomes merely 'FINE', withla value of only $5. - say E2. For TIMED' the
basic value was $50 - so that kinal 'FINE' figure would be $2.50 (about.E1.)
For a well cancelled copy, the basic value was $60 , - so that the 'FINE' would
be $3. To take the same stamp on cover, a 'SUPERB' well-cancelled copy would
be $125. but a cover with the stamp short-margined or just to one side would
only be worth $6.25 (about 50/-). Most of the 'Silk Threads' on cover in our,
ordinary collections, by these strict standards, may only be classified as
'defective', but this does not mean they are worthless. Usually we keep a
cover because Of its interesting or rare, and therefore, valuable, postal
markings, and often this outweighs the defects of the adhesive.

Probably the most common of all the 'Strube]) sta-aps on cover was the
later Berne printing of the 10 Rp. Blue, for Inland, short distance, letter rate.
Mueller l s basic ( I Superb I ) price was $4• ( S4Y 30/-). Therefore, for a merely
I Fine I copy, it would ' be only 1/6d.(in 1958):

Now for some personal experiences:

About 30 years ago, I bought a lot of Cantonals and Rayons, described as
'second quality' for, I believe t20, which was a good sum at that time. They
included a 'Double Geneva', and a /Basel Dove', 'Zurich 6

1 and most of the
ITransitionals I . I checked these and decided that although defective, they
were all genuine, but I never had the nerve to have them bxpertised

l . Recently
I sent some to Andre Nussbaum and duly received his reports. The 'Double Geneva'
was very dirty, and foolishly I washed it in hydrogen peroxide, which left it
rather woolly, so I pressed it between blotting paper, and to my horror, when
I separated the sheets, a piece of the stamp came off on the blotting paper.
As mentioned in the report and clearly visible on the photo which accompanied
it, a bit is missing from the wing of the Eagle. There is a moral to this story:

At the London Internationlal Exhibition of 1960, I got a Bronze award with
my I strubels',but one day, while I was on duty as Steward/Interpretor, a number
of Swiss collectors gathered round the British exhibits and I heard a man ex-
plaining to his friends, in Schwyzerdytsch, what rubbish they were: poor or
non-existent margins, too heavily cancelled etc., So I joined in the conver-
sation. It was Josua Blihler, who did not then know me. Since then we have -
become good friends and have often laughed at the recollection of him (and me)
agreeing that By 'Silk Threads' were rubbish.

After that I tried to improve the condition where necessary. I got a lot
of approvals from a dealer and asked if he would take, in part exchange, some
which I had bought from him 10 years previously. He would not even make me an
offer, saying he was shocked to realise that he had ever handled such poor mat-
erial, and advised that they be sent to one of the smaller auctions. So that was
a case where it would have been much cheaper in the long run to have bought
better quality stamps in the first place:

Ft:1r the collector who competes at International Exhibitions a reasonable
standard,' condition is essential. However, for the ordinary collector, who is
content to limit the showing of his stamps to his own friends or to his own
Society, I firmly believe that there is a great pleasure in filling those gaps,
even with stamps which are second, or even third rate, provided it requires no
great outlay.

In offering this advice, I must qualify it by emphasising that in spite of
its defects, the stamp must be genuine: It might have no margins at all, it
might be badly thinned, or punctured, stained, creased, cracked, torn, re-gummed,
or repaired, but it will still offer to the serious but impecunious collector
the joy of checking most carefully the distinguishing marks of authenticity
and the ultimate thrill of confirming that he is the proud possessor of a tatty
but genuine copy of one of the great 'Classics'.

Who said "A poor thing, but mine own" ? And is it not true that
"Beauty lies in the eye of the beholder" :
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 intimated earlier, after 3 years as Exchange Packet Secretary, I have
decided to relinquish the position because of other urgent commitments.' How-
ever, this is not before finding a successor ler the job, as agreed in princ-
iple at the last Annual General Meeting, in the person of CHRISTOPHER RAUCH,
also , of Chelmsford, which will ensure a smooth transfer of duties. Mr.Rauch
has accepted the new appointment with the agreement of . the London Group, sub-
ject to ratification at the Annual General Meeting, in November. .

To get the Packet going with the commencement of the new philatelic seasonl
in October, material should be sent to Christopher Rauch, 353 Daddow Road,
Chelmsford, Essex (Tel: Chelmsford 54149) to reach him from 1st September,
(Not before.)

During the coming season Great Britain will be geing decimal, To simplify
matters, and because Exchange Packets will be in circulation over the vital
change-over period next February, it has been decided that only Packets priced
in decimal currency in whole -pence will be accepted from 1st September 1970.
This allows for maximum flexibility in arranging Exchange Packets, avoids
mixed pricing and will be in the right currency from I D' Day onwards. It is -
also in line with the pricing policies adopted by Catalogue Editors for their
publications to be released in the next few months,

Books not priced in Decimal Currency will regretfully, have to be return-
• ed to owners for re-pricing.

Purchases will be entered in booklets and on advice notes in the new
currency. For purchases made before 1 4' Dar the total will be converted to
C.s.d. based on the official conversion table issued by the Decimal Currency
Board, a copy of which will be in each Exchange Packet. Cheques, postal orders
etc., prior to 'D' Day must, of course, be made out in the old currency.

Meanwhile to enable members to make up booklets ,we give below the con-
version rates up to 2/- as follows:

Present Pence New Pence Present Pence New Pence Present Pence New Pence
ld Op 9d 4p 1/5 7P
2d lp 10d 41? 1/6 7P
3d lp lid 5P 1/7 8p
4d 2p 1/- 5p 1/8 8p
5d 2p 1/1 5P 1/9 91?
6 01. 3p 1/2 6p 1/10 9P
7d 3p 1/3 6p 1/11 10p
8d 3p 1/4 7P 2/ - 10p

and trust that this will prove useful to members in the first instance.

E. LIENHARD

When you come to the

HELVETIA PHILATELIC SOCIETY'S

'meeting atPHILYMPIA

on Thursday, 24th. SEPTEMBER

1970, allow time to Visit us on

STAND 10 4

We shall have treasures to show you

as well as our 1971SWITZERLAND

CA.'H:T ALOGUE in the new Decimal

Currency.

H.L.KATCHER•
THE AMATEUR COLLECTOR LTD.

151, Park Road,
St,John's Wood,

LONDON, N.W.8. ENGLAND.

Tel: 01 586 0616

B.P.A., P.T.S. S.P.A., A.S.D.A,

DR. A.M. MESTON

of 23 Jack's Road,
Saltcoats, Ayrshire, Scotland
asks whether any member is
willing to dispose of back
numbers of the H.P.S.
'News Letter'.

He is particularly anxious,-
td obtain a complete set
of the excellent article
by Mr. R.L. Christian on
"Swiss Railways ' & Their
Cancellations", of which he
already has Part X (March
1969) and subsequent parts.

Any help would be much
appreciated.

7-000--



     

iiy Felix Gan • . . Check Last --Part

Locality & Location Type of Canton Types of Cancellation found
Facility

Beuson PA VS uses cds of Veysonnaz

Bex OFF RPA VD, TS (Various types)

Masco, FFS RPA TI cds 'Blasco. Stazionel

Biel/Bienne, Alpenstr. PPA BE mS2
* " : Beaumont PPA BE rS2; mS2

Diel/Bienne, Bliheweg PPA BE mS2
11 " Xloosweg PPA BE mS2; black or blue, uses

parcel labels of defunct
Biel Beaumont

*Binningen Station DTB PRPA BB TS: m82 (2 different sizes)

* " Oberwilerstr, PPA DIL ma; now P.O.Dinningen 2
Birsfelden, Sternenfeld PPA BB rS2z

*Bischofszell Nord PA PG ? (listed 1937 as
tHilfspoststellel)

*Blatten (Geimel b.Naters VS NC; existed 1935 to 1945
Boden (Adelboden PPA BE mS2

Bombinasco PA TI mS2

Bonstetten PPA,Schachen PPA ZH rS2z
Boudry CFF RPA NE TS (Various types)

Britternmatte b. Rtegsbach PPA BE mS2; rS2

Bumbach (b. Schangnau) PPA DE rS1; rS2; mS2 (black &purple)

* Btumpliz-Bethlehem PPA BE InS2; rS2

Burghalden (aichterswil) PRPA ZH TS rurghalden SOW) ma

Cabbiolo PA: GR
'Richterswil-Burghaldent)

rS1 ; rU2z

Camignolo PA TI mS2

Gampestro PPA TI rS2

*Campo Blenio PA TI mS2; now a P.O.

Campora PA TI mS1

Carl PA Ti mS2

*Casserina TI NC; ceased to exist in 1947
Les Cornets PPA NE mS2; rBS2 (used only on

parcel, reg. labels)

Champlan PA VS m32; cancel reads IPPAI

*Charrat OFF RPA VS TS (existed 1937)

Chat eauneuf PA VS NC

*La Chaux de Fonds Quest PPA NE mS2 (black & purple)

Chermignon-d l en-Bas PA VS mS2

Chex-le-Maitre PRPA VD TS; mS2

Chum, Bolettastr. 5 PPA GR mS2
"- Lo4strasse 65 PPA GR r52; mS2

*Chum Rheinstrasse 87 PPA GR mS2

* " Ringstrasse PPA GR mS2; now P.O. Chum 4

Cimo PA TI mS2

Colombier CFF RPA NE TS (Various types)

Corbella PA TI mS2

Corcelles pres Concise PA VD NC

Corin-de-la-Crete PPA VS mS2; uses parcel labels of
Sierre.

Daillon PA VS rS1; sometimes used in comb-
ination with ioal of ERDE
(Conthey)

*Les Devens PA VD NC; used cds Fenalet-s/Bex

Eclepons C.D.b .RPA VD TS (various types)

Embrach-Rorbas Station RPA ZH cls; rS3, mS2

Emmenbracke,Raeggisingenstr. PPA LU m32 (actually listed under
lEmment)

EnteIbuch (Duch Ackermann) PA LU cds of Entlebuch

Estavayer-le-Lac OFF
Evionnaz CFF

RPA PR
RPA VS

TS various types
TS various types

Fey (Nendez) PA VS rS1 often used in comb.
with mS1 of Basse-Nendaz)

Fornasette PPA TI mS2

Frauenfeld, Kursdorf PPA TG m$2

Langdorf PPA TG mS2

*Frauenfeld,Talbach PPA TG mS2; now P.O. Frauenfeld 2

Freidorf cf. Nuttens-Freidorf
*Fribouro:. Daillettes PPA FR M52 (to be continued)
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POSTMARK NM 

A. SPECIAL C4NCELLiTIONS

1. jAth International Labour Conference,
Geneva, from 1-2 5 June.

Special cancel will be used reading:
"1211 GENEVE - date - Conference inter-
nationale du travail".

2. REGIOPHIL 1970: To be held in
Bellinzona from 18-21 June, with

use of a special cancel showing a bird
and a serpent: "8500 BELLINZONA
19-21.6.70 - REGIOPHIL VIII".

3 * IPPT1 EUROPEAN CONFERENCE 1970 from
29 June - 3rd July the 9th Internat-
ional Conference of PTT Personnel will
be held in Montreux, and a special
cancel will be used: "1820 MONTREUX -
date - 50 ans Conference europeenne
de l'IPPT".

B. TOURIST PROPAGANDA CANCELS 
5322 KOBLENZ - Zusammenfluss Aare Rhein

(K.530 - from 26. June)
8103 UNTERENGSTRINGEN - 1,000 Jahre
8104 dEININGEN (ZH) - 1000 Jahre

(from 17 June - 31 Dec)

C. AUTOMOBILE CANCEL

Auto 4 Aarg, Kantonalturnfest 20/21 June

For fine RARITIES OF SWITZERLAND
and EUROPE 

send your want lists to ZUMSTEIN. You
will get fine, first class quality.

JUNE 1970
NEW 5 FR. TETE BECBE BOOKLET 

A new stamp booklet will be issued
on 18th June containing the following:

10 x 10 Hp. (N4fe1s)  Pr. 1.00
8 x 20 Hp. (Samedan) 1.60
8 x 30 Hp. (Gals) 2.40 

Fr. 5.00

The tete-beche stamps for these
booklets will also be avr,i 1 nble through
the various Philatelic Bureaux but only
in complete sheets of 80 stamps.

NM FROM OUR NORTHERN GROUP -
« where our members never relax their
efforts. Not only did Mr. R.H. Hoyle win
our own 'Helvetia Cup' but has also
secured the Yorkshire P.S. Convention
award at Leeds for the General Class,
with Dr. G.G. Ritchie second in the
Postal Stationery Class. Further they
were appointed Junior and Senior Vice-
Presidents respectively of the Yorkshire
Philatelic Association (of which Mx.
Moore is Chairman), so we can expect to
see Switzerland in the lead at forth-
coming events.

THE SWISS AMERICAN STAND SOCIETY 

Another Society with strong Swiss
interests has been formed in Dayshore,
N.Y. many of whose members are keen to
have correspondents in Switzerland and
Great Britain. Anyone interested
should contact: Mr. H.E. Du Russel,
1058, Brookdale Avenue, Bayshore,
N.Y. 11706, U.S.A.

Order from Harris Publications Ltd.
Durham House, 16 John Adam Street,
London W.C.2.

the ZUMSTEIN CATALOGUES 1970 

SUAZERLAND/LIECHTENSTEIN pocket size

Price 7/6d + postage 1/6d.
registered mail 3/-

EUROPE • . . Price 62/6

EUROPE with thumb index 70/- 7/6d

SWITZERLAND/LIECHTENSTEIN SPECIALISED

-XIXth Edition 1968 still In use -
Price 37/6d. postage 5/-

(No new edition in Autumn 1969)

Supplements to the EUROPE catalogue
are published regularly in the -

BERNER BRIEFMARKEN-ZEITUNG . . .

(Annual fee 32/6d. with extra
supplement to catalogue 36/-)

MEN 8 CIE

The new Catl1ogue3for 1971 will
be appearing shortly. Inevitably
there will be many price changes.

It will be to your advantage to
make sure of those items you have
been hesitating over, especially as
some of them become scarcer, due to
the growing number of collecters.

For all stamps issues - early
to modern - mint or used - postal
history - unusual or special
cancellations - airmails and flight
covers - booklet stamps etc.,

Also the special study issues:
Strubelis, Sitting & Standing
Helvetia and 1900 U.P.U. with their.
varieties, flaws and retouches.

All these and many more are
available on application, either on
approval or to your own Wants Lists.

Don't delay ... write now to:

3
. s camstitoso

Post

kl'repr. hertsch & (.o.,)

P.O. Box 2585 CH - 3001 Berne

14 Low Lane, Torrisholme,
MORECAMBE, Lancs.
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SWITZMAIOS F1P5T
With 'PHILYMPIA

1 , the International Philatelic Exhibitio
n to be held in

London in September, now almost a matter
 of weeks away, collectors know that

there will once more be an opportunity t
o see many of the world's rarities and

it is perhaps not inappropriate to look 
back on the very rirst stamps to be

issued after th
P 'Penny Black' - the 'Zurich 4' and 'Zurich 61.

Over the centuries the city of Zurich fl
ourished

and grew into an important commercial c
entre. As is

known from the records and depicted on o
ne of the series

cards issued by the P.T.T., there was an 
official

messenger service as far back as the XVt
h century,

and in the early 17th century a regular 
post office

was established in the city.

Prior to the unification of the country 
in 1848,

following the Napoleonic wars, postal se
rvices were

conducted by the larger Cantons, which f
requently also

operated services in other neighbouring
 Cantons. During the period of the

Helvetic Republic (1798-1603) and occup
ation by the French, who brought with

them a great increase in bureaucracy and
 the benefits of the more highly

developed postal services in France, a g
reat improvement resulted in these

services in Switzerland.

With the ever growing importance of Zuri
ch it is not surprising that far-

seeing citizens were quick to see the ad
vantages of the adhesive postage stamps

introduced in Britain in 1640, nor that 
Zurich should be the first to follow

that example.

The proposal was laid before the Council
 of State on 13th August 1842,

and Baron Axel de Reuterskiold, an earl
y authority on Swiss philately, Votes

on this: "The Postal Department laid be
fore the Council a report showing how

the postal organisation could be simplif
ied and, basing it upon the pre-payment

system recently introduced in Britain, p
roposed that the Finance Department

should undertake the manufacture of pos
tage stamps. It was further proposed th

at

postal charges should be based on two ra
tes, i.e., 4 Rappen for letters circul-

ating within the district of any post of
fice - the 'Local Rayon' - and 6 Rappen

for a 'Cantonal Rayon', for letters addr
essed to places in the Canton belonging

to a district other than that in which i
t was posted."

This proposal was studied by the Council
 and approval of the scheme was

made on January 21st, 1843. Plans were put in 
hand immediately for the prepar-

ation of the stamps and in a surprisingl
y short time - less than 6 weeks - they

were made available to the public.

The speed of production, allowing no tim
e for consideration of competitive

designs, is probably the reason why the 
design bears such a striking resemblance

to the British 'Penny Black'. While th
e large figures 

I 4 1 or 
1 6' replace the

Queen's head, and the engine-turned back
ground was not precisely copied, yet

the Zurich stamps, printed in black over
 a background of fine red lines, were,

nevertheless, very similar.

The contract for the printing was given 
to the firm of Orell Ftissli & Co.,

probably the oldest printing establishm
ent in Switzerland, having been founded

in 1519 0 and five individually han
d drawn 'stones' were used to build up a

100 subject frame.



   

We look forward to welcoming
you on

STAND 10 4

From Friday, 18th to Saturday
26th September to show you even
more fascinating Swiss material
than ever before.

Our 1971 SWITZERLAND

CATALOGUE - IN DECIMAL CURRENCY
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SWITZERLAND'S FIRST ISSUE (continued)

As multiple blocks of these stamps are virtually unknown, it is thought
possible that they were sold in horizontal strips, similar to the modern coil
strips, and if this could be proved the Zurich stamps might even rank as the
first coil stamps in the world.

The postmark designed for use on these stamps also bears a resemblance
to the Maltese Cross of the 'Penny Black', since it consists of the Swiss Cross
within an ornamental quatrefoil frame, known as the Zurich 'Rosette',

As there were to be the two rates of 4 Hp. and 6 Rp. it was decided that
the cancellations should be in two colours: mlthin the city of Zurich the
rosette was to be in black, while for areas outside the city but within the
Canton they should be in red. Inevitably there were a few deviations and there
was occasional use of a blue or greenish-blue ink, said to have been used mainly
in Stafa, Regensburg and one or two other offices,

Althoue
,
	;Jstal services were taken over by the Federal Government in

1849, the Zulax— Jcamps remained in use for some time after this and so may
be found with other later postmarks, such as the Federal grille, 'P.P.', 'P.D.'
or circular cancellations.

The exact number of these stamps which were printed is not known; they
are now among the world's classics and very highly desirable items.

To their collectability must, alas, be added the hazards of the forgers,
who were not long in assessing the possibilities in this direction, both in
regard to the stamps and also the postmarks. Many authorities in the past
have studied these issues and written about them, notably de Reuterskiold, Dr.
Earee and Herr A. Hertsch. One of our own founder members, Mx, E. Shurley,
SOMD years ago wrote an excellent treatise on the 'Zurich Forgeries'.

In the fullness of time the centenary of these
and in 1943, in the midst of the chaos of World War
by the issue of reproductions of the Zurich 48e 6.
used: firstly a normal postal issue, consisting of
in perforated form. Across the top
of each pair was the inscription
1 1843 Centenarium 19431. Secondly a
large miniature sheet of 12 'double'
stamps with the same inscription, but
imperforate. These could be used
postally, but only in pairs, i.e.,
4 & 6 together, and not in split form.

Thirdly, a small miniature sheet
consisting of one pair only, again
imperforate, without the word
'Centenarium' and with only the dates
1 1843-1943 t in each top panel.
Permission was given for these to be
split and used separately.

Thus briefly, is the story and,
if you are able to visit IPhilympial,
among the 100 frames to be devoted to
Switzerland, take a special look at
the stamps of Zurich, deservedly the
country's proud 'First Issue'.

E.J.R.

early stamps was celebrated
II, the event was marked
Three different forms were
sheets of 25 pairs of stamps

Although one or two of our regular
contributors to the 'Helvetia News
Letteryare doing valiant work in supply-
ing articles based on their researches,
more are needed.

Don't leave all the work to the
faithful few. How about something from
YOU ? Some comments on your own discov-
eries ? An account of your way of treat-
ing certain issues. There is plenty of
scope, so let us be hearing from you.

This will be ready by
1st September.

Order forms will be sent
out shortly

' H. L. KATCHER
THE AMATEUR COLLECTOR Dn.,

151 Park Road,
St.John t s Wood

LONDON Na.e. England.
Te1l 01 586 0616

P.T,S., A.S.D.As
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Poital Acceptance Stations and
private Parcel Post Cancellations
by Felix Ganz . . • Check List - rart 111

Locality & Location Canton Types of Cancellations found

PPA
PPA
PPA

Kriens..Kuonimatt
PPA
PPA

Type of
Facility
RPA
PA

,Gasenxied (St.Niklaus VS PA
Genevg4 Secheron PPA

'Gitschenen (Isenthal)
.* Glockenthal (Bern)

;Geneve, Vieusseux
PPA
PPA

PPA
Gola di Lago PFA
Goldach, Sonnenhaldenstr. PPA
•Goldbach (Z(trich);•of. Easnacht
Golzern PPA
-KGrenchen, Schmelzistr. 23 PPA
Gertenbahl

llabstetten PPA
: Hamikon PPA
jlermatswil PPA
:*Heubach PPA

*Hirschmatt •(Bern)
Hirzboden (bei Adelboden)
*Horgen, Oberdorf
Horw, Kuonimatt; cf.
HanDpn
Hurnen

'Innereriz PA
. *Ipsach PPA
Itschnach (KasnachtZH) • PPA
Ittigen PPA

Jaunpass PPA
Jtschnach; of. Itschnach
:* Julierhospiz PA

Kagiswil Station (SBB) IPA

1Kaltenbrunnensage PPA

*Kappeli b. Nessental PPA
Kempraten PPA
'*Kreuzlingen Bernrain PRPA
*Kreuzlingen, Oberdorf PRPA
*Krezibach
Kriens, Kuonimatt PPA
it Luzernerstr. 73 PPA
*Kriens, Zeughausstr. 1. PPA
Kasnacht-Goldbach PP4

TS (various types)
Ng (open Mon-Fri 8.45 - 9.30 a.m.)

mail cancelled in Glis (VS)
mS2
mS2 now P.O. Geneve 21
mS2
r82 of late canceller seemingly lost
rS2, mS2
DIP2I cancel reads
mS2.

NC
mS2; now P.O. Grenchen 2

mS2z; rS2
mS2
cds (until 1965); mS2
m52; since 1957 P.O. Raschegg.

Heubach
mS2; since 1955 P.O.
m52; rS2 (two different sizes)
mS2

mS1
mS2

mS2; rS2; rS1; mS1;
mS2; rS2; since 1964 P.O.
rS2 (Itschnach); rS2 (Jtschnach)
mS2; rS2;

mS2 (canceller lost for several yrs)

mS1 (since 1944 renamed I LA VEDUTAI)

rS2; also uses TS (Var. types)
of'Kerns Kagiswil SBBI

rS2; mS2 listed in directory as
IKali(m.brunnen bei Meiringen)

mS2
mS1; a
TS ( "littel-Thurgau-Bahn

I ) now P.O.
NC .0 o came Kreuzlingen-bernrain)
NC
mS2 (actually located in Horw.LU)
mS2
rS2; mS2
mS2; r32 (reading 

I Goldbach-
Kasnadht'

VS
VS

VS
GE
GE
UR
BE
TI
so

UR
SG

BE
LU
ZH
BE

BE
BE
ZH

ZH
TH

BE
BE
ZH
BE

BE

GE

OW

BE

BE
SG
TG
TG
SG
LU
LU
LU
ZH

Gampel-Steg SBB
;Gams=

It

It

-Itschnach; cf. Itsnhnach
-Aschnach; cf. Itschnach

Landquart, lied
Langenthal Bahnhof
*Lausanne, Bellevaux
Lausanne, Bergieres
*Lausanne, Malley
* Mont schoisi

* t Montoie
Lavanthier (Hte.Nendaz)
Lenzburg, Aug. Kellerstr.
*Liesberg Dorf

GR mS2
BE ads; cdsz
VD m52; now P.O. Lausanne 18
VD mS2
VD mS2; now P.O. Lausanne 16
VD mS2; now P.O. Lausanne 19, original-

ly ILausanne-Montchoisi-jinigo
VD m52
VS mS2
AG mS2; rS3z
BE rS1; d; now P.O.

PPA
PA
PPA
PPA
PPA
PPA

PPA
PA
PPA
PPA
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Localit & Location Type of Canton es of Cancellation found

Idestal, Rosen PPA DL mSa; rS2
*Liestal, Schanzenstr. 2. PPA BL NC (listed thus for a while, but

using 'Liestal-Rosen Cancel)
*Le Lode Ouest PPA NE MS2, now P.O. Le Lode 2

*Lugano-Paradise; of Paradiso
*Llisslingen PPA SO m32
*Lussy (FR) PPA PR mS2
Luzern, Bellerivestr. 2 PPA LU rS2; BrS3z

It Breitenlachenstr. PPA LU ? : now P.O. Luzern 16
*Luzern, Bruglstr. 1 PPA LU mS2
Luzern, Geissmatthghe PPA LU mS2
*Luzern, Grffneggstra. 4 PPA LU mS2; rS3
-if " Ireuzstutz PPA LU m52; now P.O. Luzern 11
* " Maihofstr. 60 PPA LU mS2; now P.O. Luzern 9

Luzern, Sternmattstr. 42 PPA LU m32
*Luzern, Obergeissenstein PPA LU mS2
* Tribschenstr. 30 PPA LU m52; now:P.O. Luzern 12
* Wesenlinstr. 38 PPA LU m52; now Luzern 10
* Uffrzenbach PPA LU BrS3; now P.O. Luzern 15

MAche (Hbr&mence) PA VS NC
*Malley-Prblaz PPA VD NC (Later became 'Lausanne-Malley

*Martigny OFF RPA VS TS (Var.types); since 1967 P.O.
Martigny 1

Matt stetten PA BF, m82 (blue or black); rS2

Melchenbffhl b. Gtmligen PPA BE mS2; rS2
*Melchsee-Frutt PA OW NC known in modern times (a

IFrutt' strike exists (c.a.1910)
now P.O.

Mex
*Moiry
Molar°
Moneto
*Montagnon.
*Moron (malleray).

*Moerschwil SBB
*Mottec

Mut.
Muntelier

*Murten-Morat SBB
*Muttent, Freidorf
Nante
Neuchltel, La 4te
* Neuchttel,Les Pares
Neufeld; of. Thun-Neufeld
*Nauewelt, Gartenstadt 2
* Emil Freystr. 160
Neuhausen an Rheinfall,

Rosenbergerstr.
If Zollstrasse

Neumthle b. Zollbrffek

Oberems (Post Unterems)
Obermeilen
*Obermutten
Oberwil b Ddgerlen
Oensingen SBB
011on
Olten, Wilerweg 65
Origlio
Osogna-Cresciano Stat.
* Paradiso, Via Bosia 9

* Paudex
Paudo
Peiden Dorf
Piandera Paese
Piano di Camp (Vallemaggia)

PA VD
PPA vs
PA TI
PA TI
PPA VS
PPE BE

RPA SG
PA VS

PPA FR & VD
PA PR

IPA FR
ppA BL
PA TI
PPA NE
PPA NE

PPA BL
PPA BL

PPA SH
PPA SH
PPA BE

PA VS
PPA ZH
PA OR
PPA ZH
RPA SO
PA VS
PPA SO
PA TI
PA TI
PPA TI
PPA VD
PA TI
PA OR
PA TI
PPA TI

NC
NC
mS2
mS2
mS2
NC ? (existed from before 1937
to ?) - closing date not known)
TS
used AYER Del or AYER emerg.

cancel.
mS2
cds; uses parcel labels from

Multen

TS (Various types)
r82; mS2; now P.O. Muttenz 2
mS2
TS2z
mS2

mS2
mS2

mS3
mS3
MS2; rS2

rS2
mS2
mS1 (village burned down 1944)
rS2z
TS: rS2z
uses cds of
mS2; rS2z
mS1
mS2
rS2
InS2; now a P.O.
mS2;
cdsz 'Paiden 10b1
mS1
ms2

(To be continued...)
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UNITED NATIONS CANCELS - October 196
9

Prom
-4 LINN

I S STAMP NEWS' canes the

following list of cancellations used 
by

the U.N. Offiee in Geneva during Octo
ber

1969. As a suggestion for a page of
interest to PO

st
mark collectors we quote

them tel2w.1.-

STAMP DESIGNING RAISES PROBLEMS 

The collectOr does not always

approve of the designs selected for n
ew

stamps, but the following comments cu
ll-

ed from the 'Tribune de Geneve' discl
ose

0
.010te of the difficulties encountered.

"The PTT Museum in Bern recently

held an exhibition of the 466 entries

by 111 artists who took part in the c
on-

test sponsored by the ITT Adminstration

with a view to replacing the current

series on 'Historical Monuments whi
ch

originated in 1960. Among the 10
artists who received a Fr.4000 prize 

for

their projects were M. Michel Gaily

(Geneve-Carouge) and. M.Robert Hen-tie
r

(Renens). Well-known subjects, togeth
er

with portraits and designs composed o
f

numbers were excluded from the contes
t,

which was open to painters and artist
s

living in Switzerland. A number of

those submitted dealt with folklore,

arts and crafts, and means of communi
-

cation.
non the whole, it must be said that

there was little real innovation. Is

this inherent to the special charact
er

of stamps (they should be printed on 
an

economical basis and please the publi
c

for a number of years) or were Swis
s

artists overloaded with other tasks?

"A previous contest held by the

"Fonds d'encouragement de la philatel
ic"

amounted to a result which M. Foehn,

head of the PTT Stamps & Printing Dept,

qualifies as 'depressing'. Out of the

20 art schools invited, 3 declined the

invitation, 15 failed to respond, and

out of the 25 entries, only one could
be used. And yet, as a tool for pro

pa-

ganda, are not postage stamps of some

relevance when it cones to the 'image

of a country' ?"

Ed. note: This dearth of ideas wou
ld

seem to apply to other

countries as well as Switzerlandl

11.ECENT PICTORIAL SLOGAN TOWN CANCELS 

' BULACH- from? J,1117

WALLISELLEN Gemindehaus -,from
14th July.

-TOURIST PICTORIAL CANCELLATIONS 

8162 SCHWANDEN (GL) Tor zum Freiberg
Kftpf - from 3/1/10

8191 RAFZ - 1100 Jahre
. - from )/1 to

31J2/70-
2068 HADTERIVE quo laPaix Soit °cans

(K.532) from 7/7.
4030 BASEL 30 FLUGHAPEN (1K.533) from 7/7
3961 GRIMENTZ - Charme - Sport

tranquillite (i(.534) from 14/7
1935 VERBIER-VILLAGE (K.535) " "
2520 LA NEUVEVILLE - Etudes sejours

{K.537) from 14/7
6211 RIGKENBACH IU) in Nichelsast

K.538) from 18/1
3043 TOGEN Einzartiges Appenzellerland

(K.539) from 22/7
7241 ST. ANT8NIEN PLATZ -. Wnder und

Tourengebiet (K.549 from 22/1
. 2525 LE LANDERON (K.541 - " 13/8

8161 EIM Touristenzentrum & Erholungs-
ort (K.542) from 13/8

7312 PFRFERS-DORF'- Rnhe Erholung
(K.543) from 13/8

• (red)with &without number below
'NATIONS UNIESL

Hand cancel Types : 1 & 2 at the top,

are from the UNPA (1) and UN (2) post

offices, respectively. Below then are
:

3. machine cancel UN PO, used October

6-23, and..4 'machine cancel UNPA PO,
'used October 24 to date.

lgo.,5. is the 'port pay' machine type
Of the UN PO, 

H
tulth. the UN PO meter

,
variety at the:bettom,-completing t

he

list of six examples.



MORE AUTOMOBILE CANCELS 

Auto 3 Marchb-concours4nationa1 de
obevaUx 8/9 aout 1970
Saignelegier Biel/Bienne 8/9
OH!. THUN - "Frutigland .,Dorfet"
30 August 1970 - Thun, 30,Aug.

48 , AuslandsChweizertagung
Zofingen - 5001 Aarau 29 Aug.

Auto 3

Auto

SLOGAN CANCELLATIONS 

Internat, Graphik 13.VII-10. VIII 1970.-
2540 Grenchen 1 from 8/6-8/8

Vingt Cinquiame anniversaire 19454-1970
Geneve 10 6 U.N.PhiliServ.12/6-9/9

Internationale Juni
.
Festwochen Zurich-

1000 Basel 2, to 26th June
Courses et concours hippiques du 3 au

5 juillet 1970 - 2300 La Chaux-
de-Fonds

Gedenkfeier Gonin 1870-1970 - Kampf
gegen die Blindheit - 3000 Bern 1

Centenaire Gonin 1970 - Lutte contre la
cbcitb - 1000 Lausanne I

Tell Freilichtspiele Interlaken to 31/8
Montreux, Musik-Festwochen Luzern, 15/8

- 8/9 - 6000 Luzern 2 to 8/9.
Concours hippique national Tranelan

30.VII au 2 VIII 1970 - 2500 Biel/
Bienne 1; 2800 Delemont 1

Maxchb-Ooncours National de chevaux
8/9 acat 1970 Saignelegier
2300 La Chaux-de-Fonds 1

Fetes de Genbve 14-16 aout 1970 -
1200 Geneve 1 13/7 - 16/8

AUTOMOBILE CANCELS 

Auto 4 Langenthal Kantonalbernisches
Turnfest - 4/5 July

Auto 3 9E Concours hippique national
30.11II au 2.VIII 70 Tramelan -

1/2 August

SPECIAL CaNCELS - June August

1. Conference on Synoptic neteerologY 
(OMS) Geneva. Held from 19th June -
3rd July. The cancellations '1200
Geneva office temporaird was used.

2. Congress natiorl iar_Lat
Workers in the Food & Allied Trades 

held in Zurich from 7-10 July. A special
cancel depicting the handing on of a
torch was used reading: 1 8054 ZURICH -
71.10.7.70 - IF-UITA-IUL 1920-1970'.

3. 32nd International Conference on 
Education, Geneve. From 1-9 July,

The special cancel read : 1 1211 GENEVE-
date - UNESCO - Conference international
de lleducationt.

4. BUNDESFEIER (National Fete) 1970;
(a) on the Ruth. Mail posted there On

1st August will receive a pictorial
cancel showing the Bull's head of Uri
and readings t6441 RtTLI BUNDESFEIER
AN HISTORISCEER

(b) at NeuchStel; the heraldic arms of
Neuchatel will be used on a cancel

reading: '2000 NEUCBATEL - FETE
NATIONALE - 1.8.70',

(c) at Schaffhausen: depicts a large
bell between the date '1.8

1
 and1701

- 8200 JCHAFFHAUSEN BUNDESFEIER1.

For fine
RARITIES OF SWIIZERLAND

and EUROPE

send your want-lists to ZUMSTEIN. You
will get fine, first class quality.

Order from Harris Publications Ltd.,
Durham House, 16 John Adam Street,
London 1.C.2.

the ZUMSTEIN CATALOGUES 1970 

SWITZERLAND LEICHTENSTEIN ,pocket size
Price 7 6d + postage 1/6d.

registered mail 3/-

EUROPE . Price 62/6) Post

EUROPE with thumb index: 70/-) 7/6d.

SWITZERLAND/LEICHTENSTEIN SPECIALISED

XIXth edition 1968 still in use
Price 37/6d. + postag

e 5/-
(No new edition in Autumn 1969)

Supplements to the EUROPE Catalogue.'
are published regularly in the

BERNER BRIEFMARKEN-ZEITUNG 

(Annual fee 32/6d. with extra

su
pp

lement to catnlegue 36/-)

IONSION I CI
(Propr. Hertsch Uo.1)

P.O. Box 2585, CH - 3001 BERNE

Whether your interest
lies in building up an extensive
collection, with detailed emphasis
on flaws, varieties, shades, etc.,
or in taking up particular side -
lines, such as postmarks, covers,
soldier stamps etc., you will need
to peruse much material in order to
obtain the items you require .
items to make YOUR collection of
outstanding jnterest.

To achieve this end you
cannot do better than avail your-
self of the stock available from

J.S.ARMSTRONG
Whether you require material

on approval, or the supply of items
against your own Wants Lists, the
same care and attention will be given.

Write now to:

14 Low Lane, Torrisholme,

MORECAMBE, Lancs.
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No .s AUGUST 1 970 24th YEAR

AUTUMN NEW ISSUES
The second series of special stamps for 1970, comprising four

 values, will

be issued on 17th September. Details are as follows:

10 c. 75 Years of Swiss Football Association 1895-1970. The Assoc
iation was

founded in Olten on April 7th, 1895. From modest beginnings 
it has

developed into an organisation with 4,400 teams and over 100,000 active players.

The stamp depicts a field player in the colours of the Swiss 
National Team.

20 c. Federal Census of 1370. The purpose of the stamp is to draw public

attention to the Census to be taken on 1st December 1970 and 
to emphasize

the necessity of a new numbering procedure. The design shows 
part of the form.

30 c. 'Swiss Alps' - Piz Pala, Grrisons. The fourth stamp to b
e featured in

this series shows Piz Pala, 3912m. in the Engadine, one of the most

characteristic and impressive peaks in the Grisons.

50 c. Nature Conservation Year. The Council of Europe in Strasbourg has

declared 1970 as European Nature Conservation Year. To promo
te the idea

a special stamp for the Protection of Natural Beauty has been
 created from the

picture subject proposed by the Council. It shows against a 
blue background a

vigorous tree surrounded by 12 golden stars symbolising the s
tates represented

in the Council of Europe.

10 c. EakhalliaaE - 4 colours: green/dk-brown/ochre/red
20 c. Census 4 colours: dk-green/grey/blue/it-green
30 c. Piz Pala - 4 colours: bluish-grey/grey/red/violet
50 c. Nature Conservancy symbol: 4 colours: blue/yellow/green/bro

wn

Designers: 10 c. Bernard Schorderet, Fribourg; 20 c. Heinz Ba
rgin, Basle

30 0. Alex W. Deggelmann, Zurich; 50 c. arg Mauerhofer, Bern.

Printini0 Rotogravure by Courvoisier S.A., La Chaux-de-Fonds.

Stamp Size: 36 x 26 mm. (33 x 23 mm.)

Paper: White, lightly coated, with luminous substance violet fibres
.

Sheets: 2 (A & B) 50 stamps per sheet.

The stamps will be on sale from September 17th at all post of
fices and

Philatelic Bureaux, with unlimited postal validity. Collecti
on sheets and

folders will be available and there are special First Day Covers for each value

and one for the complete set. The First Day Cancel reads: '30
00 BERN - 17.9.70

-.AUSGABETAGI.

On the same day, three new definitive stamps of 10, 20 and 50
 0. will be

issued for Use in postage stamp machines. All such machines 
will be Stocked with

them as soon as the old stamps are used up. At post office co
unters entire rolls

only Will be on sale.
The PTT state: "The stamp subject - a value figure - as well 

as the neutral

colours used, make these stamps eqp,lly suitable for any type of correspondence,

and they thus meet a request often expressed. Moreover, they
 satisfy a claim of

numerous designers and philatelists who feel

that the appearance of a postage stamp should

simply reflect its original purpose, namely to

.PHLYMPIA the Post Office for the postage paid."
be a pleasingly designed receipt issued by

Details are given overleaf.

Hon. Treasurer:

MR. A.J. HARDING.

Woodland, BlO'Norton,

DISS. Norfolk.

4
Hon. Secretary & Editor:

MRS. E.J. RAWNSLEY,
32 Ethelbert Gardens,

Gants Hill.ILFORD.Essex.

Hon. Exchange Pkt.

MR. C. RAUCH,

353 Baddow Road,

CHELMSFORD. Essex,.

See next page
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PH ILYMPIA
Special 'HELVETIA Meeting at Olympia on Thursday, 24th September at 5 p.m.

We are looking forward with great interest to this opportunity of making
personal contact with members, particularly those from overseas and areas out-
side London, who will be visiting the Exhibition.

We know there will be so much to see that it may be hard to tear oneself
away from the wealth of exhibits, but try to spare a little time to look us up
on Thursday, between 5 p.m. and 8 p.m. It may even afford you the chance of a
welcome rest:: As we all know, Exhibitions - however absorbing - can be most
exhausting,

The Meeting Rooms, marked 'A' & 113' are situated on the third floor. The
Exhibition Catalogue, now being printed, will confirm our allocation.

This will be an informal occasion, more of a social gathering in fact, but
we hope that some members will be good enough to bring along a few sheets for
display and discussion, on any aspect of Swiss philately. Such sheets should
be adequately protected since we do not know what facilities will be provided.
From correspondence already received we know that 'seeing stamps' in this way
would be greatly appreciated.

Further, our very good friend, Mr. H. L. Katcher, of Amateur Collector
Ltd., whose stand, No. 104, will be a focal point in the Exhibition, has very
kindly offered to allow it to be used as a 'rendezvous' - provided, of course,
that no very large gatherings develop: As well as tempting you with the dis-
play of outstanding material which he has to offer, he and his very efficient
staff will give all the help they can
in the way of information or relaying
of messages. This should help greatly
in making contacts.

E.J.F.

NEW ISSUES (Continued)

Desifln: Large value figure standing out
against a hatched background The new Edition, which we believe

Colours:

with

10

light and dark patches.

c. - reddish-brown
c. - green-olive

will be the most important yet. issued,
and the first in DECIMAL CURRENCY, will
be published on 1st September, 1970.20

50 c. - blue Production has involved the com-

Designer: Armin Hofmann, Basel

Steel engraving: Max Miller, Bern
Printing: Line engraved intaglio by

PTT Stamp Printers, Bern

Stamp size: 20.5 x 24ram. (17.5 x 21mm)

Paper: 'White, with luminous substance,
lightly coated, violet fibres.'

No. of stamps per sheet: Not stated

Sale: 
(a) at post offices in entire rolls,

. (singles only from stamp machines)
(b) at Philatelic Offices until Dec.31st

detached from endless bands: single
stamps, four stamp blocks, five stamp
strips, 50 stamp sheets. One stamp in
every 5 stamp strip bears a check No.
on reverse. To secure such check Nos,
units of 5, 10, 15, 20 stamps etc. will
therefore, have to be obtained.

A special First Day cover will be
available and the same cancellation w
be used as for the Publicity stamps.

Collection sheets and folders will
also be available.

plete re-setting of the whole Catalogue
in modern, easy to read type, while
the text has been revised to make it
more complete and easier to use. An
important addition is the list of First
Day Covers, a major help to the large
number of collectors of such material.

To keep the retail price the same
as the 1969 Edition - 16/- in the.U.K.,
20/- overseas - both prices post free
- a heavy subsidy has been necessarY,
which we give with pleasure as one of
our many services to collectors of
Swiss Stamps.

---o0o---
We look forward to meeting old

and new friends at our Stand No. 104,
at 'PHILYMPIA 1 in September.

---o0o---

H. L. KATCHER
THE AMATEUR COLLECTOR LTD.

151, Park Road, St. John's Wood,
LONDON, N.W.8.

Telephone:

01 - 586 - 0616
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Postal Acceptance Stations and
Private Parcel Post Cancellations

By Felix Ganz •... Check List - Part IV

Looality & Location Type of Canton Types of Cancellations found

facility

* Port
* Porta
Pratteln, Gehrenackerstr. 7
* Preverenges
Ptoduit
Puidoux
* Pully, Chamblandes

Puny, Nord
Pusserein

* Reinach (BL) Baslerstr. 99
Reinach (BL), Surbaum
Rennaz
Rengg (Rotmoos); cf. Rotmoos

* Reussbahl (Emmenbracke)
Staffeln

Richterswil-Burghalden; cf

Riedlig
*Riehen, Bluttrainweg 48
*Riehen, Niederholzstr. 2

*Roggwil (BE) SBB
Rolle CFF
Romont OFF
*Rorschach Bahnhof SBB
Rotmoos b. Entlebuch

PPA
PA
PPA
PA
PPA
PA
PPA
PPA
PA

PPA
PPA
PA

WA
PPA

Burghalden
PPA
PFA
FPA
RPA
RPA
RPA
RPA
PA

BE mS2; now a P.O.
TI m52 (black and blue)

BL rS2z
VD NC; now a P.O.
VS mS2
VD cds
VD mS2
VD mS2
GR NC

BL mS2
BL mS2
VD mS2

LU mS2; now a P.O.
LU mS2

UR NC
BS mS2
BS m32; rS2 Now P.O. Riehen 2

BE TS; mS2
VD TS various types
FR TS various types
SG NC (existed 1937)

r83 (reads: IRougg/PAstelleiLU
Rotmoos')

Rtieggisingenstrasse; of. Emmebrucke

Sarreyer PA

* Schlichengrund (Altdorf) PPA

* Schaffhausen, Bocksriet

Schaffhausen, Emmersberg
* Schaffhausen, Hochstr.

St. Niklausen

Schlatt SBB
Schliern b. Oniz
* Sch8nentannen
* Schdpfen-Station
Schwanden b. Brienz
Schwendibach
Scudellate
Selva
Sierra, rue de Glarey 33
Siggenthal Station
Signora
Signese
* Sion OFF
* Sood-Oberleimbach
* Spiegel bei Bern
Spiezmoos
Spiezwiler
* Sprengi (Etmenbracke)
Steinh8lz1i b. Bern; cf.

Surcuolm

Tagelswangen
Tanne b. Wadenswil
* Tannenheim (Plums)
Thalwil, Aegertli

II Oberdorf
* Thun, Neufeld

NC
rS3; mS2 (cancels read:

'Altdorf-Schachengrund')

mS2
mS2
mS2; now P.O. Schaffhausen 5
mS2; now P.O. Schaffhausen 6

TS (various types)
mS2z; rS2
rS1; m32
m32; rS2
mS2; rS2
mS2; RS2
mS2
NC
? (opened summer 1969)
cds
mS2
mS1 (reading tAyent:Signese')

NC (existed in 1937)
TS; mS1; now P.O. Adliswil 2,

NC (?) (Sood

mS2
mS2
mS2

uses cds Valata-Surcuolm

mS2
mS2 (formerly a P.O.)
mS2; now a P.O.
mS2
m$2
mS2; rS2 (2 different; one without

'Thun t ); now P.O. Thun 6.

VS
UR

SR
SR
SR
,SH
TG
BE
BE
BE
BE
BE
TI
GR
VS
AG
TI
VS
VS
ZH
BE
BE

WA
PPA
PPA
PPA
RPA
PPA
WA
PPA
PEA
PPA
PA
PA
PPA
EPA
PA
PA
EPA
(R)PA
PPA
PPA



mS2; rS2
mS2 (cancel reads 'parcel ace. sta.'
mS2; rS2
mS2
mS2; now a P.O.
mS2
mS2

NC - existed only 1947-48
cds; mS2
mS1 (black or blue); still listed
in PTT guide as 1Julierhospizt)

NC
rS2z
mS2

rS2 çformeriy a P.O.)
cds formerly a P.O.)
mS2; now P.O. Wettingen 3
TS; mS2
NC (existed 1941); now a P.O.
r52; mS2 (black or purple)
mS2
mS2
mS2; now P.O. Winterthur 11
mS2
mS2
mS2
mS2; rS2 (two diff. types)
mS2; rS2

mS2
mS2

mS2; rS2
cds; now uses '6300 Zug 1,
mS2; rS1
mS2; rS1
BrS3z
mS2
mS2
mS2
mS2
mS2
mS2; rS2
mS2 (parcel reg. label reads

1Zarich-Riesbach'
mS2
mS2
NC
mS2

cdsz

mS2
mS2
mS2
mS2
rS2
mS2; rS2 (3 diff. sizes); now

mS2
(P.O. ZUrich 62

rS2; mS2
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Locality & Location Type of Canton Types of Cancellations
facility found

Thun, Westquartier
Thunstetten
* Tiefental ob Brienz (BE)
Torre_
* Tuileries de Grandson

* Uetikon am See, GrosSdorf
Unterneuhaus (Wilchingen)

* Vairano
Vallorbe Gale OFF
La Vbduta

Vermol
Villa Coldrerio
Villetta(Lavaux.)

Walliswil b. Niederbipp
Wasserwendi (Hasliberg)
* Wettingen, Langenstein
Wichtrach SBB
* Wiler (Latschen)
Willigen b. Meiringen
* Winterthur, Bachtelstr.27
* " Breite

Deutweg
Habsburgstr.34
Schaffh'str.81

Winterthur, Talacker
T8ssfeld

Wolfisberg

* Yverdon, Montchoisi
Yverdon, St. Georges

Ziegelried b. Schapfen
Zug, Bahnhof SBB
" Guggital
" Chamerstrasse 7
" Hertiallmend

* Zurich, Albisstr. 106
* U Balgrist
* " Brunaustr. 61
Zarich, Dreispitz
* ZUrich,DUbendorferstr.223
ZUrich, Rierbrecht

Flahgasse

* Zurich, Hofwiesenstr.
Zarich, Im K18sterli 22
* Zarich, Nidelbadstrasse
* Regensbergerstr.20

Milchbuck
(Schaffhauserstr.125)
Schaffhauserstr.267
Schweighofstr. 206

226
Tiefenbrunnon
Waldgarten

* u Wollishofen

Zwieselberg

PPA BE
PA BE
PPA BE
PA TI
PA VD

PPA ZH
PPA SH

TI
EPA VD
PA GR

PA SH
PA TI
PPA VD

PPA BE
PA BE
PPA AG
EPA BE
PPA VS
PPA BE
PPA ZH
PPA ZH
PPA ZH
PPA ZH
PPA ZH
PPA ZH
PPA ZH
PPA BE

PPA VD
PPA VD

PRA. BE
EPA ZG
PrA ZG
PPA ZG
PPA ZG
PPA ZH
PPA ZH
PPA ZH
PPA ZH
PPA ZH
PPA ZH
PPA ZH

PPA ZH
PPA ZH
PPA ZH
PPA ZH

PPA ZH
PPA ZH
PPA ,ZH
PPA ZH
PPA ZH
PEA ZH

PPA ZH

PPA BE

Other places and other cancellation types may exist, and information on
any such items will be greatly appreciated.

It is to be assumed that, with the introduction of postal direction
numbers, many more PA and PPA straightline devices will be replaced by up-
to-date markings.

http://PRA.BE
http://PRA.BE
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TELL BOY ISSUES
By the Society's Founder: E.H. SPIRO

Editor's Note: "We are sometimes asked by beginner and
 new members for articles

on the issues more easily obtainable and 
to meet this need are

re-publishing an early article by our Fou
nder. "

The t
high-brows' aMong Swiss specialists go in

 for the 'classics' or the

'Standing Helvetias' with their scores bf
 intricate retouches and plate-flaws,

but there is plenty of room for specialis
ation and research among more moder-

ately priced and easily available stamps.
 Both the 'Tell Boy' and 'Tell'

issues can provide a happy and interestin
g hunting ground for those collectors.

After all, there is plenty of scope in th
ese issues which - as regards the

'Tell Boys' - had two different major des
igns, three distinct types of the

second issue, sixteen different values, q
uite a few overprints, and a wealth of

varieties, plate-flaws, shades and so on.

The first of the 'Tell Boys' were issued 
on 11th November 1907. The three

values, 2, 3 & 5 c., are the only 20th century Swiss stamps which 
still retain

the word 'FRANCO' and when the design was changed in 1909 this was dropped.

Both the 1907 and 1909 issues were designed by Albert Melti and pri
nted by the

Federal Mint, but the dies of the 1907 issues were made by the Berlin firm of

M. Berthold & Company.

The 2 c. (Z.101), had a total issue of 60
 million copies and is known in

three main shades, olive-yellow, pale oli
ve-yellow and dark olive-yellow.

There are some varieties, mainly colour s
pots or white spots and lines, and

two major ones
., one consisting of white rifles in the da

rk background below the

crossbow; the other showing a distinct fr
aming of the right hand figure '2'.

The 3 c. (Z.102) in the unusual cinnamon 
colour had a printing of only

1,800,000 copies, and is a much more elus
ive stamp than its catalogue value

would suggest. There are two main shades
, a pale and a darker, and apart from

one rather amusing plate-flaw, not many v
arieties._ This plate-flaw the Swiss

call 'Rotznase
l (Dripping nose), as it shows a dark spot just under the right

nostril.
We cannot complain about lack of varietie

s on the 5 c. value (Z.103).

Printed invery large numbers (154 million), there are many
- shades„ef the

various printings, of which the yellow-gr
een and blue-green are on the extreme

ends of a long colour range of green lute
s. Among the many plate-flaws are

several major Ones, caused by plat
e-breaks. One is called 'Negerbub

l (Negro

boy) because the boy's face is partly (an
d often wholly) covered by a large

colour spot. This variety appears on the
 sheets prepared for the making of

stamp booklets, and can be found on the f
irst stamp on page 4 Of the booklet

which contained 24 x 5 c. stamps. Another major break caused a c
olour spread

over a large part of the boy's body, cove
ring his left arm and the famous

apple and arrow. Yet another plate-flaw 
is the 'Lantern', a large colour-

less ring suspended from the cord of the
 crossbow. There is quite an array of

white spots, rings and lines, and also c
olour spots. In'addition at least one

major recto-verso set-off, or mirror prin
t at the back of the stamp is well

known, mainly of the lower part (value t
able). Specialists can also disting-

uish between coarse and fine printings, r
esulting from plate wear.

When the first 'Tell Boy' stamps appeare
d in 1907, the designmet with

very adverse criticism in the public pre
ss. The designer, Albert Welti

(1862-1912), a well-known Swiss artist, w
ho lived in Munich, was subjected to

disparaging attacks, the design was descr
ibed as 

l old-fashioned', ugly and un-

suitable. The postal authorities finally
 asked Welti to submit an improved

design, at the same time dropping the wo
rd 'Franco'. Of the Submitted designs

the one selected differed from the origin
al by its more simple presentation of

the same subject - the Tell Boy - upon w
hich the Post Office insisted. The

old-fashioned ornamental frame was omitte
d, the lettering was clean, the value

figures clear. But there was still much 
criticism when the first of the new

values, the 2 c. (Z.117) was issued in :December 1908. Welti 
was terribly dis-

appointed at the reception his work redei
ved and died only 4 years later, at

the age of 50. The Swiss, however, not only got uSed
 to the 'Tell Boy', but

became very proud of him and he remained 
a key design for more than 25 years,

was used for a score of values and colour
s and, indeed, became one of the fam-

ous postage stamps of the world; not un
til the end of 1942 did the nen , Boys'

lose their validity. Even in the new, im
proved design, Welti was unlucky, for

he made a bad mistake, which was much rid
iculed. He put the .cord of the cross-

bow in front of the shaft, which would ha
ve prevented the arrow (or more corr-

ectly, the bolt) being released. This des
ign is known to stamp collectors as

' Type I.
(To be continued)



LONDON GROUP:Hon.Sec.Mrs.E.J.Rawnsley

The following programme has been
arranged for the 1970-71 Season:

Thu. Sept. 24 - At Thilympia,

Wed. Oct. 14 - POSTMARKS & EXPLANATION
THEREOF - All Members

11
 

Nov. 11 - ANNUAL GENERAL LEMING
and Short Displays

Dec. 9 - SOCIAL EVENING & SLIDE
SHOW - arranged by
Mr. E. Lienhard

Wed. Jan. 13 At 151 Park Road, NW8
by INVITATION of
MR. H.L. KATCHER

Feb. 10 - FLAWS & VARIETIES
(Post 1920)

Mar. 10 - SOLDIER STAMPS & FORCES
MAIL - Discussion Ldr.
Mr. H. Sheldrake

Apr. 14 - POSTAL STATIONERY -
All Members

" May 12 ANNUAL COMPETITION -
Auction

Note: Mr. Katcher's Invitation has had
to be deferred to January as he

will be abroad in October.

Other meetings at Kingswa Hall.

The

CATALOGUES 1971
are just out and can be ordered throug
Harris Publications Ltd., Durham House,
John Adam Street, London, W..C.2.

ZUMSTE1N SWITZERLAND/LIECHTENSTEIN

Pocket size: Price 8/- postage 10d.
Registered mail: 3/10d.

ZUMSTEIN EUROPE: Price 70/- ) post
-do- with thumb index80/- ) 7/6d.

ZUMSTE1N SWITZERLAND/LIECHTENSTEIN 
SPECIALISED

The XXth edition will be issued in the
course of the spring of 1971.

Supplements to the EUROPE Catalogue
are published regularly in the

BERNER BRIEFMARKEN-ZEITUNG,

(annual fee 30/-1 with extra supple-
ment to the catalogue 35/-).

For fine, first class stamps ...

RARITIES OF SAITZERLABD AND EUROPE

send your Want-List to

ZUMSTEIN & CIE
Propr. Hertsch & Cie

P.O. Box 2585, CH-3001 BERNE

NORTHERN GROUP: Hon. Sec. Er. R.A.Hoyle,
6 Limes Ave., Huddersfield Rd.,

Halifax, Yorks.

Oct. 3rd MEMBERS SLIDES

Nov. 7th PRESIDENT'S DISPLAY -
Dr. J.R.G. Turner

Dec. 5th LIM/MILS - Discussion Idr.
Mr. I. Gilchrist.

1911
Jan. 2nd EARLY POSTAL MARKINGS -

Discussion Ldr.:
Mr. L. Moore.

Feb. 6th PRO JUTENTUTE - Discussion
Ldr. Mr. R.A. Hoyle.

Mar. 6th ANNUAL COMPETITION

Mar.25th VISIT TO WAKEFIELD

Apr. 3rd Visit from W.Cdr.R.F.BUL-
STRODE,O.B.E. (Hotel posts,
Essays etc.)

May 1st ANNUAL GENERAL MEETING

May 8th YORKSHIRE P.A. CONVENTION
WAKEFIELD

Meetings at 2.30 p.m. on first Satur-
day in each month, October-May, at
residence of Mr.J.N.Highsted,4 Park
View Rd.jibaton, Bradford. 

NEW PHILATELIC PUBLICATION

A new bi-monthly magazine in French
has just been published in Geneva.

Well printed, with clear illustrat-
ions the first issue has, amongst
other items, short articles on Scarce
Rappen Cancellations, Bisected Stamps,
Spelterini, King of the Air etc.

Subscriptions are Sw.Fr. 25- for 6
issues, available from L'Institut
Publicitaire, 4 rue du Port, 1204 Geneve.

• Pro Juventute

• Helvetia, Sitting/Standing

• Imperf. issues

Landscape issues

• Your wants supplied

- Miniature sheets

• Pro Patria

International Offices

A Airmails

Not everyone may be able to visit

'Philympia' but whether you are a Spec-

ialist, Medium or Beginner collector,

you can still bring your stamps up to

exhibition standard.

Write to 
.S.ARMSTRONG

14 Low Lane, Torrisholme,
MnPPOANT/P

11
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NO.9. SEPTEMBER 1970 24th YEAR

11862- 82 SITTING HELVETIA — IDEtzfrogATED
Translated - with permission - from the ZUMSTEIN SPECIALISED 

CATALOGUE

by MRS.M. MadMAHON & MR. H.E. CHAPMAN.

Editor's Note:
 

As with the previous section on the U.P.U. issues, reference

to 'Illustrations' and Illustration Nos, are those given in

the Specialised Cstalooue.

1062- October. Changed design. Coloured print on white paper
. Embossed.

With imprinted control mark. Perforation la. Valid until
30th September 1003.

Z.20

1062/63 1067/7q

new values0. Grey Colour changes and

29 3 c. blaClc Z.37 2 C. Olive

30 5 o. blue (Illus) 30 10 c. red

31 lo c. blue 39 15 c. yellow
32 20 c. orange 40 25 c. green

33 30 c. vermilion 41 30 c. ultramarine

34 40 c. green 42 40 6. grey

35 60 c. copper bronze 43 50 c. burp(purple) lilac

36 1 Fr gold

For the following, additions to the basic price of the normal
 stamp are

justified for recurring varieties as a result of unusual feat
ures.

1. Very clear or very dark print.

2. Shield tip or cross coloured. 1)

3. Interrupted margin lines, plate (cliche ) faults

4. Doubled or thickened margin lines. 2)

5. Irregular colouration; small coloured or colourless flecks.

6. Lines of the figure of 'Helvetia' worn (so-called "White Helv
etia"):

shield broken.
7. Coloured or colourless outlined coloured flecks in the stamp 

picture.

(Illus. 31/A7)
0. Blind perforations (missing teeth punches)*

9. Very thin or thick paper.
10. Misplaced control marks.

Notes: 1) Coloured shield tip and coloured cross arise throu
gh too strong

colouring or too weak colour cylinder.

2) Doubled margin lines originate in the so-called 'spear' fo
r the

levelling of the printing block by use of materials such as pi
eces

of lead, cardboard or slips of paper.

Thickened margin lines arise from the application of e
xcess colour in

positioning the colour cylinder and, therefore, occur mainly 
on the outside

stamps of the sheet.

Cleft margin lines (Illus. 30/Pf.7) on the contrary are clic
he faults and

are catalogued accordingly under plate flaws. Should the pape
r with the control

nark be gummed on the wrong side, then stamps originate print
ed on the reverse

side, i.e., "vorderseitig eingepressten Kontrollzeichen".

and
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SITTING HELVETIA, PERFORATED (Cont.)

Cataloguing by colour shades, varieties and plate flaws.

1062 - 1st October

20. 2 0. grey 

Colour Shades 

Light-grey - 1062 (c) Grey
b Yellowish-grey - 1062

Varieties

11 Double print - 1072

Plate Flaws

1. Long final hook on the 
1 2

1
 upper right.

2. Apostrophe-like colourless line on the upper right 12t
3. Helvetia with open mouth.
4. Vertical colourless lines. (Note 1) (Illuz).

Note 1. These colourless lines have their beginning at the base of the inscrip-
tion 1 HEINETIA

1
 and run vertically upwards to the base of the 4hombus

decorated background of the stamp (see Illus. 20/Pf/4). These occur more or less

clearly in all values of this issue. The clearest examples are found on the 2 c.

light red-brown (No.37a), the 10 c. blue (No.31) and the 10 c. rose (granite

paper - No.46).

29.. 3 c. black 
Colour Shades

a) grey-black - 1962 (b) deep black - 1062

Varieties 
11. Double print, whole 14. Double control mark. (Note 1)
12. Similarly, partial 15. Patchy (3 parts) (Similar

13. Double perforation to illus. page 00)

(Illus.No.47/A11)

Plate Flaws 

1. Light double embossing of the vertical inner corner lines upper

right and of the right decoration (22nd & 26th stamps on  sheet

2 * Similarly the inner corner line right lower.
3. Colourless flecks in the inscription (Illus).
4• 110 of 'FRANCO

! with accent (36th stamp on the sheet)

5. Colourless strong dot left under 
1H

1 (35th stamp on sheet).

5 c. brown (earliest known date 0.X11.1062)

Colour Shades

a Drown - dark brown - 1062 e Grey-brown - 1071

b

/

Light yellowish-brown - 1066 f Lilac-brown, light & dark - 1070

c
d

Olive-brown - 1073
Pale brown - 1071

g Black-brown - 1001

Plate Flaws 

1. Double embossing, one inverted - 1070 (Illus.)

2. Similarly, but only clear in lower left 
1
5 1 and in 1FRANC01

3. Similarly, weak in upper half - 1070 (Illus.)

4. Vertical colourless line behind both figures left

5. Horizontal colourless line under 
1TIA

1 as far as full stop of the
1 5 1 upper right (Inus.)

6. Similarly through the 
1 5 1 upper right, through the 

1 5 t lower left

against the letter IF,
7. Slanting colourless line through the 

1 5 1 lower right (Illus.)
by the 1 5

1 lower left
O. Short colourless line on the 

1V
1 and 

1 5 1 upper right

9. Colourless line slanting through the 
1 5 1 upper left and to the

beginning of the 
1 5 1 lower left (Illus.).

10. Figure 1 5 1 lower left with appendage from the flag to the dross

of Helvetia.
11. Figure 1 5 t upper left with accent

12. Slanting or vertical colourless line in the corner field and

margin areas (Illus.),
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PITTING HELVETIA, PERFORATP (gont)-
Plate Flaws (cent).

13. Colourless place under the chin of Helvetia (so-called 'Helvetia

with beard')
14. Split margin lines in different stases (similar to Illue.30/Pf.7)

15. Split margin lines on the twO sides.

Note 1. The double control marks lie mostly near one another. Those wh
ich

are 1 mm. or more out of alignment are rarer, and valued higher.

This refers to all vnrieties.

31. 10 c; blue 
Colour Shades 

a Blue - 1062 or 1063 (1 Bright blue - 1063
b Dark blue-1062 (e. Light blue - 1065
c Greenish-blue - 1062

Plate Flaws 

1. Double embossing, one inverted . 1062

2. Vertical colourless lines (similar to illus. 20/Pf.4.)

32. 20 c. orange - 1063 (earliest known date 12.111.63) (Note 1)

Colour Shades
,

a Yellow-orange - 1063 (c1 Reddish-orange . 1076
b 3 Light brownish-orange - 1071(d Red-orange

Plate Flaws 

1. Colourless area between '20' and 'HELVETIA'

2. Colourless line by the 
1E 1 and 

S
I t . Stop on 

I F' of 'FRANCO'

3. Similarly by the 
t O t of '20' upper right (Illus.)

4. Colourless line through 'HEDY.'
5. Deposit on the '2' upper right has closed the ring

6. Vertical colourless lines (similar to Illus. 20/P1.4)

Note 1. Of No.32 we have before us a complete obverse double print, bu
t

weak and only visible with the magnifying glass.

33. 30 0, vermilion - 1062 - 1st October

Colour Shades

a) Vermilion red - 1062 (b) Light vermilion

Plate Flaw

1. Strong colourless dot under tilt

34. 40 c. green - 1063 (earliest known date 30.V1.63)

Colour Shades 

a) Green (b) Yellowish-green

35. 60c. copper-bronze 
Variety

11. Lightly misplaced relief print

6. 1 Ft. gold

a Gold-bronze, reddish - 1063 (b) Gold-bronze,yellowish - 1864

c Gold - 1067 - light - dark earliest known date 1.1V.64

Varieties

11. Double print (Illus.) 13. Doubled control mark

12. Misplaced relief print

Plate Flaw

1. Colourless line through IFIZANC01

When washed, very often the 1 Fr. gold can be taken for gold-bronze, a
s it

appears to be reddish-gold. True gold-bronze is rare.
(To be continued)
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THE GOLD AND BRONZE STAMPS
Appropos the subject of the 'Sitting Helvetia Perf.' issues, newer readers

may be interested in the following article by the late DR.G.FULPUS of Geneva

which was published in our 'Helvetia News Letter' some years ago, but which merits

repetition, bearing in mind however, that printing methods have improved since the
article was originally written,

"Few countries have issued stamps printed entirely or partly in gold,

silver or bronze, probably because the intricate, slow and costly process of
applying the metallic powder is not only expensive but Use unsuitable for mass
production. In fact, with the exception of the South African. lid. Gold Mine,
these 'precious' stamps now belong to the past.

The best known are the 3 Lira bronze of Sardinia 1861, the higher values

of the 1909 set of Persia, the 1 Peso 1000 of the Dominican Republic, the 2,3 & 5
Drachmas 1901 of Greece end, of course, the 60 centimes and 1 Franc on white

paper and the 1 Franc on granite paper in the 'Sitting Helvetia series of Switz-
erland.

It *as on the suggestion of Herr G.Fuchs, then Controller-General of the

Swiss G.P.O. that the bronze and gold colours were used for these two highest

values in 1062 for the first perforated set of Helvetia. It was said that Herr

J.P.Hiess of Munich, the Bavarian engraver, entrusted by the Swiss G.P.O. to

produce the set, did not take too kindly to the suggestion of using the metallic

powder.' He must have feared that his engraving would suffer in the printing

process.

The production was carried out at the Federal Mint in Bern. This was the

process as described in old documents preserved by the P.T.T. The sheets, of a

size to take 400 stamps, were first txmmed, then surface printed from 400 plates

(cliches) in dark red for the 60 o. and in yellow-brown for the 1 Fr. values.
Heavily inked with a mixture of ink and size, and still wet when leaving the press

the sheets were powdered by hand with bronze and gold powder respectively, the

printers using a simple device, very much like a salt caster. They were then

shaken and brushed to throw off the powder particles which did not stick to the

wet surface of the paper. Finally the sheets were put into the embossing machine

and the design, including the value tablett and the words 'HELVETIA' and WANCO'

impressed.

In some cases, because the workmen thought that the embossing was not clear

enough, the sheets were run twice through the machine. This resulted in the

well-known 'double impressions', some of which were inverted, when once embossed

sheets were put into the machine the wrong way. Also a number of the 1 Fr.

Sheets were embossed on paper prepared for the 60 0. value. These are the rare
1 Franc bronze. Of both values there are two distinct printings. For the first

a rather poor size was mixed with the ink, and this resulted in a thin easily

rubbed off bronze or gold layer, because the powder did not adhere well. Later

a size of better quality was used, and the metallic powder layers were, there-

fore, thicker and the stamps have a more brilliant appearance.

Of the 60 0. which was issued on August 1st, 1063, 000 1 222 copies were
sold to the public. The value was mainly used for letters to Spain, which had

a special postal rate. Although the stamp remained on sale until 1076, it was

very little used during the last few years of its currency, the 1 Fr. on white

paper was issued on the same day as the 60 c., and the total sales amounted to

5,023,433. In 1001, the 1 Fr, was re-issued on granite paper, and vas, with the
whole granite paper set, demonetised in October 1003. Huge remainders of this

set were sold by tender to stamp dealers. Every collector interested in Swiss

Stamps knows that 99 per cent of the 1 Fr. granite used, bear faked or back-
dated postmarks. The 'genuine' postmarks were obtained from obliging post

office clerks, who used back-dated obliterations.

A third betallic
l stamp of Switzerland is less well known. It is the

3 Fr. Telegraph stamp of 1060 in gold and carmine. It is, incidentally, the
rarest of the three and quite highly priced in the Swiss special catal

ogues,

but being a mere telegraph stamp it encounters only limited interest." 

J.S.ARMSTRON
There is no doubt that stamp
collecting is on the increase,

and one of the most popular coUntries is SWITZERLAND. No effort should be spared

to improve your collection now. For all your requirements - Stamps - Miniature

Sheets - Varieties - Airmail and Special Flight Covers . International Offices etc.,

either by means of .Appruval Selections or against your own Wants Lists,
 send to me

at: lA LOW' LANE - TORRISHOLM
T1 - MORECAMBE . LANCS.
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SOME NOTES ON SOLDIER STAMPS
by H. sirmaan

On a recent visit to Europe to meet
 the "father" of Swiss Soldier  

-

Stamps - Frederick Bieri - some int
eresting disclosures came to light 

on this

subject. I present them as told to 
me by the soldier-artist himself - 

they

are as follows:-

Herr Bieri has informed me that the
 well-known Swiss Soldier Stamps

are not (and were never claimed to 
be) the first soldier stamps issued

 in

Europe. They are, however, the fir
st lissued by the military u

nits themselves,

at their own risk and responsibilit
y, land sold solely for charity.

According to information recelved b
y Herr Bieri from Ex-Judge P.F.

Rampacher of Budapest, now nearly 9
0 years old, who is an expert on al

l kinds'

of Regimental stamps, Soldier stamp
s and Military labels, and owns a v

ast

collection of these, the ITALIAN ARMY was the first to have Regimental S
oldier

Stamps.

He further stated that the Austrian
 Grand-Duke Franz Ferdinand (Heir-

apparent to the Austro-Hungarian th
rone - assassinated in Sarajevo on 20th June

1914) - saw some of these Regimental stamps during a
 visit to Italy. On his

return hone he ordered all Regiment
s of the Monarchy to issue Regiment

al Stamps.

It the outbreak of the World War I 
further Regimental issues appeared,

 which

were sold in aid of the 'Jar
.owidows and Orphans Fund. Germany f

ollowed suit with

a few Regimental Stamps and Switzer
land produced its own Soldier Stamp

s, while

at the same time French and British
 Battleship labels came onto the ma

rket.

Before W.W. I. a certain Mr.D. (name w
ithheld for obvious reasons) living

in Paris, offered to supply the Fre
nch Regiments and other Army Units with

Soldier stamps. At the same time he
 asked a high-ranking officer for a

 cash

advance to cover expenses. This Off
icer, in the interests of his forme

r Regi-

ment complied with the request. The
 stamps appeared in due course and 

were

sold to the troops. Unfortunately,
 the story has a bad ending. Towar

ds the

end of the War, Mr. D. suddenly lef
t France for South America, togethe

r with

the proceeds of the sales 
4a. which were not all intended for him

l The same thing

happened to the French and British Battleship issues, which Mr. D. also 
produced.

Judge Rampacher kindly sent Herr Di
eri a couple of these British

Battleship labels, and I was told t
hat they were very badly designed, 

sloppily

printed and without captions - in c
omparison with the really good Ital

ian and

French Regimental stamps, which are
 molti-coloured and perfect example

s of the

graphic art of that period.

On the visit to Switzerland to see 
Frederick Bieri, who gave me a

wonderful welcome and most instruct
ive information on all fields of Ph

ilately,

he showed me his French and Italian
 Regimental Stamps, also the label 

issued

in Britain to boost recruiting. It 
shows the picture of a cavalryman o

n his

charger, with the caption 'ENLIST N
OW'. It was the sight of these stam

ps and

the British label, which prompted O
berleutnant Bieri in 1915 to issue the

now famous first Swiss Soldier stam
ps Fils.-BAT. 30 and Fi1s-Kp.IV

/30, as

souveniers for his comrades.

That 'smart' business man, Mr.D, di
d not confine his activities to Fra

nce

and Britain alone, but also produce
d Solder stamps for some French Col

onies,

Serbia, Montenegro, etc.,

It would be interesting to know whe
ther any readers of these notes eve

r

saw or heard of the British Battles
hip labels, who sold them, and the object

of their sale (Charity ?).

Before 1914, labels with military subjects (not t, be conf
used with

cigarette cards which Bieri collect
ed as a schoolboy, during the ninet

ies in

London), were often used for purely
 advertising purposes.

The finest examples of this kind kn
own to Judge Ranpacher are those

Produced by the firm of Wentz & Co.
, Berlin, and the Judge is of the o

pinion

that a few of the firm's pictures w
ere probably used by cone German Re

giments

for their own stamps.

May I add that Judge Ranpacher care
fully classifies all Regimental

and Soldier stamps as 'Vignettes', 
meaning non-philatelic labels. Acco

rding

to the Oxford Dictionary, the word 
'vignette' as used in English, has 

nothing

to do with a label. I have, therefo
re, in these notes used the word 's

tamp'

in its stead. And the difference be
tWeen a 'stamp' and a 'label'? - th

e

'(cont. Column 1. Page 62)
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IN SWIS CURRENCY

o nark the 000th anniversary of
the birth of the Minnesinger WOLFRAM
von ESCBENBACH, a special miniature
sheet was issued on 27th August 1970.

The sheet consists of 4 values:

Fr.,30 Wolfram von Eschenbach
Fr,-50 Rainmar der Fiedler
Fr...00 Hartmann von Starkenberg
Fr.1.20 Friedrich von Hausen

Colours: Ochre, yellow, red, blue,
black & gold

Ikgicia: From the original Manuscript
of Manesse (Minnesinger MS)

Printinr; Heliogravure by Cour-
voisier S.A.

Size of stamps: 26 x 36 mm
Size of Sheet: 72 x 95 nn
Paper: White, lightly coated with

brown & green fibres.
Inscriptions on Sheet:

Top: 'Wolfram von Eschenbachl
Left: 

1
000 Jahre *1170.1970'

Right: 'maze suht triawe'
Below: 'Farstentum Liechtenstein'

Price: Fr.2.-
Printed: in sheets of 16 miniatures

A special First Day cover was
prepared to take the miniature sheet
and bears 4 vignettes.

The First Day cancellation
depicts 2 axes and has the inscript-
ion 'VADUZ - AUSGABETAa 27 AUG. 1970'

in medieval lettering.

SOME NOTES ON SOLDIER STAMPS (cont).

Regimental and similar issues are
'stamps' and the British Battleships'

and 'Enlist now
t are 'labels'.

In Switzerland, collectors use the
expression 'Military Stamps' for off-
icial postal issues listed in the •

philatelic catalogues, and 'Soldier
Stamps' for everything else issued by
military sources.

In conclusion, I should like to
express my deep gratitude to Frederick
Bieri, and indirectly to Judge Rampach-
er for all the information I received,
which I trust will be of interest to
everyone who studies the history of
Soldier Stamps. H.S.

Editors Note: This article is by way
of an introduction to

the special evening on the subject of
'Soldier Stamps' &Military Mail'
which we shall be holding in March
1971, when Mr. Sheldrake will be show-
ing many of the unusual items which he
has acquired and imparts more of the
information obtained from Herr Bieri.

Make a special note of this event.

On SeptemberSeptember 22nd the following
additions to the current series will
be issued:

Fr.0.70 Letter 'UN' intertwined
Fr.0.00 UNO Building in New York
Fr.0.90 Abstract group of flags
Fr 3 2.00 Multicoloured oval globe

Designers: 70 Rp. M.Holdanowicz &
M.Fraudenreich

00 Rp. V.Pierre-NoV1
90 Hp. Herbert M.Sandborn
Fr.2. Hatim Elmekki

Printing: Photogravure by Set elipaino
Finland

Stamp Size: 70 Hp. 26 x 36 mm.
00 lip. 2435 x 34.6 mm.
90 Rip. 36 x 26 mm.
Fr.2. 33 x 20.7 mm

Nos.printed: 3,300,000 each of 0.70
0.00 & 0.90

3,000,000 of 2.00

A special First Day Cancellation
will be used showing the United Nations
emblem and reading: '1211 GENEVE -
PREMIER JOUR - 22.9.70 - ADMINISTRATION
POSTALE. DES NATIONS UNIES.

Obtainable from the Administration
postale des Nations Unies, Service
philatelique, Palais des Nations,
1211 Geneve 10.

HAVE \IOU
oeTAIN E D

\{fou
NI. A T

COLLECT0Q.
t971

CATALOGUE
U.K. & Europe: 15/- + 1/- postage
Overseas: 20/. - post free

H.L. KATCHER
THE AMATEUR COLLECTOR LTD.,

151, Park Road, St, John's Wood,
London NW0,7HU

Tel: 01-506-1616.
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TELL)3y BOY ISSUES
Part II

1. Cord interrupted on left

2. Broken letters (these occur with 1)

3. Top part of arrow in apple broken off

4. Uhite spots & lines and dark spots with white framing.

The other two values, 3c. (Z.110) and 5c. (Z.119) appeared on New Year's Day

of 1909. The 3c. value was printed to the extent of 4,700,000 copies. Its bluish..

violet shade is known in lighter and darker tones, and there are fewe
r varieties

than with the 2e. Although the broken arrow (as under 3) does occur an
d there are

minor flaws, such as white spots and lines.

The 50 printed in 295 million copies has, because of the large printing,

many shades between light and very dark green. The only major variety is once
again the broken arrow, although among the less distinct ones, the fla

w in the

inking of the right arm (sometimes described as 'broken arm') may be wo
rth attentian,

Of the 2 c. (Z.117) 71 million copies were printed by the Federal Mint
 bet-

ween the end of 1900 and 1910. The two main shades are light yellow-ol
ive and

dark yellow-olive, but of course, there are many shades between. Among
 the main

varieties are:-

During 1910 the wrongly drawn cord was corrected

shaft. All three values were redrawn and are known as

the 20 and 50 were once again redrawn, mainly because

plates. This time the lettering was improved and the

much larger. The steps upon which the boy stands are

and appeared behind the
Type II. Finally, in 1911
of the wear of the old
handle of the crossbew made
different (Type III).

Of the 2c. Type II (Z.123 II) the total printing amounted to 24 millio
ns.

The same value in Type III (Z.123 III) had a printing of 145 million copies. The

3c. (Z.124) had a total printing of 36.0 million copies, while the 5c. Type II

(Z.125 II) had 66 millions, and the 5c. Type III (Z.125 III) 920 millions.

Apart from the 'cord in front of the shaft' there are other varieties to be

found. One of the most striking is the 'broken cord
, which always occurs on the

left near the fist of the boy on the 2c. (Z.117) and 3c. (Z.110) but not on the

5c. (Z.119) 1 This plate-flaw was, of course, eliminated when the design w
as

chanced and the cord was put behind the shaft. However, partly owing t
o wear, the

new design also provided some interesting.minor varieties. The 2c. (Z.123 Type II)

shows a 'crushed crossbow' just above the
l head of the boy. It occurs on the 20th

stamp on most sheets although it was corrected in later printings. Th
ere are many

minor flaws such as broken letters, an elongated 'H
I in 'HELVETIA', broken frame

lines, white spots and lines, and some caused by very heaVy inking, so
 that the

apple, for instance, appears heavily shaded or quite dark.

An amusing variety is the 
l one-eyed boy' without the right eye. It occurs on

the 3c. value only (Z.124) and is probably the most scarce variety of the Tel
l Boy

issues, being quoted at several Francs by Zumetein. There are also 
some (very

scarce) recto-verso off-sets of several values.

In February 1915, the lowest ever value of Swiss stamps that of lc 1 was

created as a provisional by the overprinting of 2c stamps (Z.123 III).
 This prov-

isional became necessary owing to an increase in the postage rates, a
s an addition

to newspaper wrappers and printed matter rates. Because of the increa
se in rates

of other postage, 3 other provisionrIls, one of then on a Tell stamp, had to be

issued and this one, the 13c .on 12c. will be dealt with later.

11i million of the lc. provisional were printed and as would be expect
ed of

any rush job of this kind, there are quite a few varieties of the over
print.

Indeed, there are two distinct groups - one showing thick '1' and line
s, and the

other with the figure and lines rather thin. Obviously the plate-flaws
 of the

original stamps also occur on the overprinted issue. Some specialists
 have em-

barked on collecting all the broken lines, short lines, thick and thi
n lines of

the overprint, but nearly all these varieties have been caused by ink
ing, thoUgh

some have their origin in faulty clichees used in applying the overpri
nt.

To comply with the regulations of the U.P.U. the colour of the 3c. was chanced

in February 1917 to brawn-orange. The design is similar to the second issue of the

3c.violet i.e., Type II. Altogether 120 million were printed but ab
out 4 million

were subsequently overprinted '2icJ in 1921. The recognised shades ar
e between dull

yellowish-orange and dark brown. The most Interesting but alas very e
xpensive var-

iety is a double print particularly distinct in the double outline of 
the faceveyes

and nose of the boy. The missing right eye occurs in this value too an
d there are

minor flaws such as a 'scar over the right eye,defective figures, & l
ines and

spots. To be continued...)
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THE 1971 AMATEUR COLLECTOR CATALOGUE

The latest edition of this invalu-
able Catalogue will be even more wel-
come as it precedes the Continental
Catalogue, thus giving the most up-to-
date market values, incorporating
2 years of price changes.

It has been completely reset in
modern Univers type, extremely clear,
with bold headings, making for easy
reference, and fully illustrated.

Pricing is in DECIMAL CURRENCY aad
since this may need a little getting
used to, the conversion table enclosed
in each copy will be most useful.

The entire Catalogue has been
revised and enlarged to include items
not previously listed. A new feature
is a list of F.D.C. prices.

All stamps issued-are covered, to
include International Offices & new UN
issues. Frank stamps, Telegraph & Rail-
way stamps, as well as lists of Numbers
issued and prices for used blocks.

The Society will not be holding
stocks and the Catalogue should be
obtained direct from the Amateur
Collector Ltd., priced at 15/- + 1/-
post & ,packing in the U.K. & Europe
and 20/- post free Overseas.

UMST EIN
CATALOGUES 1 9 7 1

are just out and can be ordered through
Harris Publications Ltd., Durham House,
John Adam Street, London W.0.2.

ZUNSTEIN SWITZERLAND LIECHTENSTEIN

Pocket Size: Price 0/- postage 10d.
Registered mail: 3/10d.

ZUMSTEIN EUROPE: Price 70/1 post
-do- with thumb index 00/- 7/6a

ZUMSTEIN SW1IZERLAND LIECHTENSTEIN
SPECIALISED

The XXth edition will be issued in
the Course of the Spring of 1971.

Supplements to the EUROPE Catalogue
are published regularly in the

BERNER BRIEFMARKEN-ZETTUNG •

(Annual fee 30/-, ; with extra supple-
ment to the catalogue 35/-).

For fine, first class stamps ....

RARITIES OF S'diTZERLAND AND EUROPE 

send your Want List to
ZUMSTEIN & CIE

Propr. Hertsch & Cie

P.O. Box 2505 CH-3001 BERNE

SPECIAL CANCELLATIONS 

1. 30th International Pharmaceutical 
Congress in Geneva from 31 Aug. to

5 Sept. used only the cancel:
'1200 Geneve - Office temporairel.

2. Plenay Assembly Held
from 10-20 Aug. at Montreux. A

special cancel showing the CEPT emblem
and reading: '1020 MONTREUX - date -
Vie SESSION ORDINAIRE' was used.
3. On 5th Sept i the district of MORRENS

(Vaud) . celebrated the 300thannivers-
ary of the birth of Major Dave". Aspec-
ial cancellation showing his portrait
was used reading: '1054 MORRENS (VD) —
5.9.70 — 300e ANNIVERSAIRE DE LA
NAISSANCE DU MAJOR DUVAL'.

RECENT SLOGAN CANCELLATIONS 

OHA Oberlandische Herbstausstellung
27 Aug - 6 Sept. 70 - 3000 Thun 1

to 5 Sept.
31e Comptoir Suisse Lausanne 12-27 Sept,

1970 - 1000 Lausanne 1 to 26 Sept.
VEGA Gewerbe-und land wirtschaft-

ausstellung Weinfelden 25-29 Sept.
1970 - 0570 Weinfelden to 29 Sept.

Gedenkfeier Gonin 1870-1970 - Kampf
gegen Blindheit - 4000 Basel 2

Centenaire Gonin 1970 - Lutte contre
la c6cit4 - 1200 Geneve 3

Centenario di Gonin 1970 - Lutta centre
la cecita - 6030 Chiasso 1

'40 Jahre Ring der Liechtensteinsannler
E.V. 12-13 September 70 Kronberg/Taunus
Liechtenstein Briefmarken Salon -

WOO Vaduz to 13 September
Settimane musicali agosto-ottobre Ascona

- 6612 Ascona to 15 October
Marche-Concours National de Chevaux

0/9 aout 1;70 Saignelegier
2500 Biel/Bienne 1 . 0 Aug.

Mr. & Mrs. Kilby who print our
'News Letter' ate off to Australia
for 6 weeks at the beginning of October,
to see some of their family and have a
well deserved holiday.

We wish them 'ben voyage' a wonder-
ful time and safe journeys.

Their staff will be coping with
the work during their absence and we
know our members will understand and
be indulgent if there should be any
slight delay next month.

AUTUMN SESSION MEETINGS 

Members are reninded that the opening
meetings will be:

In Bradford - Saturday, 3rd October
, 'MEMBER SLIDES'

In London - Wednesday, 14th October,
'POSTMARKS & EXPLANATIONS THEREOF'

All members. •
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For 8 days in September, Olympia, London, became the Mecca of stamp collectors,

from the schoolboy to the specialist, who were able to see the cream of the world's

stamps, quite literally from A.-Z. Although not an ideal building, the venue had

the merit of providing sufficient space for the thousands of exhibits to be seen

and studied without crowding or being conscious that to see them all would entail

walking 2- miles' Whatever one's subject there were displays of stamps and postal

history to delight the eye, to stimulate interest and quite frankly, to make one

envious of so many items one would like to possess.

To keep to our own special sphere, there were 60 frames of Switzerland, as

wellas special items in other sections, and 25 frames ofleichtenstein. Of the com-

petitive Swiss entries, all but 3 came from abroad, mostly from Switzerland itself.

It gives us great pleasure to announce that the 3 British entrants, all members of

'Helvetia' won awards: Silver medals
' to our President; Da. L. MOORE l for his superb

'Silk Threads', including methods of identification, proofs, trials, covers - many

in combination with precedinc and subsequent issues (and another Silver for his

'Posts of the Italian Lakes'), and to 1LCdr. R.F. BULSTRODE for his magnificent

'Proofs and Essays' among which were many very rare items, while MISS A. GRUNBERG 

received a Bronze Medal for her 'Sitting Helvetia Imperf
l , with shades, covers,

mixed frankings etc., Our congratulations to all three members.

Among the other frames there was a feat of superb classics, a tremendous

array of historical letters and covers, many from the period of the Helvetic

Republic, 'marques d'arm4es' etc., first Federal issues in profusion, IStrubelist

and the first perforated issues.

The Traders' areas were particularly popular and at the Amateur Collector's

handsome stand, business appeared to.j
pe booming. We are greatly indebted to

Mx. H.L. Katcher and his staff for their indulgence and patience in allowing our

members to use the stand as a focal point, and thanks to which the writer was able

to make the acquaintance of many members for the first time.

It was also a very great pleasure to meet Mrs. E.M. Faulstich, one of the

Jurors from America, and her husband. Mrs. Faulstich was a most active member of

the former 'Helvetia P.S. of America'. Also to meet, after a long interval, our

founder and First President, Mr. E.H. Spiro, now out and about again after a

lengthy period of illness; also Mr. Jack Deken and many other old friends.

Our own 'Helvetia' meeting, held at Philympia on Thursday, 24th September,

was most successful and some 50 members managed to look In. Because of the pre-

vailing noise and constant loudspeaker interruptions, no attempt was made to hold

a formal session, but it was an excellent opportunity to meet members from various

parts of the country, and even from overseas, and we hear some useful contacts were

made. This we hope will add to the strength of 'Helvetia' and lead to even more

successes in the future.

Mention must also be made of the miniature exhibition of Swiss and Leichtenstein

stamps at the Swiss Centre in Leicester Square, sponsored by the PTT of Bern and

Vaduz, with material displayed also on behalf of the Amateur Collector, the Hel-

vetia P.S., the London-Swiss P.S. and the Liechtenstein Study Circle, while stamps

and special postal facilities were availablp.

Altogether Thilympia
l has been a most Memorable occasion and has more than

justified all the hard work which has gone into its preparation.

E.J.R.
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SPECIAL CANCELLATIONS 
1. V...L. 1.21.0 1.enOLI . A special

pictorial cancellation: 9000
ST. GALLEN date - LMA OLMA - 8-10
October 1970 1 will be used.

2. 75 YEARS OF SWISS FOOTBALL ASSOCn. 
The Swiss F.A. will be celebrating

its 75 year Jubilee in Bern on 17th
October. A special cancel depicting a
footballer will be used, reading:
'3000 BERN - SCHWEIZERISCHER FUSSBALL-
VERBAND 1095-1970'.

3. 500th ANNIVERSARY OF FIRST PRINTING
WORKS IN SWITZERLAND. To be

celebrated in Beromanster on 10th Nov.
A special cancellation will be used
reading: 

1
6215 BEROMUNSTER ERSTER

DATIERTER SCHWEIZERDRUCK - 10.11.1970'.

AUTOMOBILE CANCELLATIONS. 

Auto 3 Fete des Vendanges 3/4 octobre.
2000 Neuclfatel 2

Auto 3 Chantiers de l'Eglise 16/17/18
ootobre 1970 - Palais des
Expositions Gen'eve - 1211 Geneve

Auto 5 Comptoir de Eartigny du 11 ootobre
1970 - 1001 Lausanne

Auto 5 Forum Europeen - Lions Inter-
national - 0-10 Oot.70 -

Lausanne
PUBLICITY CANCELS

7299 SAAS IN PRMTTIGAU Sonne Ruhe
Erholung 15.10.70 (K.547)

0192 GLATTFELDEN Gottf. Keller Dorf
22.10.70 (K.548)

• •
•
•
•

USEFUL SERVICES
vrrrverrrsvirrywrsrvrwrwirvssrv:
Some notes by DR. F. GANZ.

Any Helvetia members wishing to
receive all new machine flag imprints
of Switzerland (and Leichtenstein) as
far as different slogans are concerned,
may avail themselves of a 'new issue'
serviee offered through the Swiss
Machine Cancellation Collectors Club 
(S.M.V.)
The slogans mailed, under cover, once
every 3 months to all subscribers, and
the cost is approx. 6d. (2i n.p.) per
item not exactly a fortune. If des-
ired, stamps are used in conjunction
with the appropriate slogan relating to
the stamp theme, The slogans are del-
ivered either on white 5 x 7 cards
or envelopes, or (to save postage
abroad) as cut-outs in the 'officially'
accepted size of 9 x 4 cm, standard
for Swiss machine obliterations.

Anyone interested in this type of
service should contact Herr Ernst
Heidinger, Berninastrasse 26, 8057
Zurich, It is not known how wellothe
gentleman there expresses himself in
English, but interested members night
at least have a tryl Similar subscrip-
tions can be had for special events, as
well as propaganda (K) cancels.

The Swiss Postal Stationery Service 
also provides a new issue service for
all Swiss Postal Stationery issues -
excepting unfortunately, the SBB/CFF
freight arrival notice and official
postal service use cards (that are no
longer made available to collectors
by the GD-PTT).
Recently, a new 20 c. card, in single
and in booklet form, was issued. It is
similar to the previous 20 c. card,
but minus the arrow and wording in the
upper loft corner.

Helvetia members interested in this
Society (the S.G.V.) - which at irreg-
ular intervals issues a very informative
bulletin to its members - and in its new
issue service, should c)ntact Herr Robert
Harlimann, 43 Drflhlstrasse, 2500 Biel/
Dionne, Switzerland.

No. 5 of this Bulletin, called "Der
Ganzsachensammler" was published in
June 1970. In it, new-found additions to
the 'Envelopes' section of the 1965 Zum-
stein Swiss Postal Stationery Catalogue
are listed, and attention is called to
the re-issue of the latest Swiss foreign
rate postal cards of 30c. value. While
the tablet is unchanged, the text below
is now in mixed capitals & lower case
letters (earlier type all in capitals) &
the fourth address line is now partly
dotted and partly solid (formerly all
solid).

Any EPS member joining either of
the above societies would receive for
their dues a subscription to the Swiss
Philatelic Journal (12 annual issues).

WE WERE DELIGHTED

TO SEE SO MANY MENDERS

OF THE HELVETIA

PHILATELIC SOCIETY AT

'PHILYMPIA1
• • I •

New that the darker evenings are

coming on, have you thought of try-

ing our Now Issue Service ?

We can offer the finest available

selection of Swiss material,

insured in transit both ways.

Write or telephone for full part-

iculars and we shall be pleased tO

help you.

H. L.KATCHER

THE AMATEUR , COLTECTOR LTD.

151, Park Road, St. John's Wood,

London, NWO 7EU.

Telephone: 01 - 506 - 0616

•
•
••
••
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LSITTING HELVETIA PERF0RATED1

Translated (with permission) from the ZUMSTEIN SPECIALISED CA
TALOGUE

by MRS. M. MacMAHON MR. H.E. CHAPMAN Part II.

126.71711„,  COLOUR CHANGES AND NEW VALUES 

11. Double Print
12. Colourless edging of colour flecks in the lettering and figur

es.

13. Misplaced relief print. (Illus.)

14. Deformed cross,
15, Repaired sheet of paper overprint (twice) (illus. page 

co).
16. Double perforation.

Plate Flaws 

1. Apostrophe type colourless line right of the 
1 2 1 in right upper corner,

2. Upper half of 
1 2 1 lower right, ring closed.

3. Hornlike tint to the head of the '2J lower right.

4. Colourless line in the corner field and margin parts,

5. Vertical or horizontal colourless lines in the stamp picture,

particularly under 'HELVETIA'. (Similar Illus. 28/Pf.4.)

6. Cleft margin lines (similar Illus. 30/Pf.7)

7. Upper margin lines indented. (Illus.)

For varieties and plate flaws of No. 37a & b, the price is raised to
Fr,50 instead of Fr.30.

1067 ,
30.  10c. red Colour Shades 

a Lilac-pink, lilac-red - 1067 d Aniline pink, dark - 1077

b Dull carmine-pink e Aniline pink, light-medium

c Carmine, light and dark f Aniline red. (dark)

Varieties 

11, Imperforate(Note)

12. Double print, slightly misplaced

13. Similarly, strongly misplaced

14. Double control mark
15. Double, next one another, misplaced perforation (stamp

mm, smaller)

16. Printed on gummed side (two thirds). (Similar Illus. 37/A.15,
 p.00),

Note: Rare: There are, so far, only six used stomps 
known, of which two

stamps nre on a whole letter, (See 3DZ.1930, pp. 70/01).

Plate Flaws 

1. Double embossing of the lower figures and inscription ribbons
,

3 different. (Illus.)

2. Colourless dot between 'I' and 
t o ! in one or other of all four figure

fields. (Illus).
3. Left upper and left lower under '1 as a 4. (Illus).
4. Spear with colourless 'flag' towards the right.

5. ' V t as 'Y', towards the bottom elongated 
I L' or 1 11 1 . (Illus.)

6. Colourless oblique line through surrounding margin right.

7. Cleft margin lines in various i
,lacea. (Illus.)

8. Vertical colourless lines. (Illus. 20/Pf.4.)

9. Left semi-circular encroachment of margin line.



Upper loop of left upper /3' closed into a circle.
Colourless line through right lower '0'
Vertical colourless lines (similar to Illus.No.20/Pf.4).

1.
2.
3.

1870 (earliest date known 30.IV.70)
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a) Dark Yellow (greenish or yellowish) b)
Varieties 

11. Misplaced relief print. 12.
13. Double perforation.

1068 1st September

40. 25 c. green 

Yellow-green - 1068
b Yellowish-green
0 (Light) - bluish-green

Pale Yellow

Double print, obverse
misplaced.

Colour Shades 

e

1 Bluish-green
' Green, dark laying on of

colour.
Varieties

11. Double print - 1879

	

	
12. Print on repaired paper

Plate Flaws

1. Double embossing of the printing block, one inverted. (Illus)
2. Clear traces of double embossing.
3. 1V 1 like IY 1 , elongated I L I or 'H I towards bottom. (Illus. 30/Pf.5.

4. Cleft margin lines on righthand side. (Similar to Illus. 30/Pf.7.
5. Fine colourless lines from diagonally in left decoration (A3.-D2)

41.J0 c. ultramarine
Colour Shades 

a) Ultramarine, light and dark - 1067 Blue 1067
c Dull ultramarine

iar&Lz
11. Double print

P1ae Flaws

42. , 40 0.. grey Colour	Shades1 Light grey

	

	 CT Yellowish-grey
Grey (dark colour)	 d) Olive-grey

Varieties

11. Clear double print 12. Partial double print. 13. Double control marks*

Plate Flaws 

1. Colourless line from the '40' upper left to 'FRANCO/. 21st stamp on the

half sheet. (Illus.)

2. Colourless deposit on the 'N/ of !J-JiANC0'.

3. Colourless lino in the upper right corner field.

1067 
20. 0 . lilac Colour Shades

a) Dark purple-lilac (earliest
date known 4.IX)

Red-lilac
Lilac, reddish tone, dark.

Varieties 

11. Double print 12. Double control marks

Plato Flaws

1. Diagonal colourless line from right, upper- corner to the '0'

2. Similarly from the 1 0' lower left through to margin*

TO DE CONTINUED....

IDe

Lilac, reddish tone, light
Light lilac, bluish tone
Purple-lilac



STOP PRESS:
PRO JUVENTUTE 1970

Details of this issue are just to hand. On December 
let 1970 four

'Pro Juvontute
t stamps will again be issued. Continuing the 'Native B

irds!

series started in 1960, those will present some further birds native to

Switzerland. 90% of the proceeds from the additional charge will go to the

Pro Juventute Foundation, while the remaining lo is intended for other youth

welfare work of national importance.

Blue titmouse (Parus Caerulaus L.) Five colours
orange/dark brown/ blue/Yellow/grey

Hoopoe (Upupa Epops  L.) Four colours: green/ grey/

light red/yellow-brown

Greater spotted Woodpecker (pendrocopus maotor L,)

Five colours: red/grey/brown/vermilion/

yellowish brown

Crested Grebe (Podiceps cristatus L.) Four colours
:

blue/ dark brown/red/yellow

Designer: Richard Gerbig, Zurich.

Printing: Rotogravure by Courvoisier S.A., La Chaux-de
-Fonds

Stamp size 24 x 29 mm. Picture size: 21 x 26 mm.
Paper: White postage stamp paper with luminous substance, ligh

tly

coated with violet mixture of fibres.

Form cylinder: 2 sheets (A B)
Number of stamps per sheet: 50

The stamps will be on sale at all post offices from De
cember 1st 1970

to January 30th 1971, and at the Philatelic Bureaux from December 1st 1970

as long as stocks last, but not later than June 30th 
1971.

As usval, a special First Day cancellation will be used, de
picting

the Hoopoe of the 20 o. stamp and this is also ueed as 
the motif for the

special cover.

A stamp booklet with gold-coloured cover has been prepa
red at the

request of the Pro Juvontute Foundation. It contains eight 10 + 10 c.

stamps, eight 20 + 10c. stamps and four 30 + 10c. stamps. It can be

obtained from the Foundation, the philatelic offices of
 the PTT and the

trade at a price of 6 Francs. including 40 c. cost.

10 + 10 0.

20 + 10 C.

30 + 10 C.

50 + 20 0.

PHILY/APIArr r VVVVVVVVV TVTV

Since writing the report on the Exhib-

-ition, the final list of awards, in-

cluding those in the Liter
oture Section

have been published, and Iv_ are very
pleased to announce that oe17:‘ tHELVETIA
NalS LETTER

! has again been awarded a

Bronze Medal.

This will encourage the Committee -

with your holp - to keep up the stand-

ard which has been achieved over the

years.
E.J.R.

SLOGAN CANCELLATIONS 

24. MOWO Ausstellung Mode, Wohnen,

Haushalt. KUnster Berner

Ausstellungshalle 12-22 November
1970 - 3000 Bern 1-21 Nev.

Journee des Nations. Unies Geneve 24 Oct

1200 Geneve 1 from 20 Oct.

Semaine genevoise de la paix 0 au 15

nov. 1970 - 1200 Geneve 1 from

11 - 19 October.

NUMBERS ISSUED

The following details have

just been issued by the PTT:

PORTRAIT STAMPS 1969 

HuldrichZw
an 	2
siigmlpis, 

(ii) 1969

anal Guis 0 C.
Francesco Derromini 30 c.
Othmar Schoeck 50 c.
Germaine de Stal 00 c.

PUBLICITY 

T

Swiss Alps 20 c. 24,170,000
Road Safety 30 c. 13,955.000
B.I.T. 1919-1969 50 c. 10,160,000

EUROPA 1969 30 c. 20,177,000
50 O. 9,907,000

PRO JUVENTUTE 1969 

Birds 10 + 10 o. 14,411,000
20 + 10 0. 13,925,000
30,+ 10 Q.

 12,272,000
50 -I- 20 0. 6,207,000

The above figures include

290,365 stamps used in stamp booklets

and any used for official purposes.

19,660,000
25,300,000
10,9701000
10,060,000
7,990,000
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POSTAL ACCEPTANCE STATIONS AND

PRIVATE PAIICEL POST CANCELLATIONS

by DR. F. GANZ

Boring as it may be, the following notes are addenda and corrigenda to the
article of the same title that has appeared in the 'Helvetia News Letter' over
the last six months or so. The changes are recorded for the sake of accuracy
and they bring the list of known cancellations from these placed up to date to
around September 1st 1970. Any different cancels seen or noted should, however,
always be reported to the author.

As an interesting sidelight it may be reported that 'Helvetia' was, once
again lin the lead as far as this collecting field is concerned. Now that the
article is concluded, the Swiss Philatelic Journal is also publishing a list of
known depots of this type... actually the list is an updating of Gorbert's cat-
alogue of 1961 (of which copies can be ordered through the author, if desired).

p. 27 (Apr.1970) ming. 4, line 3, read: 'Postal patron (while....1

P. 27 tt sixth line from bottom: I ... store, an auto-mechanic's shop'

P. 35 (Mv " ) parag. 2. line 5, Pusserein
p. 36 aid at very top, left: MLTAL

11 Hirzbrunnon: add IrS2z,
* Bellach 633: add asterisk in front of name; discontinued

P.43 Juno " Biel/Bionne, Kloosweg: add I rS2zI
Correct spelling to: 'Bunnliz-Bethlehen; to La-Chaux-de-
Fonds Ouest; to Chez-le-Maitre; to Entlebuch: to Fey
(Nendaz); to Frauenfeld Kurzdorf; and to Freidorf Muttenz.-
Add, below Corin-de-la-Crete, that station's predecessor:
*Corin (Montana) PPA VS  mS2; now cancels 'Corin-de-la-Crete'

Entelbuch (Tuch Ackermann): add ledsz(70)1

P.47 Jul. ") Glockenthal (Dern): add that station's successor:
Glockenthal PPA rS2 re-opened 1969; spells
tGlockenthal l only

Goldbach,Sonnenhaldenstrasse: may be closed now (?)
Gurtenbthl: add PP:1 BE mS2Z (left off by mistake)
Hirzboden (Adelboden): correct to (three different sizes)

Milken: add Ir621
Hurnon: may be closed now (?)
Correct: Lausanne-Montchoisi

P.40
“ * Krions, Luzernerstr. 73: discontinued 1970

Krienz, Luzerner-tr. 59: add (new) BrS3z
Zeughausstr. 1. rS3 (not 2); mS2

Luzern-Breitenlachenstrasse: add asterisk in front, closed 

Correct to: Luzern-Bruelstrasse
Luzern-Bellerivestrasse: add at end: ImS21

" Goissmatthdhe: add at end: 'BrS3z'
Correct to Piano di CamE2

p.53 Aug. " Puidoux-Village PA VD: used to use an old style cds
reading 1Puidoux l , now obsolete; now uses a rSlz
'Puidoux-Village'

St .Jakob (Ennetmoos): mS2 not 3

P.54 n) Zug, Chamerstrasse is • 77 1 not 171
Zurich-Eierbrecht: not 1Rierbrechtt

" Zegensbergerstrasse: '120' , not '20'
" -Vialdgarten: four, not only three cliff. size rS2

now known

P.S. A special thank you to our editor and printers is in order
at this time. To copy this kind of list with a minimum of
error is a major achievement indeed.
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Two entirely new values appeared in 1910 - the 2-i c
. claret and the 71-- c.

grey, both in January, but followed in July of the s
ame year by another type of

the 7L--- c. These rather awkward denominations - never popu
lar with the public

and even less so with the post office clerks - becam
e necessary because of

increases in postal rates for printed natter and pos
tcards.

The ak c. was printed in 25 million copies from the Type III design and the

shades vary from dull lilac to saturated claret tin
t. Owing to light or heavy

inking the tiny -
1
2- figure appears variously heavier or thinn

er, particularly the

1 2 1 and specialists will have to distinguish between th
em. The broken cord

occurs in this issue, as do some minor varieties, ma
inly defective figures and

letters, lines, spots and in some sheets a rather fa
t white frame line in the

left-hand lower frame.

The 7i c. value was printed originally, in January, from the Type I
II design

to the extent of 34 million * Shades range from light to darker grey. 
Some of

the more important varieties are: broken crossbow o
n the left; the 

it 
in i-

vory thin; top part of the arrow missing. There occ
ur also the familar white

lines and spots.

In July a new and very much larger _Tinting was made f
rom Type II design.

In fact, this differs somewhat from the old Type II,
 and main difference between

the two Ti 0. values being as follows:

Januair printing
(Typo III, Z.130D)

Middle stroke of 'E
l long.

Dow of crossbow flat.
FitIVTO 

1 7 1 shorter, thick*

Frame thicker.

The second printing in Typo II was 160 million, of w
hich 2. million were

overprinted 
1 5 1 in 1921. Main varieties are as follows; white circl

e at the

end of the cord at right; defective 
l 2 1 in Jiz, only part of the handle of the

crossbow visible; figure 
1 7 1 very thin; lines and spots.

January 1921 brought quite an upheaval in the normal
ly steady tradition of

the Swiss Pest Office. Not less than 7 stamps appeared as 1)rovisionals
l , with

overprints of new values, and among them were 3 in t
he 'Tell Boy' design.

Owing to changes in the postal rates, mainly due to 
inflationary develop-

ments during the aftermath of the First lorld War, 
several values had become

superfluous, but large stocks were held and the Swis
s Post Office decided that

they should not be wasted. Moreover, the paper shor
tage made economy imperative.

The 3-1- c. orange (Z.137), original printing 120 millio
n, was overprinted

t 2 1
6

1 , the obsolete value figure being covered 
by 3 strokes. The total stock

available for overprinting amounted to just over 
4 minim copies. Among the

stamps were sheets in two different shales, pale an
d dark orange. The quick

job of overprinting brought about a large number of 
misprints, double prints and

other varieties, including a rather peculiar double
 print, looking like 1221

instead of tap. Zumstein's Specialised Catalogue lists most of these vari
eties

in great detail.

Next the 11 year old 2 c. olive, Typo III, was take
n from the vaults and

almost 2,000,000 copies of it converted into a 
5 c. value by a bold red overprint.

This issue is not as rich in varieties as the 
al- on 3 c., but one of the more

interesting misprints is a misplaced overprint exact
ly in the middle of the

design, right on top of the 'Tell Boy'. There are a
lso various defects of the

151.
The third 'Tell Boy' stamp overprinted was the 

Ti c. Type II of July 1910

(which was described earlier). On this the same 
'5' and strokes overprint in

red was applied as on the 2 c., and the total issue 
of this previsional stamp

amounted to 21- million copies.

A large number of varieties, mostly misplaced and do
uble overprints exist of

this issue. While some are rare and rather expensive
, a collector who wants to

include some of the varieties without having to delv
e too deeply into his pocket,

should watch out for minor defects. I have in my col
lection a few pages with

overprint varieties of all these 3 values, none of w
hich cost more than a few

pence. The secret is to look carefully through dupli
cate and approval booklets,

where quite often one can find these stamps, priced 
at ld. or 2d., and yet dis-

cover a thick or thin overprint, a broken stroke and
 even traces of a double

(TO DE CONTINUED...)

July printinr 

(Type II, Z.1301.)

Middle stroke of 'E
l short.

Bow of crossbow round.

Figure '7' smaller at top. -
Frame thinner.
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NORTHERN GROUP: Hon.Sec. R.A. HOYLE
6, Lime Ave, Huddersfield Rd, Halifax.

It is some years since the Group
had a display of slides, so at the first
meeting of the new session in Bradford
members provided almost 300 colour trans-
parencies covering many aspects of Switz-
erland and Swiss Philately.

Mr. Wilson and Mx. Robert shaw had a
large selection taken on holiday and cover-
ing almost all of Switzerland, with many
views of scenery and buildings which can
be found on stamps. Dr. Ritchie produced
views and also slides of stamps; Mr.Heyle
showed slides of the Swiss Centre and of
1 Philympia t and Dr. Turner some glorious
ones of the insects and butterflies to be
found on the 'Pro Juventute t series.

Altogether a most enjoyable afternoon
was had by all members present, with many,
including your reporter, re-living memor-
ies of visits to this beautiful country
and hoping that a return visit will net be
too long delayed.

R.A.H.

NEXT MONTHI S MEETINGS 

Northern Group - Sat. Nov. 7th
PRESIDENT'S DISPLAY

London Group - Wed. Nov. llth
ANNUAL GENERAL MEETING AND AUCTION

The
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CATALOGUES 1 971
are just out and can be ordered through
HARRIS PUBLICATIONS LTD., 42 Maiden Lane,
LONDON, 1iC2E 71W

ZUKSTEIN SWITZERLhND/LIECHTENSTEIN 

Pocket Size: Price 0/- postage 10d.
Registered mail: 3/10d.

ZUKSTEIN EUROPE: Price 70/- post
-do- with thumb index: 00/- 7/6d.

ZUMSTEIN SWITZERLAND/LIECHTENSTEIN 
SPECIALISED

The XXth Edition will be issued in the
course of the Spring of 1971.

Supplements to the EUROPE Catalogue
are published regularly in the

BERNER BRIEFMARKEN-ZEITUNG
(Annual fee 30/-; with extra supplement

to the catalogue 35/-

For fine, first class stamps . .

RARITIES OF SWITZERLAND AND EUROPE
send your Want List to:

Z UTISTEIN & CIE
Propr, Hprtsch & Cie

P.O. Box 2505 aa-Nol BERN

LONDON GROUP: Hon.Sec. Mrs.E.J.Rawnsley

The opening meeting on October 14th
was well attended but the subject:
'POSTMARKS & EXPLANATIONS THEREOF' did
not bring in as many questions as
anticipated. However, between various
business matters for discussion, some
queries posed by members and some
sheets, selected to illustrate many of
the less usual postmarks, displayed by
the Secretary, the evening finished
quite satisfactorily.

All those who had attended
'Philympia t appeared to have enjoyed
the event and were full of praise for
the mac_emificent material to be seen in
the frames devoted to Swiss stamps.

OLD SOCIETY NEWS LETTER

Is there any member who possesses
and would be willing to loan for photo-
copying, 'Helvetia News Letters' for
1940 - except No.6. and Nos. 10-12 or
for 1947 ?

If so please get in touch with
Er. S.R.MacKenzie, tCreag-am-Flaiticht,
Fetlar Road, Bridge of Weir, Renfrew...
shire, Scotland.

We are pleased to record that apart
from copying with the current translation
from Zumstein, MR H.E. CHAPMAN of East-
bourne, has won the Eastbourne Members
Cup for his SWISS AIRMAILS.

PRELIMINARY NOTICE TO OVERSEAS MEMBERS 

Since some deliveries of the INews
Letter' appear to take a long time to
reach their destination, may we remind
members abroad that subscriptions will
be renewable on let January 1971. -
where applicable:

U.S. $ .5:00 for 2 years
Commonwealth 40/-

The success of IPHILYMPIA t could
well mean an increased demand for Swiss
stamps.

Now is the time to get in first
and secure those much wanted items.
Prices are rising all the time as they
become scarcer.

Whatever your needs I have material
to offer on approval or against Wants
Lists: Pre-Stamp Covers ... Early,Middle
and Current Issues, mint or used
Airmails and Special Flight covers
Coil strips Varieties etc., Send now
while stocks remain to avoid disappointment.

oo

8
0 000000 0

o

0

0
0

o

00 0 0

00 000 0 0 ,00 )00000 000 00 0 0 00000
0 00 000000 0 0 0 00 000 00 0
0 00 0000 0 0 0 00 00000
0000 000 0 0 0 0 000 0 0 0 000 00
0 0000 0000 0 0000000 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 '00' 0 0 0 00 0 0 00000

14, Low Lane, TorrishAme,
MORECAMBE, Lancs.



NOVEMBER 1970Noall 24th YEAR

0
Held at the Kingsway Hall, Kingsway, London .C.2.

on Wednesday, 11th November, 1970, at 6.45 Pm.

Founder:

E.H.SPIRO
wILATELIc

MIS letter
Hon. Exchange Pkt. Sec.:

• MR. C. MUCH,

353 Baddow Road,

CHELMSFORD. Essex4

President:

L.MOORE, M.B.E.,

F.R.F.S..L.

i

Hon. Treasurer:

MR. A.J. HARDING,
Woodland, Blo'Norton,

DISS. Norfolk. I

Hon. Secretary & Editor;

MRS. E.J. RAWNSLEY,
32 Ethelhert Gardens,
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Apologies for absence were received from Miss Grunberg and

Messrs. Beak, Lienhard, O'Hara, Redmill and Young.

1. Minutes of the Annual General Meeting held on 12th Novembe
r, 1969.

These were read by the Secretary and agreed.

2. Matters arising Nil

3. Hon, Treasurer's Report 

As Mx.Harding had to return to Norfolk by train it was agr
eed that

the Financial situation should be dealt with first*

Mr. Harding stated that while the position at present was 
reasonably good,

a number of considerations must be borne in mind. It had 
been pointed out

by Mr.Lienhard & Mr.Rauch that a large part of the income 
latterly had been

derived from the Exchange Packet, and while it was hoped t
his would continue,

it could not be guaranteed. Mx. Harding agreed and said th
at the subscription

had remained unchanged for over 15 years and although subs
criptions would be

coming in in January, these would be largely offset by the
 approx. 50% increase

in postal charges which would come into force in February.
 Allowing for this

and other inevitable increases in printing, stationery etc * , an all-round rise

in expenditure of say 20-3C$ could bring the 1971 balan
ce to a dangerously

low level.

After some discussion,' it was proposed by Mr.Rauch and sec
onded by Mr.Mistlay

that the subscription rates should be amended as follows:-

Europe & Commonwealth 20/- per annum (Entrance fee: 5/-)

United States initially $3.00 for first trial year

renewals $5.00 for 2 years

This was unanimously agreed.

Adoption of the accounts was proposed by Mr.Gotch, seconde
d by:Mr.Hubbard

and passed.

Mr.Hine asked whether the Society had considered making a
rrangements with a

broker for the insurance of members' collections, from whi
ch the Society could

also benefit. Mr.Slate said that philatelic insurance was 
becoming so difficult

that it was not a practical proposition. Mr.Rauch confirm
ed this, saying that

the Essex Association had gone into the matter thoroughly 
but without success.

4. Chairman's Address 

MlaSlate said it had been an exceedingly good year, with m
uch of interest.

It was gratifying to see more members attending meetings, 
culminating in the

special one at 'Philympia
l when it had been a great pleasure to meet many

members for the first time.

He greatly regretted the absence, through illness, of Mr.Ide
nhard, the retiring

Pkt.Secretary, but wished to express the appreciation of t
he Society for the

sterling work he had done before handing over to Mr.Rauch and hoped theaatter
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would receive the same support from members. He thanked the Officers fortheir work during the year and was particularly grateful to Mr. Harding formaking the journey from Norfolk on this occasion - which demonstrated thathe had the interests of the Society at heart.
5. Hon.Secretary's Report 

Mrs.Rawnsley confirmed the Chairman's remarks. Up to the end of August,there had been 34 new members with only 7 losses, and with the greatlyimproved attendances at meetings, these were livelier and more stimulating.
Thanks to splendid support from members the production of the 'News Letter'had been less difficult and it was hoped this could continue during the coningSeason. As was now known it had obtained a Bronze award at 'Philympia l and thiswas most encouraging.

6. The Exchange Packet 

(a) Mr.Lienhard, as retiring Pkt.SecretarY reported as follows: "With con-siderable relief I handed over the duties to Mr.C.Rauch at the start ofthe autumn seseion. Lack of time, not disenchantment with the Packet,forced me to relinquish , the work. Business for the 1969/70 season wasslightly up op the previous ones: Material submitted totalling E3,571.10.7.with sales of el,600,5.3. from the 47 packets circulated.
'It was somewhat discouraging to find that almost 10% of returns were inerror and very worrying to have 2 packets lost in the post, though fortun-ately both turned up after about 6 weeks. Having acknowledged correspond-ence whenever possible, it was astonishing to find that less than * ofmembers troubled to acknowledge receipt of booklets returned after circu-lation. Though this may sound full of woe and despair, the majority ofmembers have, over the last 3 seasons, Given me every co-operation and Ihave no doubt will continue to do so for Er.Rauch.

(b) Mr.Rauch in turn, reported that at the present time he had received 161booklets, just over half the number circulated over the whole of last yearand with 23 packets already out on circuit, a good start had been made. Whilerealising that members are obliged to move house, he could wish that theydid not do it quite so often - at a rate of 1 per week so farl Seriously,however, he would like to make the following points:
Remittances should be made out to the Helvetia P.S. and not to him personallyand certainly not to him and 'crossed account payee only' which means thatthey must be paid into his awn account. Further the receipt of posting mustbe ecnt with the completed advice note - even if no purchases have been made.It is an insurance requirement that proper records are maintained of themovement of Ekchange Packets.

Regarding decimalisation, this seems to be working well. All purchases arerecorded in decimal currency; total purchases should be in decimal currencywith conversion to E.s.d. for payment only up to February 15th. Will membersplease note announcements to be made nearer to February 15th, particularlywith regard to cheques in C.s.d. which will not be accepted by any bank asfrom that date.

In conclusion Mr.RauCh expressed gratitude to Mr.Lienhard for his assist-ance in relation to the transfer of the packet.
7. Election of Officers & Committee for the season 1970/71 

The following were elected 'en bloc'

President: MR. L. MOORE Hon.Treasurer: MR.A.J.HARDING
Chairman:

.
Y2. E.C. SLATE Hon.Editor: ivras.E.J.RAWNSLEY

Vice-Chairman: MR. L.E. STILES Hon.Auditor: TELT .C.DROOKS
Hon. Secretary: MRS.E.J.RAWNSLEY

Proposed by Mr. Hine, seconded by Mr.Short and passed.
0. Motions & Resolutions - Nil

9, Any Other Business - Nil

There being no further items for discussion the A.G.M. was declared closedat 7.50 p.m. The remainder of the time was occupied by a short Auction.
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4,w
briT ING HELVETIA PERFORATED i86/18

Translated (with permission) from the ZUMSTEIN SPECIALISED CATALOGUE
by MRS.N.MacMAHON & MR.H.E.CHAPMAN

Part III

1001. COLOUR PRINTING ON DLO AND RED GRANITE PAPER. EMBOSSED
WITH CONTROL MARK. PERFORATION 1172: 

44. 2c. Olive 47. 150. Yellow- 50. 40c. Grey

45. 5c. Drown 40 . 20o. Orange ' 51. 50c. (Purple) Lilac

46. 100. Carmine 49. 250. Green 52.' 1 Fr.Gold

Note; Watch out for forged cancellations; many items which come to hand

(particularly the higher values) bear false or back-dated cancels.

Cataloiigby colour tone varieties and 1ate flaws

44. 2o. olive
Colour Shades 

a) Pale yellow-olive b) Light olive-brown ) dull olive

Variety

11. Double perforation

Plate Flaws 

1. Double embossing one inverted (22nd stamp on half sheet),
(similar to 30/Pf.1)

2. Upper half of the 1 2 1 right loweAcircle closed.

3. Strong diaconal colourless lines over the 
tH i

tunder the '21

left lower through right margin line.

Vertical colourless line (similar to 20/Pf.4)

Plate Flaws 

1. Double embossing, one inverted (20th stamp on the half sheet).

2. Similarly, one clearer, in left lower value figure and in 'FRANCO'

3. Badly worn print with colourless areas in the stamp picture.

4. Colourless area on the 
IF 1 (cross line elongated). 7th stamp

5. Vertical colourless lines (similar to 20/Pf.4)

L6. 100. aniline pink 

a) aniline pink

11. Double perforation

Plate Flaws 

1. 'V I like 'Y' (as Illus. 30/Pf.5) elongated 
!F t , 'IA' or towards

the bottom indentation to lower bar of cross.

2. Diagonal or vertical colourless streaks in corner fields.

3. Indentation in middle of left margin line.

4. Vertical colourless lines (similar to 20/Pf.4).
5. Cleft margin lines

47. 15c. yellow

A

Colour Shades

b) aniline red

Variety 
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SITTING HELVETIA, PERFORATED (Cont.)

15c. yellow-

11. Double print
12. Double perforation (Illus.)
13. Double control marks. ram. vertically misplaced.

40. 20c. orama

Varieties

11. Double print (at least 1 mm. misplaced) (Illus.) - Note
12. Misplaced relief print.
13. Double Perforation.
14. Print on patched paper.

Note: Double prints, less misplaced, are valued considerably lower
(5-10 Frs.). So-called double prints, really only slightly
crooked prints, have no particular value.

Plate Flaws

1. Badly worn impression
2. IV I like IV, elongated I L I or 'H i towards bottom. (Illus.30/Pf.5)

50. 40c. grey

IL': Double perforation
12. About I ram, fleck on left decorative band (C.2)

Plate Flaw

Colourless line from the 
1
40 , upper left to IT in IFRANCOI

(41st stamp on the half sheet). (Illus. 42/131.1)
51. 50c, lilac 

Variety 

11. Double print, obverse clearly misplaced.

Plate Flaws

1. Double embossing, one inverted (21st stamp on half sheet)
2. Cleft margin lines.

52. 1 Fr. gold
Variety

11. Misplaced relief print

The illustration No.37/A 15 of two pieols of stamp, arises from the
fact that the defective sheet of paper had a piece of paper stuck over it
before printing. The used stamp would be loosened in water from the cover,
when it would separate into the two original conAtuent parts. Similarabnormal pieces, which originate through patches or folding of the paper
occur on other values.

(To be continued..)

Varieties 
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I was not so lucky, however, as to find one of the g
reatest of all modern

Swiss rarities, the 5c. overprint on Ti 0. Type III. When the postal authorities

decided to overprint the old values, all stocks held
 by post offices were called

in. It appears that a small branch office sent in a
 very few sheets of the Tic.

Type III (the original issue of this value was in J
anuary 1910). These sheets

were duly overprinted, but it is believed that not 
more than 300 400 of these

stamps wore over issued.

There is little startling to be said about the remai
ning "Tell Boy' stamps.

The 5c, orange (Z.152) was issued in 1921 (160 million), and exists in two mai
n

shades, red-orange and yellow-orange. There are no
 major varieties. The colour

chance of 1924, the 50. violet, provides a wider field for research. Of the 105

million printed the most common colour shade is the 
dark-blue-violet, while the

grey-violet and the light bluish-violet represent 
the earlier printings. Because

the ink was apt to run a number of flaws occurred, p
articularly 'thin letters;

thin figures, missing left foot
, etc., caused by the ink covering the white

or lighter parts of the design. Of this stamp (z.157), there is, however, an

interesting perforation variety with double perfs ru
nning vertically.

In June 1927 yet another change of colour of the 5c.
 value was issued,

owing to another increase in postal rates; this tim
e in reddish-lilac, of which

106 millions were printed. Shades vary from dull t
o dark saturated. The only

worth-while flaw is the 'defective frame' (bulging a
t left top and right top).

This is Z.170. Paso in June there was a new Tic. value in green, ranging from

bluish to very dark tints (Z.171). There are no majo
r flaws.

In January of 1920 a c. stamp in brownish-olive was added (Z.169), of

which 6,600,000 were issued. Three varieties worth
 noting are: Defective bow

below the handle (35th stamp in the sheet), a defor
med 1 2 1 in the fraction, and

the fraction line in ' I higher or lower.

The year 1930 brought the 'Tell Boy' design to a clo
se.

In June two provisionals were issued, a 3c. overprin
t on the 2ic. (Z.169)

of which 5 million copies were issued (Z.100) and a 50. overprint on the 
7- c.

(Z.171) of which 1,200,000 copies appeared (Z.101).
 The only flaws of these

two stamps are 'shifted' overprints, some of them c
an be found as far as the

centre of the stamp. Double overprints are printer'
s waste and were never

officially issued to the post offices.

Finally, in July 1930, the last two 'Tell Boy' stam
ps appeared: a 304

violet-blue (Z.102) and a 50. olive-green (Z.
103). These stamps were issued

on both smooth and grilled buff paper. The 3c. was 
printed from the Type II

designs 4 million were printed on smooth and 3,000,000 on grilled pa
per, while

69 million on smooth and 50 million on grilled paper were printed of the 50.

value.

Varieties deserving consider-tion OCCUT only on the smooth paper issues,

namely bulging frame lines on the 11th and 16th sta
mps in the sheet of the 30.,

and a (rare) double perforation on the 5c. Shades of both range from light to

dark colours.

Four years later the 'Tell Boy' and 'Tell' designs w
ere replaced by the

first 'Landscapes' and a long historic period had co
me to an end.

FINIS

Recent articles in the Helvetia News

Letter have indicated some of the many

sidelines which can be explored.

If your interests lie in this direct-

ion, or if you prefer to keep to more

straightforward collecting, you still

need the benefit of being able to look

at material in your own home, with time

to search for those items which best fit in

with your studies. Let me therefore. send

you selections on al)proval or against your

Want Lists.

(DI 81 Akiv/3TRON6
1 A.. Lovi Lane, Torrisholme,MORE'CAN

DE,



LIECHTENSTEIN NEW iSSUES
New issU0S-Oo be made on 3rd December, are as .follows:

A. DRPINITIVES Additional Value
3 Fr. -Portrait of Prince Franz Josef II 'dark grey
Designer:
2ngravers
Printing:
Stamp size:
Paper:

Adalbert Pilch, Vienna
Alfred Nefe, Vienna
Gravure by Austrian State Printing Works,- Vienna
30 x 39 run. .., in sheets of 16 stamps
White, wood-free stamp paper.

B. CHRISTMAS STAMP

30 Hp. - Mother and Child - 5 colours: ochre/red-brn/violot-grn/
brownish-black/dark red

Design: From the tree carving by Rudolf Schndler - adapted by
Walter Wachter, Schaan

Printing: Heliogravure by Courvoisier S.A., Lc Chaux-de-Fonds
Stamp size: 26 x 36 mm. ... in sheets of 20 stampsPaper: White, with brown & green fibres.

C. SPECIAL STAMPS - Arms of Ecclesiastical Patrons - Series II
20 Hp. Abbey of St.Johann in Thurtal - 6 colours: yellow/red/

blue/gold/silver/lt.blue
Convent of Schanis - 3 colours: red/gold/lt.grey
Abbey of St.Gallen - 4 colours: red/black/gold/Lt.grn.
Louis JAger, Vaduz
Heliogravure by Courvoisier S.A.
20 x 33.5 run. ... in sheets of 20 stamps
White, with brown & green fibres.

The stamps will be on sale from 30th November and valid for
postage from 3rd December. Special covers will be available for each issue
and a first day cancellation applied to all, showing a cross within the head
of a crozier and reading; 'VADUZ AUSGABETAG - 3 DEZ. 19701.

30 Hp.
75 Rp.

Designer:
Printing:
Stamp size:
Paper:

NEWS OF MEMBERS - AND REQUESTS 

Our member , Mrs.E.Wiltshire, of
26 Simmil Road, Claygate, Esher,Surrey,
wishes to obtain ordinary postmarks of
Bern, particularly Bern 6 (Kirohenfeld)
and Bern 0(Kramgasse) and others - any
period, by purchase or exchange.

A note from Dr.Ganz:

The U.S. Perfins Club will publish
an album/catalogue of Swiss Perfins
known to date, scheduled to appear
about August 1971. Estimated price
around El. but not yet definite.
Dr.Ganz would appreciate a note from
anyone interested - no money required
yet - to help gain an estimate of how
many copies will be required.

Incidentally, we also hear that
Dr.Ganz received a silver medal at the
Chicago Philatelic Society's Exhibition
for his exhibit of 'Printed to Private
Order Postal Stationery of Switzerland'
- Congratulations:

' THE

'AMATEUR COLLECTOR

S WITZERLAND

CATALOGUE , 1971

Have you sent us

your subscription for Price Change

Bulletins? When we receive the

form, which is after page 106 in

your Catalogue, we can keep you up-

to-date with price and corrections.

Jithout this service - you don't

know what is happening!

The subscription is 4/-
in the U.K. No.l. has already

been sent to subscribers.

NEW SLOGAN CANCELLATIONS

Eidg. VolkszRhlung 1 Dec.1970 -Grenchen
Basel/Schwyz/Zurich/Winterthur

Recensement de la population ler dec.'
1970 - Geneva/Lausanne •

Censimento della popolazione 1.dic.
1970 - Lugano

Semaine genevoise de la paix, 0 au 15
Nov.1970 - Geneva 1 to 15/11

H.L.KATCHER

THE AMATEUR COLLECTOR Dn.,
151, Park Road, St.John's Wood,

LONDON. NWO 7HU

Telephone: 01-506-0616
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'T" DUES ETc
by Peter Hobbs

Having read with interest the article on 'Modern Postage Dues' by

Dr. G.G.Ritchie, published some time ago in our 'News Letter' and being at

present in Geneva, I have been pursuing this subject'and append some further

observations which I hope may be useful.

Letters coming from abroad, or going abroad, all seem to be marked by

hand or with a very large T, as - I- 1.60, -T
.
 20 etc., Normal definitives are

fixed to the front and cancelled! 60 I 50 with a t
T
t in circle or large

outlined ' Tit , sometimes tying the stamp to the cover. The postman then delivers

it and either collects the money due, or if no-one is at home, as can happen in

the blocks of flats here, he puts a form in the letter-box to say the letter can

be collected at the nearest post office. The letter is taken back to the post

office and the stamps are cancelled 
IANNULE 1 in this area, 

ITINGIMPIG' in German-

speaking areas, and I hope to find out next year that the stamp 
IANNULAT0 1 is

used (or an equivalent) in the Italian speaking region. The letter is often

backstamped with the date of the P.O. When the letter is collected stamps are

again affixed and 'T
1 cancelled or, if you are unlucky, just date-stamped. The

type A (
I
T' in circle) mark was the subject of a display at a recent exhibition

here in Geneva; thick and thin 'T's were shown and also several 'damaged' ones.

As Dr.Ritchie says the usual one is type A and the only type D (large outlined
IT 1 ) in this area seems to be used at Coppet. Not all the post offices appear

to have a t
T
t stamp; certainly the office below our Organisation does not use

one, but employ a large-I-
!

on any of my overweight letters to England.

50 

I can only think the differences with the type li are due to age and the

use of oil-based ink on a rubber stamp which softens it and allows it to 'spread'.

The earliest use of type A that I have found is on a cover from Strasbourg to

Zurich in 1919, but it is not on the stamp. The 'ANN
IULE' is a straight-line 22mm.

x 4.5mm. and again appears to be rubber as some copies I have appear to be 'boxed'

no doubt due to a heavy handl Another is 27 on. x 5 mm. and was applied at
Lausanne Depot, the letters are bolder and wider than those of Geneva. Another

cover I I have from France has a 50 c. stamp cancelled with a black 
t
T
t by hand,

it would seem with a marking crayon. If, you post a letter overseas, underpaid,

and put your address on the back, the post office send you a card asking you to

attach stamps to the underpaid value and put it back in a letter box, what they

would do with the letter if you did not return the card I have yet to discover.

The 'ANNULE I stamp and the German and Italian, are not easy to find and

the rarity is probably in proportion to the number of people speaking each

language, thus making the Italian one, if it exists, very scarce. I have found

no trace of the star-burst' ANNUM as mentioned by Dr.Ritchie and can only

suppose it is one which 'slipped'. I have seen Pro Patria and Pro Juventute

stamps t
T
t cancelled on cover, but as yet have not been able to purchase one.

While on the subject of covers, I have come accross one or two items

which may be worth mentioning. One is a cover from Geneva to Locarno in 1[163.
It left Geneva on Saturday 3.10.63, passed through Aarau on 3.X.63, then has a

Schiffsbureau stamp for 4.0ct 63 -which seems to be but is slightly over-

stamped by a Luzern cds of 4 Oct. 63 and a Locarno of 5 Oct. 63: In view of
the details given in Dr.Ganz's article (p.27,April 1969) this would seem to

be an earlier known use of 
I SCHInSDUREAU

I . The cancellation is a double circle

enclosing the date and is not the same as those illustrated. Perhaps someone

has an explanation.

Fiscal stamps-these are used on :posters in Cantons, Geneva, Vaud,

Neuchatel, Fribourg and Valais at the rates of 10c., 10c., 20c., 60c., and 10c.,

respectively, while the lease for my flat has al fr. and a 50c. on it*

Cancellations can be anything from official police rubber-stamps, pen-cancels,

to the stamp from the shop issuing the poster! Another article or information

on these would no doubt help a lot of people.

Another strange cancellation is the octagonal telegraph cancel, of which

I have six copies on definitives and publicity stamps. These are not easy to

find, but are interesting.

The next London Group Meeting, on Wednesday 9th December, will be

a SOCIAL EVENING, with a SLIDE SHOW to be arranged by Mr.E.Lienhard.

Bring the Wife . . • or the girl friend! All visitors welcome.



can be ordered through HARRIS PUBLIC-
ATIONS LTD., 42, Maiden Lane, London WC2E

714.
ZUMSTEIN SWITZERLAND/LIECHTENSTEIN

Pocket Size: Price 0/- postage 10d.
Registered mail: 3/10d.

ZUNSTEIN EUROPE: Price 70/- post
-do- with thumb index: 00/- 7/6d.

ZUMSTEIN SWITZERLAND/LIECHTENSTEIN 
SPECIALISED

The XXth Edition will be issued in the
course of the Spring of 1971.

* * * * * *

Supplements to the EUROPE Catalogue
are published regularly in the

BERNER DRIEFMARKEN-ZEITUNG 

Annual fee 30/-; with extra supplement
to the catalogue: 35/-

* * * * * *
for fine, first class stamps ....

RARITIES OF SWITZERLAND AND EUROPE 
send your Want Lists to:

ZUMSTEIN & CIE

Propr. Hertsch & Cie

P.O. Box 2505 CH-3001 BERN

Pa e so HELVETIA NEWS

THE 1939 NATIONAL EXPOSITION
POSTAL STATIONERY 

In 1939, on the occasion of the
exquisitely staged Swiss National Ex-
position in Zurich, a series of postal
cards and letter cards were produced
for sale at the various post offices
within the exposition grounds. They
were manufactured by a private firm,
but were postally valid from any post
office as long as the stamps of same
design (4 values of the crossbow and
tree twig, all in 3 languages) were
good for postage.

What is also known is that there
are two distinct printings of these
cards, the picture photographs on the
first set of 10c. inland rate being
dark black, and the second brownish-
grey; while the 20c. value equally had
two printings. Further one knows that
both series of cards, as well as the
letter cards were imprinted with either
a French, German or Italian text stamp,
but what is NOT known to anyone, it
seems and what varies seemingly from
so-called 'complete series' to 'comp-
lete series' is WHICH picture cards
exist with WHICH language stamp imprint.
Quite a few cards are known with the
same photo picture and text, but the
stamp in more than one language. In
order to catalogue in detail this part-
icular series of postal stationery
issues, it would be very much apprec-
iated indeed if owners of both cards &
letter cards would inform Felix Ganz,
Apt.3303,1103,S.Michigan Ave, Chicago

60605 U.S.A. of the exact condit-
ions of each item owned from these sets:

1. Picture caption under photo vignette.
2. Colour of picture (in order to

identify 1st or 2nd printings).
3. Denomination and language of stamp

imprinted (there exist letter cards
without any stamp imprint, too).

4. Information whether piece owned isp
ostal card or letter card.

Any participation in this'project
will be enormously appreciated because
the 'S' section of the World Postage 
Stationery Catalogue by Higgins & Gage
should carry better and more up-to-date
information when it will see the day of
publication some time in 1971, than
does the last issue of the Zumstein
Postal Stationery Catalogue 

SPECIAL CANCELLATIONS

1. International Philatelic Mooting 
(Jumelage) in Basel - to be held on

5 Dec 1970. A special cancel will be used
depicting a posthorn, and reading
'4000 BASEL JUMELAGE - 5.12.70.

2. Day of the Stamp 1970 - to be held
in Locarno on 6 Dec 1970. The special

cancel depicts a lion rampant between
date 6.12-1970 and reads:-
Giornata del Francobollol. 
AUTOMOBILE CANCEL:
Auto 3 - MORGARTEN Histor. Schiessen un

ennn

LETTER NOVEMBER 1 0
NORTHERN GROUP: Hon Sec. R.A.EDYLE

The November Meeting in Bradford
was PRESIDENT'S DAY, when members were
entertained by DR.R.G.TURNER from York
who presented his first full display
to the Group.

His subject was the Definitive Land-
scape issues. Beginning with the high
values of the 1914, he showed a large

- selection of the 1934 & 1936 small
landscape issues with their subsequent
change of die,colour,paper and design
and concluded with the issue of 1949.
Also shown were many tete-beche and
interspace pairs showing the various
methods of cancelling the blank row;
and the small types on thin oily paper.

There was a fine study of the print-
ing of the two dies of the 1936 5c.green.
Type I with the break in the mountain is
illustrated in the Zumstein catalogue
and his conclusions on dating and paper
types from a study of many hundreds of
postmarks were shown in graph form. A
rare se-tenant block showed both types.

Dr.Turner also produced many photo-
graphic enlargements of the stamps where
the excellent printing detail could be
seen most clearly and pages of butterfly
stamps where the design as used in the
Pro Juventute issues is common to that
of other countries, finally completing
the display with a case of mounted
butterflies, emphasising the beautiful
design and colours of the stamps
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ON THE TRAIL OF MODERN VARIETIES
By D. Trevillion

In the August 1966 issue of the 'Helvetia N
ews Letter', the late A. Guilds

wrote a very interesting article under the
 above heading. Amongst others,

the article described a number of varietie
s which are to be found on the 20 C.

'Mounted post-rider' issue of 1960. One of the varieties mentioned consisted

of short shading lines on one of the horse's forelegs. Whereas the shading

lines on the normal stamp go right across t
he foreleg, three of the lines are

short, as will be seen from Fig. (a).

Since reading the article, I have accumulated 460 copies of this partic-

ular stamp, and a close examination has shown that 20 of these co
ntain this

variety . . This proves that the variety is not merel
y due to faulty adherence

of ink;
. but to An error in the printing plate. It i

s thus a genuine error and

is worthy of note.

What makes this variety even more interesti
ng is the fact that there are

other shading errors in the foreleg which c
an also be described as recurring

errors; these are shown below. In the bat
ch of 460 examined Fig.(b) occurred

25 times-, Fig. (c) 4 times, and Fig. (d) 16 times.

It has been possible to establish that some
 of the varieties occur on

more than one stamp in a particular sheet.
 I have a block of 3 stamps se-tenant

which show variety (b) on both upper stamp
s, while the lower, right hand stamp

is normal. I also have 2 stamps on piece, 
both of which show variety (a).

Although these two stamps re not se-tenant
, it can be assumed that they were

both taken from the same sheet.

Only an examination of complete sheets prin
ted by various cylinders would

reveal exactly where and to what extent th
ese errors occur. However, members

of 'Helvetia' may well own blocks of this s
tamp which might help to place these

very interesting varieties. It has, incide
ntally, been established that these

varieties do net occur on coil stamps print
ed for sale in vending machines.

---0000coo---

Editor's Note: If other members have observations to make 
on this subject, I

should be glad to receive them.
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From the MCKET SECRETARY
Despite the fact that 23 of our

small Packets are out in circulation,
the amount of material submitted to date
is only about 55% of last year's figure.

In order to keep up the splendid
record established over the last year
more material is urgently required
BEFORE FEBRUARY, if it is to enjoy a
full circulation this season.

So please look out all your surplus
material, mount it - with prices in
decimal currency - and forward it as
soon as possible to

C. Rauch,
353, Baddow Road, .

CHELMSFORD,
Essex.

and my telephone No. is:

• (Chelmsford) 0245 54149

ADDITIONS TD THE LIBRARY: 

The following have been donated
to our Library:

DIE BUCHDRUCKAUSGABE 1882 Im Ziffer-
Muster ('Cross & Figure Issue'),

by M. Schio (German Text)

A copy of this excellent treatise
on a most difficult issue, an award
winner at 1 Philympia l has been kindly •
presented to us by the Author.

For anyone who wishes to obtain a
copy for leisurely study, it is obtain-
able from Verlag Zumstein & Cie,
Zeughausgasse, 3000 Bern at Sw.Fr.3-

DIE SCHWEIZER-MARKEN VON 1843-1854,
by Frhr C. Girsewald - published
by Larisch, MUnich,1898. German
text.
A detailed study of the Cantonal &

Transitional stamps.

DIE SCHWEIZERISCHE HOTELPOST OD DER
.,nnn•nn•n•••••n•rsamno,

RECENT SLOGAN CANCELLATIONS: 

Anniversaire de la remise a L I CIT du prix
'Nobel de la paix - 1211 Gen6ve 10
Service philat6lique de l'adminis*..
tration postale des Nations Unies.

Europameisterschaften im Eiskunstlaufen
und Eistanz, Zurich 2-7 Februar 1971 -

Bern, Basel & Zurich

Championnats d'Europe de patinage
artistique et de danse stir glace,
Zurich 2-7 feVrier 1971 - 1200 Geneve

& 2000 Neuchatel

Campionati europei di pattinaggio
artistico e ritmuco, Zurigp 2-7 febb-
raie 1971 - 6830 Chiasso

Eiehockey Weltmeisterschaften Bern-!!
Genf, 19 Marz - 3 April 1971

8000 Zurich

Championat du monde de hockey stir glace,
Berne-GehAve 19 mars - 3 avril 1971 -

.. 1000 Lausanne

Eishockey-Weltmeisterschaften Bern Lyss,
La Chaux-de-Fonds, 5-14 Mgrz 1971 -

3250 Lyss to 13 March 1971
Championat du monde de hockey stir glace
Bern Lyss, La Chaux-de-Fonds, 5-14 mars
1971 - 2510 Biel/Bienne

XXes . Epreuves internationales de ski,
16-17 janvier 71, Le Brassus t Vallee de
Joux - 1400 Yverdon

AUTOMOBILE CANCELS
Auto 3 Pro Juventute 1970 Frohe Wein-

achten Joyeux Noel Buon Natale
8022 Zurich, 12/13 Dec.

" 5 ESCALADE Geneve - 1970 - 1602 -
1211 Geneva, 12/13 Dec.

" 3 XXes Epreuves internationales de
Ski - 16-17 janvier 71 -
LE BRASSUS Vallee de Joux

1000 Lausanne,16/17 Jan.

HOTEL, TELEGRAFEN & TELEFONDIENST 
IM 19ten JAHRHUNDERT by H.Leutwyler,
published in 1962. German text.

A full listing of the cancellations
used by hotels, spas, hospices etc.

The above are available on loan, on
the usual terms, from the Secretary.

With Decimal Currency right on
the doorstep the new edition of
this Catalogue is more important
than ever.

Have you got your copy, and
ordered the Price Change Bulletins?

Price in U.K. & Europe:
15/- (75p) + 1/- (5p) for post

and packing

Overseas: 20/- including postage

Price Change Bulletins -
Subscription: 4/- (20p)

We wish all Helvetia Members a

HAPPY AND

PROSDE.1-CUS
NEW YEAR

H. L. KITCHEN
THE AMATEUR COLLECTOR LTD.

151 Park Road, St. John's Wood,
LONDON, NWB 7HU

Telephone: 01-586-0616



  

Translated (with permission) from the ZUMSTEIN SPECIALISED CATALOGUE
by MRS. N. MacMAHON & MR. H.E. CHAPMAN (Conclusion)

24.ALLETELINfrs

No. 28 2 c. grey-halved vertically, with 2x 2c. grey and 1 x 10 c. red

(No. 38), used 15 c.
No. 28 2 c. grey - 2 whole stamps and one halved used as 5 c.
No. 30 5 c. brown - halved diagonally used as 2 c.
No. 31 10 c. blue - half diagonally used as 5 c.
No. 32 20 c. orange-yellow, half diagonally used as 10 C.
No. 37 2 c. olive and vertically halved 2 c. olive used as 3 c. (BBZ 1950,

Page 143).
No. 37 2 c. olive - halved diagonally ,together with 2 whole stamps, used 50.

No. 38 10 c. red - halved diagonally, used as 5 C. (BBZ 1950, page 155)
No. 38 10 c. red_- halved-vertically, on 5 0. envelope (no. 16) used as 10 c.

prepayment (BBZ 1950, page 155)
No. 41 30 c. ultramarine

1. 30.(29) with

- halved diagonally, used 15 c.

COMBINED FRANKINGS

54.59 or 60
Plus
50%

rlus
53 or 58 50% 13. 2c.(44) with

2. 3c.(29) It 60, 62 or 69 50% 14. 5c.(45) " 54.57,60,61a 50%

3. 5c.(31 61, 66 or 67 25% 15. 5c.(45) 55 50%

4. 20c.p2 54, 55 50% 16. 10c.(46) 53,54.55.58.

5. 200. 32) 60 or 61a 25% 60,61,61a

6. 1 Fr(36) 60, 66 or 69 100% 62 or 63. 50

7. 20.(37) 55 or 61 50% 17. 15ctr7 60 75%
8. 100.(38) 55 30% 18. 20c. 48 55,60 or 61a 50%

9. 15c.(39) 54.55160.65 75% 19.,25c.(49) 60,61 or 66 50%
10. 25c.(40) 54 or 69 50% 20. 40c.(50) 66 100%

11. 40o.(42) 54 100% 21. 50c.(51) 66, 69 100%

12. 20.(44) 55 or 61a 504

The increases are for 'stamps on letter' prices reckoned in addition to

the compound prepayments of the used stamps. Particularly fine letters and

interesting combinations rank even higher. (23Z 1939 pages 134/136and-1940,

Page 37)-

'SPECIMEN' OVERPRINTS Height 3i mm., length 23.6 mm. 

Diagonal, - complete and exact handstamp from lower left

towards upper right (Illus. 1 & 3); only No.37 & No.69A

from upper left to lower right (Illus. 2). (Nos. 35,

58A, 68A, 69A & 72A produced with horizontal overprint).

II. Blue overprint: Similar, but less exact overprint, horizontally over two

stamps (upper & lower), or only over one stamp in the
middle (less oblique, but without first or last.capital

letter and mostly with parts of some overprint from

adjoining stamps).

III. Black overprint: The same handstamp in the middle of the stamp, somewhat

obli quely placed, so the first and last letter is miss-

ing wholly or in part (Illus. 4).

IV. Overprint I BPECIMENI.r
. height 2i•mm., length 14.8 ram., handstamp;-calour---

violet-black (Illus. 5).

1862/78 White Paper 1882 Granite Paper

I II III IV
. 	I II III IV.

I. Black overprint:
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SITTING HELVETIA PERFORATEP 1862-62 (cont.)

1881 Granite Paper 1882/92 White Paper
I II III IV -	IVI II III

.66A 20c. orangeolive
- 660 20c. ."brown
- 67A 25c. greenrose

670 25c.orange
680 30c. browngrey

- 69A 40c. greylilac
70A 50c. blue52 1Fr. gold
70C 50c. "1882 White Paper
71A 1Fr. lilac

: 710 1Fr.brown-lilac
72A 3Fr. olive-brnultramarine

yellow
Re II: Nos. 29,30,32,40 & 43 have been
found only with inverted overprint.

Editor's Note;  Nos. 54 - 72 actually belong to the 'Cross & Figure' and
'Standing Helvetia' series but are included in these tables

for convenience. Because of changing values the prices quoted in the catalogue
have been omitted and the items indicated by '-'.

As directed from 14th May 1883, all the stamps of the issue of 1862/81
were declared to be 'out of circulation' (obsolete) on let October 1883. By
20th October 1883 all post offices had to hand over the remaining unsold stock.
The exchange period for the public, valid to let January 1884, was prolonged and
closed finally on 3Dth June 1887.

On 1St July 1887 the Post Office made known that the remainder of both
issues (white and granite papers) would be given over for collecting purposes at
rates considerably below nominal value. The stamps already allocated to coll-
ection purposes were provided with the black handstaup "Ausser Kurs" (Illus. I)
or "AUSSER KURS" (Illus. II) to prevent misuse during the extended period.

The overprint runs from the lower left towards the upper right. The first
or last letter runs mainly onto the adjoining stamp.

44 20.
450 5c.
46 10c.
48 20c.
50 40c.
51 50c.

54 5c.
56 12c.
57 150.

Oa

am*

•IMO

Overprint I: Ausser Kure 

Black overprint: white paper

29 3c. black
29A inverted ovei rint
36 1Fr. gold
37 2c.. olive .
39 15c. yellow
39A .' inverted overprint
40 25c. green
42 40c. gray
43 .50c. lilac

Blue overprint
29 3c. black

Overprint II: AUSSERKURS

II Black overprint: granite paper

44 2c. olive
45 5c.. brown
46 10c. carmine
47 15c. yellow
48 20c. orange

- 49 25c. green
• 50 40c. grey
- 51 5004 lilac

52 1Fr.- gold

- -70000000---
The next section to be dealt with will be the 'CROSS & FIGURE' issues.

NEXT LONDON GROUP MEETING
As this issue of the 'News Letter' will be despatched following the Christ-

mas holiday, will members please note that the next meeting will be on Wednesday',
13th January, 1971, and will be held, by kind invitation of MR. H. L. KATCHER, at
the premises of The Amateur Collector Ltd., 151 Park Road, St. John's Wood,at 6.30 p.m.

To enable arrangements to be made for the evening will those members who
wish to attend, kindly advise Mr. Katcher in advance.

---0000000---
REMINDLES FOR JANUARY ...

-Renewal Subscriptions due on 1st January. MORE Booklets required for Exchange
Packet.

Northern Group Meeting: Saturday, 2nd. January. Subject: 'EARLY POSTAL
MARKINGS'. Discussion Leader - Mr. L. Moore.
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POSTAL DEPOTS PARCEL ACC PTA NC E STAT 10t
Some adventures - and misadventures - in search of thes

e

somewhat rare cancellations

by I. Tillen

Last year I was fortunate in meeting Dr. Felix Ganz in 
Switzerland and

we had great fun in obtaining Parcel Acceptance Cancell
ations in a small

grocery shop at Ennetmoos. The little old lady who was
 in charge was very

surprised to be asked to 
post a large parcel (containing climbing boots) and

wanted to know Why it could not have been posted at a l
arger post office.

Having explained that it was the cancellation that was
 wanted, she finally

relented, the parcel was weighed, stamps were produced 
and Dr. Ganz was

allowed to cancel the parcel himself, to secure a neat 
and decipherable

strike - and also one for me with the explanation that 
I was 'a mad phil-

atelist seeking cancellations'. Some purchases were ma
de to appease the

old lady and there was satisfaction all round.

An attempt to find a P.A. station at Rotmoos was unsuc
cessful, although

I did hear later that he did eventually discover it to 
be located - of all

places - in a cheese factory! (I wish I had been prese
nt on that occasion,

never having visited such an establishment.)

These experiences having whetted my appetite, and follo
wing the excellent

article contributed to our 'News Letter' by Dr. Ganz, 
I decided, when on

holiday in Switzerland this year, to try to find some o
f these elusive postal

acceptance stations for myself.

I had been given a list of P.A. stations thought to be
 still in exist-

ence around Romanshorn and Arosa, the areas in which my
 holiday was to be spent.

I worked out a plan to try to obtain 5 cancels in one day, then decided this

was too ambitious and set off to try for one at Arbon, 
and later those at

Hurnen and Goldbach.

In Arbon I made for Landquart Strasse 14 where the P.A
. station should

have been, only to find I was 3 months too late: It had ceased operations

and been closed down. This was a shOp and the man dire
cted me to an address

There a new one was supposed to operate, but this again
 proved to be non-

existent. So after 3 hours of searching my first attempt resulted
 in failure

and shows how hard it is nowadays to find these parcel 
acceptance depots.,

even if listed in the PTT directory as they may no long
er exist or have moved.

sedond attempt, armed with 4 parcels already stamped with 20c. coil

stamps, necessitated a complicated timetable to try to 
spend about 2 hours

in Eschlikon and 2 hours in Goldbach. At Romanshorn I 
obtained a special

round ticket to St. Gallen and back through Rorschach, 
with an extra ticket

to get to the latter place, but all the connections wer
e achieved and it was

a delightful cross-country trip. At one station I Was 
even presented with

a coloured brochure of the area (A tip for British Rai
l!)

At Eschlikon I hired a bicycle - something I had not do
ne before - but

understood could be done in Switzerland and found it n
ecessitated merely

filling in a form and making a pre-payment of Fr.2.50 
(about 5/-) for the hire.

Liter a pleasant ride I reached the village of Hurnen, but 
again NO P.A.

station, only 
,a yellow post-box, into which I dropped one parcel. Th

is

arrived in Arosa postmarked 
l Eschlikon

t i . but it
. did have

. a white registry.

label; apparently the post Vantakes the parcels to th
e nearest post office

and the label wasattached because it 'was sufficiently
 stamped. / cycled on

to Sirnach station where I posted another parcel and i
t received the railway

station cancellation twice. Ithen cycled back toEs
chlikon, turned in the

cycle and proceeded by train to St. Gallen and on to G
oldbach, which is not

far from Rorschach.

At Goldbach I enquired at the post office, confirmed t
hat there was a

P.A. station at Sonnenhaldenstrasse 3 and reached it after a short bus journey,

only to find it closed - open only on Mondays and Frid
ays. I left 2 parcels

with the man in the flat above, to be sent on to Arosa
 When the P.A. station

was open. Unfortunately on arrival in Arosa I found th
ey had been cancelled,

at Rorschach; the man must have misunderstood me and h
ad walked into Rorschach

and posted them for me. A case of mistaken kindness:

Not until I was at Arosa did I meet with success. This
 was at Chur where



Brienz (BE)
7505 Celerina/

Schlarigna
7075 Churwalden
9444 Diepoldsau
8876 Filzbach
6311 Finstersee
7017 Flims Dorf
8890 Plums
6442 Gersau
6082 Goldern

(Haslibere)

3925 Grachen 1510
3506 Grosshoch- 3825

stetten 9523
7549 Guarda 2560
8215 Hallau 8843
9410 Heiden 9242
6052 Hergiswil (NW) 3771
6082 Hohfluh 6082

(Hasliberg)
3303 Jegenstorf 1838
8802 Kilchberg (ZH) . 7531
7240 Kablis

TOURIST PUBLICITY CANCELLATIONS 7099
The following have been withdrawn 31771852.and replaced by new ones which include 9620the postal code number:

4149
3855

L....ge 86 HELVETIA NEWS LETTER DECEMBER 1970 
POSTAL DEPOTS etc. (Continued)

I had been informed there were probably 3 P.A. stations still in
Rheinstrasse 87,'Bolettastrasse 5'and Loestrasse 65.

The second of these turned out to be a private house and no-one knew of a
Parcel Acceptance station in the street. On the point of returning to the
bus stop I enquired of a passer-by, showed him my parcel, and he said there
was a small grocery shop about 100 yards up the road which took in parcels.
Was success in sight at last? I found the shop and it had a notice in the win-
dow stating that it was a Paketannahmestelle.

Here I handed over an already stamped parcel of books; the assistant had
stamped it twice before I could ask her to do so lightly. However, she did
allow me to cancel several stamps myself, and the postvan which had just
arrived, took my parcel. I was delighted at thus finding my first P.A. station,
they had been so elusive so far, and so elated that I bought some strawberries
which I later shared with the very helpful man in the Chur Postal Bus depot
who had given me the directions for finding the offices. Next I went to the
one at Bolettastrasse 5 and found it be similarly a shop, but this time a most
obliging old lady actually spent some time cleaning the canceller to give a
clean impression and even allowed me to get some strikes for myself on paper and
on stamps before I left for the third and last P.A. station I hoped to find in
Chur, but when I did locate it, it was no longer a P.A. station but a proper
Post Office with the circular canceller Chur 4, but they did have a straight-
line one also of which they let me have several cancellations: 7000 Chur 4
Rinestrasse.

As a conclusion to this article I would like to mention my wonderful trip
by postal coach from Char to Flims, then Thusis and up the Val Anvers to
Crests, and Juf. Juf is the highest all year round inhabited village in Europe,
situated at over 7000 ft. I managed to locate the post office there and spent
20 minutes of our 1 hour stop in there posting parcels and letters, and the
amusing incident here is that first of all it was so dark she had' to put on
the electric light before looking at the parcel which I had all ready and
stamped to send to Dr. Ganz in America. I was sure it had not sufficient
stamps on it to go by airmail and registered. It took her ages to find a reg-
istration label - at first she said she had not got one. Several drawers
hadto be pulled out to find the books with the cost of registration and airmail.
She insisted that there were enough stamps on the parcel. Just then the post-
man arrived and I was hurriedly asked to get back in front of the counter -
I had been inside her office before he arrived: She conferred with him for
ages and he also seemed to think no more stamps were required, so I gave up
the argument and left the parcel with them.

When, after arrival of the package in America, I heard from Dr. Ganz,
his comment was: "How, by the way, did you get the letter weighing 70 grams
posted to

'
 me at Juf for S.Fr. 2.40? The tariff should have been 0.70 letter

registry fee, 4 fold letter rate Fr.1.40, airmail 14 x 25 cts. per 5 grams .
3.50: total 5.60 francs. It had just enough postage for sea-mail 1st class:
You must have sweet talked the postmistress into believing you were sending
a registered printed matter, sealed, with a long letter inside."

I am sure Dr. Ganz will not mind me quoting from his letter as this
incident makes such a good conclusion to this article about my misadventures
in Switzerland on this memorable philatelic minded holiday of 1970.

•

operation at

Langwies
Laupen (BE)
Leysin 2
Lichtensteig
Mariastein
Moudon
MUrren
Nesselnbach
Nidau
Oberiberg
Oberuzwil
Oeschseite
Reuti
(Hasliberg)

Rougemont
Sta Maria im
Anstertal

Sans Grund
Schaffhausen
S-chanf
Schgnried
Sohwellbrun
Pent
Le Sepey
Stechelberg
Tannenbodenalp

(Plums)
Unterbach (,VS)
Valangin
Val bella
Vitznau
Wald (ZH) •
Wangs
Wassen (UR)

3901
8200
7525
3778
9103
7551
1863
3801
8891

3941
2042
7077
6354
8636
7323
6484
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By E. H. SPIRO

It is well over 50 years since the first 
Tell-head stamp was issued and

this may be a good enough excuse to consi
der for a short time the interesting

story of this design which has appeared i
n no less than 15 different values

and changes of colour over a period of m
any years. Indeed, the Tell stamps

were still valid until the end of 1942 when they were superseded by the

various landscapes.

During the first decade of this century a
 strong trend developed on the

Continent against the pomposity and exces
sive ornamentation in the fine arts,

which in this country was particularly ma
rked in the paintings of the pre-

Raphaelites. The design by Charles L'Epl
attenier, particularly those of the

Helvetia figure of 1907/09 and of the Sitting Helvetia with Sword, were

attacked by critics as pretentious, stilt
ed and fanciful, and there was a

general clamour for more simple, strong 
and unaffected stamp design. The

postal authorities decided to yield to th
e public demand and arranged an open

competition. Its result was the acceptan
ce of a design submitted by Richard

Kissling, an artist belonging to a circle
 of younger Swiss painters and

sculptors, who had designed the Wilhelm T
ell monument at Altdorf.

Kissling used his original drawing for th
e Lltdorf monument in design-

ing the new stamp and, when submitting th
e essays, made a condition that the

stamp, whatever its colour, must not be p
rinted on white paper but on sepia

or buff toned paper, so that a relief eff
ect could be created - the effect of

a oculptured head of the legendary hero a
nd not just a flat 'photo' on white

background. After some haggling - becaus
e of the higher production cost

this condition put on printing - the post
al authorities placed an order for

specially manufactured buff paper on whic
h the new stamps were to be printed.

From Kissling's drawings, J. Sponger, a w
ell-known Swiss engraver, pro-

duced several plates, one or two of which
 did not meet the approval of the

postal authorities', as they thought the l
ettering was not clear enough. The

first Tell stamp saw the light of day on 
July 8th, 1914. It wai the 10c. red

which we now know as Type II, with the cr
oss-bars in the 'H' and 

I t I in the

middle ofthe letters. Somebody at the Po
st Office wanted the lettering

changed once again, with the cross-bars 
in the middle of the letters. Thus

Type I was created. As we can see, Type 
II was, infect, issued before Type

I. Of Type II about 300,000,000 of the 1
0 c. red were produced, of Type I

only 6 4000,000 copies of this val
ue. then new values were introduced and

the colours subsequently changed, printin
gs of the Tell design became very

much larger than those of the originally 
issued 10c. value; for instance, the

10 c. green (Z.153) was issued in 1,134,000,000 copies.

The design with its plain background and 
the bold drawing of the hero's

strong features, proved to be timeless. 
It appealed to the taste of the time

and is found to be attractive and suitabl
e for a . stamp design today. Th

e Tell

stamps provide a limited but interesting
 field to the specialist. A number

of varieties - apartfroM the different pap
ers, sthooth and grilled, on which

some of the values were issued - can help
 to enliven the pages of the album.

Perhaps the most interesting varieties oc
cur on the early values such 

as the

10 c. red, 12 0. 9 .15 c. violet and mauve and the 20 c. violet (Z.1
54). This

stamp in particular, shows some marked fl
aws, such as a broken '2' and a

'smoke ring' above Tell's head. On most 
of the values there are 'broken

figures', 'broken letters', white spots, 
white lines, interrupted frame lines

and other flaws and none of these minor v
arieties (nor the major ones) are

very rare or expensive. .

Several of the Tell values were overprint
ed as 

I provisionals
1 . Because

of sudden changes in postal rates in 1915
 and 1921, three Tell-heads were •

given new values and used as provisionals
 in common with some of the Tell- .

boy values and the Helvetia with Sword st
amps.

Although there exist only three Tell-head
 overprints, they provide a

wide and interesting field to the special
ist because, owing to the hurry with

which the overprints were made, a large 
number of varieties resulted. Some of

the more important varieties will be desc
ribed next month. r

To be continued)



 

NORTHERN GROUP: Hon.Sec.2.A. HOYLE,
6 ' Limes Ave. Huddersfield,Rd.Ralifax.

At the meeting in Bradford on
December 5th, Ai.. I.Gilchrist,pre-
sented a display of SWISS AIRMAILS.
This covered all the main stamp issues,
varieties and First Day covers,.to-
gether with other stamps showing aero-
planes or related subjects. The display
took the form of illustrating the var-
ious field or topics in airmail coll-
ecting and among the topics shown were
private flights, cards with special
postmarks, air-letters, Zeppelin
flights, flights from exhibitions,
flight covers from other countries to
Switzerland, soldier stamps and covers,
airmail postal stationery and Bundes-
feier cards. Pro-aero covers, balloon
flight cards and labels, and propa-
ganda flight cards with special labels.

Other items were displayed by
Messrs. Eastwood & Wilson and Dr.
Ritchie, with the large attendance of
members enjoying the large and varied
amount of material on view.

R.A.H.

SPECIAL COMMEMORATIVE CANCEL

To mark the 1000th anniversary of
the commune of OBERBIPP, a special
pictorial circular cancellation will
be used on 14th January reading:
453$ OBERBIPP - 14.1.71 - 1000 Jahre..

The

CATALOGUES 1 971

can be ordered through HARRIS PUBLIC-
ATIONS LTD., 42 Maiden Lane, London,
W.C.2E 71W

ZUNTEIN SWITZERLAND/LIECHTENSTEIN 
Pocket Size: Price 8/- postage 10d.

Registered Mail: 3/10d.
ZUMSTEIN EU2OPE: Pri3e70/post
- do - with thumb index: 80/- 7/6d.

ZUMSTEIN SWITZERLAND/LIECHTENSTEIN
'	SPECIALISED

The XXth Edition will be issued in
the Course of the Spring of 1971.

LONDON GROUP; Hon. Sec. , Mrs.E.J.RAWNSLEY

The threat of power cuts, plus fog
in some areas, sadly reduced tha att-
endance at the December meeting, but
those stalwarts who refused to be Put
off by either prospect were well re-
warded'and by good luck no cuts interr-
upted the proceedings.

The evening was a . semi-social one
at which Mr. E. Lienhard, assisted by
Mr. C. Rauch, presented a delightful
show of colour slides of Switzerland.
Mr. Rauch showed superb mountain.scen-
ery, chiefly from the Gotthard and Saas
Pee areas. Although he assured us that
the weather not always perfect, the
scenes captured on film showed Switzer-
land et her loveliest.

Mr. Lienhard followed with a further
selection from Many areas of the country,
many of which had connections with stamp
designs, and also many close-ups of Indian-
tain flowers, some of which he has succ-
essfully grown in his own Essex garden.

For details of the next London meet-
ing, see announcement on papie 84. 
TOURIST PROPAGANDA CANCELS - frem 7 Jan.
1613 ST. SAPHORIN (LAVAUX) Un site

unique (K.549)
2613 VILLERET - Combe-Grede - Entree

parc jurassien ("K.550)
6246 ALTISHOFEN - Schloss Pfyffer 1571

(K.551) 
PICTORIAL SLOGAN CANCEL 
ROMONT (FR) -Art -Histoire -Panorama

(from 7 Jan. 1971) 

S.ARMSTRONG
sends

GREETI,NGS.,

FOR THE FESTIVE SEASON
AND THE NEW YEAR

to all Helvetia Members, and is
ready to help in findingthose
items required to enhance your
collection, 'or start you off on r
a new side-line, and there are
plenty to 'choose from.

Supplements to the EUROPE Catalogue
are published regularly in the

BERNER BRIEFMARKEN-ZEITUNG
Annual fee 30/..; with extra supple-
ment to the catalogue: 35/-

*** *** ***
For fine, first class stamps ....
RARITIES OF SWITZERLAND AND EUROPE

send your Want Lists to:

ZUMSTEIN & CIE
Propr.Hertsch & Cie

P.O. Box 2505 011-3001 BERN

Whatever your requirements,.
from early to modern issues and
all associated stamps, you cannot
do better than to write to me for

- material on approval, or against
Want Lists to •

14 Low Lane, Torrisholme,

MORECAMB E,

Lancs.


